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Her Baby Born Prematurely

Ravished Mother Hits Court's Release Of 3
• Why Did Gang
Attack Woman?

W. E. Ayres
Pounces On
The MBSC

A local pro-seg leader. ever on
the alert for any group which tolerates greater understanding between the races, pounced on the
Memphis 3etter Schools committee last week.
He was Willis E. Ayres, jr.,
West Tennessee and Shelby County chairman of the Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Govern01.0.
ment.
eommodate the rapidly inereas. In a report last week to 60 PTA
BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
ing population.
presidents of Memphis publi
it week in Criminal court six
What's going to be done?
schools, the pro-segregationist oryoung men were tried and sen- At the moment Mr. Hunt said ganization criticized the MBSC
tared to a total of 100 years be. that his department was build- for its 'obey of admitting all races
hind bars for criminally attack- ing recreational places as fast as into its membership and questionpregnant their budget would allow. But this ed the source of funds which the
ing and assaulting a
mother last July 16.
is saying very little. lie reported organization uses for billboards,
After the judge had levied the that last year his budget, although posters, literature, television a n 4
sentence people throughout t h e at the time undernourished, was radio advertising,
communities of Memphis, who cut by $100,000. This does not SENT SPY
had followed the long and tire- throw a strony light on the ree-1 A member of the Tennessee Fed.
some ease in court sighed a n d reational program.
i eration for Constitutional Government. the report stated, was pres- FIYUND GUILTY — Two of
sal/ "they got what they deserv- MAKESHIFT CENTERS
Webb, Si, left, and George L.
farred to prison to serve othed."
To attempt and solve the short- ent at a recent meeting of the the six Negro youths found
White. 16, at right, who were
er part of sentence. Here they
MBSC
and
noted
that
it
was
at.
building
funds,
Mr.
Hunt
guilty
of
having
caned
of
age
caught
with
victim
when poare seen outside building wait"What a dirty thing to do,"
'
young Negro mother of two
lice arrived. Both were sen•
ing for 12-man jury to come
some of the people replied, said they are trying to set up tended by eleven whites, nine
small ehilmen last July It
tented to 13 years. Webb )011
in with lerdict which freed
"Wasn't it awful what those young make-shift centers, using some of Negroes and one Chinese.
and holding her for more than
the churches. "This has not work- The organization says that the
be taken to state penitentiary
three companions and found
hoodlums did?" asked others.
three hours while other bos s
ed out so well," he said, "be- committee is being financially
in Nashville, while White will
four others guilty of crime.
THE BIG Q'UESTION
basked
by
the
ill-equipCarnegie
F
u
n
d,
churches
are
assaulted
cause the
her were William J.
remain in reformatory until
Originally it boys were indictBut hardly a one thought to ask ped structurally, for play purpos- General Education Board, Rockehe turns 18 and then be trans.
ed for the attack on victim.
the question, WHY? Why should a es." Some of the parishes are hesgroup of teenage boys commit itant also, he added, about turn- (See POUNCES, Page 2)such a dastardly act? What is the ing over their nicely-rug lined
cause? Aren't there enough play- basements for recreation.
grounds and centers where youth
Mr. Hunt, a graduate of Lecan find wholesome outlets for en. Moyne college and a former Bookergy? And since most of the youth er T. Washington high teacher,
Iin or around tenement settle- has been with the recreation deis there something moral- partment for two years.
wrong with these settlements?
He said, however, the case in
In an effort to gel a bonus hill for veterans of World ' before the Tennessee lawmakers
Euless T. Hunt, Negro supervis- question, concerning the location
l vote.
or of Memphis Playgrounds, For her niece's' wedding, Mrs.
Wars I and II and the Korean War passed by the Tennes- form a
Ally. J.
Parks and Recreation centers said of the incident, happened in the
pr s d theen t
see Legislation, the Veterans Benefit of America is seek- and
cEousnteslellionr for
recreational facilities are definite- area where recreational facilities
ly lacking. "There is no question are provided. Mr. Hunt turned, A sum of $455 was added to the ing 20,000 signatures for a petition from Shelby county. Veterans Benefit of America.
about it, we can't keep up with therefore, to view the moral as- fund for the erection of a new
The announcement was made by Nathaniel Hendrix,
the population increase," Mr. pect of the crime.
YWCA building at 1044 Mississip- general chairman of the State
Hunt said.
He said that anytime there is pi blvd., when 23 individuals and Bonus Roll drive, who said that a
in Nashville to support the legis' "Some of our most congested "sniggling" and "giggling" in the three organizations paid pledges special meeting will be held for lation.
areas in Memphis are solely with. courtroom when a crime of this recently ranging from $10 to $50. veterans of the three wars on Sat- The organization has
been tryout recreational facilities. Take type has taken place, something Completing payments on pledg- urday night, March 7, in the Vet- ing for three
years to get the bill
the section between and around must be wrong. Several specta- es toward the Sarah II. Brown erans Benefit building at 960
Florida and Trigg streets, he con- tors, some young and some not branch of the YWCA, according Vance Ave., beginning at 8 p.m.
tinued, "this is a spot where the so young, had to be put out of to a report by officials of t h e Veteran& are organizing a
A stem of $10,000 in scholarships
Juvenile crime is very high, but the courtroom because of their in- Vance Ave. branch of the YWCA march on the state capitol during
and fellowships will he offered
last week were Prof. Blair T. the 1950 session hr effort to have
there are no recreational facili- fantile behavior.
again this year by the Alpha Phi
Mr. Hunt said "It is an excell. Hunt, Mrs. Lucille Armfield, Miss the bill passed. It is estimated
ties there. The youngsters in this
Alpha fraternity, inc., Prof. Lioarea don't even have a movie at ent opportunity for some civic Beautie Neville Thompson, Rev. that each honorably discharged
nel H. Newsom, the organization's
A.
Owen,
Mrs.
E.
E.
club
to
move
into
these
tenement
and
Mrs.
S.
veteran
will
receive
at
this spot. So naturally the kids
least 4800
director of educational activities
are usually engaging in activities settlements and do some real Hill, Mrs. Odie Mootry and Rev. if the bill is approved.
announced this week.
SEEK 100,000 VETERANS
service to the community." The .T. C. Mickle.
that are against the law.
The awards will be given on the
The Keel Ave. School for CripAlso Dr. A. B. Carter, Mrs. All veterans, widows and mothact
within
itself
is
bad,
he
said,
WALKER HOMES
pled Children was one of 16 basis of scholastic attainment and
but what is more important is Alma Holt, Mrs. Gertrude Good- ers of veterans are asked to stop
Another example, Mr. Hunt
the
man, Mrs. Viola Parker, Mrs. Hil- by the Veterans Benefit building schools in Memphis named by
(See ALPHA, Page 2)
said, is the Walker Homes. It is the mental attitude of the people.
National Safety Council to its Naliary Johnson, Mrs. M a rjorie from 7 a.m., until 11 p.m., daily
Mr.
Hunt
said
the
blame
for
another strategic spot that should
tional School Safety Honor Roll.
Johnson, Mrs. Allmyn Dungery, and sign the petition.
Mrs. Alma R. Booth, the principal
have some emotional and play such an occurrence could possibly come from the home. He Mrs. Elizabeth Harris, Mrs. Ber- The petition with 20,000 signa- announced last week.
tlet for youth.
said that in most of the tenementl tha Ray. Mrs. A. T. Martin, Mrs. tures will be presented to the gov- It was the second year that the
r. Hunt said there are four settlements, the people are
con- Cleo Phillips, Mrs. Walterine Out- ernor and the legislative body be- school has been given the award
ter, and eight gyms in operalaw, Mrs. Winifred Franklin and fore adjournment, and the local
along with a certificate citing it.
tion but these don't begin to ac- (See MOTHER, Page 2)
MMus Phillips.
veterans' organization is planning
for "exceptional effort in safeto have 100,000 veterans encamp
ty."

2 Well-Known Leaders
Suggest Some Reasons

More Citizens Veterans Plan March
ay Pledges To Back Bonus Bill
lade To YV

Alpha Frat To
Give $10,000

Keel Avenue
School Wins
Safety Award

Says Freed Trio
Guilty As Others
Six Teen Boys In Case
Draw Heavy Sentences
A court-room which had the air of carnival on several
occasions during a nine-day rape trial for 14 Negro boys
fell silent last Thursday morning when a 12-man jury
meted out stiff sentences of from 10 to 25 years to six of
the defendants and freed three others which the Matta
sought to convict for a crime
which the youngsters apparently Drinkwater boy and Paul Kirk,
regarded as no more seriously because they are just as guilty
than a Halloween prank.
as the ones who were sentenced.
As the trial came to a conclu- "I hope that no other woman
sion, and the prosecutor, Ally. I will ever have to pass through the
Gen. Minor Tait, displayed t h e torment that I went through, but
fragments of a print dress *orn if those boys had done a white
by the frail victim on the night woman like they did me, every
of the assault and a single brown
I last one of them would be dead
and white saddle shoe with connow,"
crete-scarred toe, elderly women by
bowed their heads perhaps in 'DID ME WRONG'
prayer, and teenage girls, some The woman said, as she sat in
of whom hart giggled as the rape her neat little apartment, that she
victim had been forced to describe did not waat the boys to he exesome of the revolting details by cuted for the crime that they
merciless defense lawyers, cross- committed against her on July 16,
ed their fingers for good luck for but that she definitely wanted
to see them sent to prison.
the defendants.
The jury, which had deliberat- "They certainly did me wrong,
ed for three hours on Wednesday and if they had released that
night, and for four more hours on Thomas Coleman, who beat me
Thursday morning before arriv- up during the attack, I would
ing at a verdict and agreeing on not have gone out on the street
the proper punishment, filed back again after dark unless J had a
into Criminal Court, Division 2, gun to protect myself. I have
shortly before noon and announc- been told that he said that he
ed the decisions.
would kill me if he ls ever turnDeclared *tot guilty were Grov- ed loose, and I don't believe he
er Webb, 16, of 616-B St. Paul was playing about it either," she
ave Robert Earl Drinkwater, 16, added.
of 601-B St. Paul ave., and Paul PREMATURE BABY
Kirk, 19, of 382-F S. Wellington The victim, who was expecting
St.
a child in April, was carried to
STIFF SENTENCES
John Gaston hospital last week
Victory Smith, 16, of 364-L S. and gave birth to a four-pound.
Fourth at., and Thomas Coleman, nine ounce boy prematurely, and
18, of 1316 Gaither at., were sen- the child is in an incubator.
tenced to 25 years each; William
She and her husband were alJames Webb, 21, brother of Croyready the parents of a six-yearCr, and George L. White, 16, were
girl and a four-year-old son.
old
given 15 years; and Henry Jennings, of 799 Eastmorefand at., The youth under 18 who were
and James Armstrong, 16, of 1303 convicted will be sent to the
Edith ave., received 10 years State Training and Agricultural
each.
school until they reach 18, a n d
Informed of the verdict late then will be transferred to the
that evening, the rape victim said,
state penitentiary at Nashville to
"I don't think that they should
have released Grover Webb,
(See GUILTY, Page 2)

Cited By Girl Scouts

This Patrol Has Good Record

Flu Sweeping Britain
LONDON—UPI—The great flu
epidemic that struck England and
Wales this winter has taken 782
lives so far, a Health Ministry
spokesman said. There will be
"another steep rise" in the death
toll this week end, the spokesman
added.

"The award is an indication
that the personnel and students of
Keel Ave., school are safety-conscious, not only within their immediate surroundings, but on the
street as well as the bus," Mrs.
Booth said.
The award was accepted by the
Keel Ave. PTA, which has worked diligently in the program of
making students safety-minded.

Easter Seal Drive To
Aid Crippled Underway

WIN SAFETY HONORS—The
National Safety Patrol ASS0elation awarded a citation to
the Melroce Elementary Safety Patrol (above) for their no
accident record during t h e
11157•5A. The program
ears
e
i
c
so held Feb. 27 In the Melhigh gymnasium. Mem-

bers of the patrol, pictured
are: FRONT ROW, from left
to right, James Estes, president of the Melrose Student
Council; Clinton Woods; David
Ellie, captain of the patrol;
captain
Leon Shepherd, en
,
and Prof. Floyd Cam pbell
Principal of the school. SEC.
OND ROW, left to right, El.

hert Woods, Earl Parham,
Robert F.. Jones, Jesse Rocamore, Vernon Shepherd a nil
Harvey Reddick. BACK ROW,
left to right, William C. Mardi., patrol manager and
teacher; Joe
C. Settles,
George F.. Mull, Charles Mabry, James Willis, Jr., and L.
C. Carle.

Thousands of Easter seals were mailed to citizens of
Memphis and Shelby county last Friday with the reminder
that the crippled children belong to all of us.
The mailing of the seals represented the launching of
the greatest campaign in the 26-year history of the Shelby
County Society for Crippled Children and Adults, and funds will Dr.
Humphreys said that the
be used to continue and expand
goal for 1959 is $7$,000, and that
services for citizens in this are2.1
-- advanced gifts are needed to help
The campaign will last until'
carry out the extensive program.
Easter Sun., Mar, 29,: Dr. C. C.
The Easter Seal campaign is
Humphreys, general chairman for
conducted by affiliates of t h e
the drive said: -Every citizen in
National Society for Crippled ChilShelby county will have an opportunity to help provide, maintain dren and adults in 49 states, the
District
of Columbia, Hawaii and
and expand the many services
needed to rehabilitate the physi- Puerto Rico.
Approximately 90 percent of the
cally handicapped."
funds remain in the state were
HOW FUND HELPED
Funds last year made possible raised to finance rehabilitation
services for the area's crippled.
the support of the Memphis
Speech and Hearing Center, a pro- The other I() percent helps supgram for coordinated assistance port the national program of difor epileptics and a camping pro. rect service, education and regram for crippled children.
search,

HONORED AT GEF:TER —
Dr. Monte.
, Falls, renter, was
honored by Girl Scout Troop
264 on Wednesday, Feb. 25.
dairing annual Thinking Day
ceremony held at (letter

High school In whitehaven for
her loyalty In the organisation
during its 12-year existence,
and receives a gift from troop
president, Miss Ora J • a a

Spencer. heft, as Mrs. Lotella
P. Marzette, a tremiter of
Troop Committee, pins an or.
chid on her. Troop 264 hat
33 memben.

Guilty;Six Draw Heavy Sentences
the church, he went around to house before she was assaulted,
' and that the woman did not own
look.
serve out the rest of their sen- He denied having assaulted the a set, but this was refuted when
tences.
woman, and said that his conies- Alex Black, jr., was presen
sion was made after Lt. N. E. and testified that e ha so
1FIVE RELEASED
Five boys who were indicted Zachary kicked him on the leg. woman a table model television
with the other nine, but releas- He stated that he read only a part set in April 1956.
ed during the trial were William of it before signing it.
While one defendant was on the
Parker, 18, of 632 McKinley at., Robert E. Drinkwater testified stand, others in seats laughed and
who was cleared on the testimony that he had seen the woman on misbehaved to the extent that
of the victim, and Anderson Jor-!the night that she was raped, and Judge Sam Campbell told the dedan, 16, of 283 Cynthia at.: that she had her arm around one's fense lawyers to remonstrate with
Charles Marr, 16, of 748 Hobart, neck and the other's waist a n d their clients. because they were
Yearbook
of
American small sects have sprung up in
By JOSEPH ST. AMANT
the
at.; David Massey, 17 of the same putting up no resistance.
being observed by the jury, and
churches, has branches in 11 U.S. this area:
address and Kennie Baker, 16, of I ADMITS DRINKING AT DANCE 1 seemingly not realizing that they
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — cities, but its main strength is
can
I.
Anyone
found
a
"church"
Alley,
Allen's
for
whom
372
the
Victor Smith said that he hadWere on trial for their lives,
This city is sometimes called the in Southern California.
in Los Angeles by paying a filing '
state requested a directed verdict gone to the dance which was con- 1
'cult capital of America.
'A JOKE'
Another group which draws fee of $15.
of not guilty for lack of sufficient ducted by Mrs. Martha
Jean - Only one boy, Paul Kirk, seem' The title is misleading if it gives heavily on Oriental philosophy is
evidence.
2.
The
population
Includes
a
I
knowing
Steinberg,
that
that
and
and
bearded
ed to realize the seriousness of
the impression that
the "Self Realization Fellowship."
All of the defendants went on he could not drink in the Foote the charge, but the others switchberobed fanatics are swarming the Founded at Los Angeles in 1925 large percentage of retired peothe witness stand to testify for 1-lomes auditorium, he hid some ed coats, passed around lensetess
streets. But the Southern Califor- by Swami Paramhansa Yoganan- ple who moved to California, in
search of security and happiness
themselves. First was Paul Kirk,' whiskey outside and went out dutH sun glasses, and regarded the trt.
nia climate does appear to be da, it has a sizable following in
who had William Gerber, former ing regular intervals to get a at as a joke until the last day.
in
their
old
age.
Some
of them,
hospitable to the growth of unus- Southern California and owns a
frustrated in this quest by the
attorney general, as his lawyer. drink.
The victim was the first one on
ual religious sects.
property,
good deal of
The youth denied that he Was He said that after the dance he the stand, and she told how sne
hard realities of life, enter cults
Authorities estimate at least 100 The Fellowship's substantialiin hope of
ever behind the church during the was going as far as the bus stop had prepared supper for her fainfinding a cure-all anare operating in this area. Some treasury was handsomely increas- swer to their troubles,
incident, and said that he signed with George Coleman, and as ily on the night of July 16, and
are tihy secret societies with half ed about three years ago when'
a confession because he w a s they were taking a short cut had then gone to visit a. cousin
a dozen members; others are the late James J. Lynn, Kansas
afraid homicide officials would th
theroyugchamePourpo
tern school grounds
nrounads where she remained chatting and
large organizations with thousands City industrialist, left it $2,000,beat him if he did not.
television until shortly
ngp.m
woman has— awfatetcrhi9
dol.
millions
of
and
of men_bers
"I became extremely nervous tag relations with a w man.
000 in his will.
lam' worth of real estate.
when 1 saw William Webb coming when they stopped the man told
The Rev. Forrest C. Weir, exShe told how she was he
out of the room crying," he said, them to "stall around" and
One of the more conspicuous ecutive director of the Church Fedthey up Lauderdale at.. and had go "and
"Wisdom,
Knowlafter the police told me that could have her after he finished.
the
'groups is
eration of Los Angeles, said in
ten
as far as St. Paul ave., when
I would get the Same thing that
edge. Faith and Love Fountain of an interview that the bizarre pracLike Coleman, who was repre- a boy, wbom she identified as
they had given Webb if I did not sented by Robert Tillman, of
the World." Its members go bare- tices of some of the cults have
the
and hit
confess I went ahead and signed, public defenders office, Smit Thomas Coleman, ran up
foot wear robes and let their attracted attention all out of proh,
after deit after the woman finished tYP-I testified that the woman went to her in the mouth, and
hair and beards grow. Its main portion to their actual importance
mending to know where she was
ing it."
colony of about 100 members or. in the religious life of Southern
Ithe spot behind the church volon- going said, "You are not going
KIRK'S ALIBI
cupies a group of sprawling build- California.
tarily, and that no one struck her home. You are going with me."
Kirk told the court that he left during the evening.
Duke Ellington has been signlogs in the barren Chatsworth
! DRAGGED HALF NUDE
He listed two reasons so many ed to write the music score for
a dance which was attended by Coleman said
bills.
thatt he woman, The victim said that she was
most of the youngsterr in t h e I had been drinking,
Otto Preminger's next starrer
and that he'kept in the rear of the church for
' The "Fountain of the World"
area, and that after walking a j was "high"
"Anatomy of A Murder." The film
from having been: a long time while various boys
Was established by the late Frangirl home he eent home to watch i drinking wine.
will star Jahmes
eis H. Pencovic of Pittsburgh Mother
'lined up and had relations with
the
late
late
show.
He
said
that DENIES HITTING WOMAN
will star James Stewart and Lana
who took the name of "Krishna
her, and how she was later drag.
one of the Webb boys was at his Coleman
denied that he hit the ged half naked to the rest room
Turner.
Vents" and proclaimed himself (Continued From Page 1)
home at the time, and during woman during the
assault, a n d of the L. E. Brown park, where
Writing chores such as this are
the reincarnation of Jesus Christ.
cross-examination said that two of said that he was
working on a i the attack continued until police
He was killed last Dec. 10, along gested Add to this the fact that not unusual for Ellington. He has
them were present.
farm in Arkansas from July 161 arrived
with nine other members of the most of the parents may be work- done the music for several picon the scene after mid.
"JO JO'S" EXCUSE
until
Sept.
14
when
he was cap- night and rescued her.
cult, in the explosion of a bomb ing and you have the breeding tures that turned out to be hits.
The second youth on the stand
tuned,
lawlessness.
for
planted by two disgruntled mem- Place
j Testifying on behalf of the prosThe most outstanding music score
was Henry "JoJo" Jennings, repSmith, who was represented by I ecution was Mrs. Carrie
berg.
written by Ellington was for stage
B.
resented by Hugh Stanton, jr., of
, . WOULD VOUCH FOR SOME
Atty.
Eulyse
Smith,
told
the
court
hams, of 610-B St. Paul ave., who
play
"Beggar's
Holiday"
that ran
the public defender's office, who
Many of the sects are COMTISM- The youngsters hive no superthat he had relations with the said that she saw
boys
strikthe
Broadway
and
the
took
to
later
admitted
on
that he went behind the
al organizations which require Vision and guidance so who is to
woman twice during the night. He ling the woman. Mrs. Williams
JEMMY JOHNSON, who went
—a messenger for five conroad.
church after he saw the crowd,,
new members to turn over all of stop them?
was
to
cross-examined
Washington
from
by
Chicago
members
gressmen. Johnson, who hopes
told how the victim was car
and that he did not have relatheir earthly possession, to the "I would like to see more coop- "Beggar's Holiday" was an inthinking he had a page boy
eventually to get a job as a tions with the woman because he of the jury, who asked him tta! to the rest room in a dazed
common treasury. Some have evi- eration on the part of tenement terracial play that starred Alfred
point
out
the
route
that
lob
he
only
to
find
and
it
filled
when
page.
walks
past
dition, and that she called the n0statues is lost his desire to do so after bedently amassed sizeable resourc- dwellers to join in a discussion Drake and Mildred Smith.
Coleman had taken while going lice around 1030 p.m., and inhe arrived, is shown at his
the Capitol's famed Statuary ing there several minutes.
es. Arthur L. (The Voice) Bell, as to the need for proper child In addition to writing the score
to the bus stop, how much lawn t formed them of the crime.
new
lob
at
the
U.
S.
Capitol
Hall.
(UPI
Telephoto)
He said that although he could
it is rumored that Ellington's band
founder of "Mankind United, guidance." he said.
not give the names of anyone else space was around the church and ' Manuel Murrow, of 400-F Lau.
Inc.," had assets valued at $3,000,- Joseph L. Nelson, manager of will furnish some of the music to
whether or not he saw anyone hit derdale at., told how he came out
on
the scene at the time, he was:
be
used
in
the
picture.
000 when a bankruptcy action in- the Edward a cieshorn and the
of his home after being informed
positive that the woman was in ;the woman in the mouth.
volving one of his subsidiaries William H. Foote Homes, said
Grover Webb also admitted see- about the attack, and that he reagreement with what. was
ine ing a
compelled a financial accounting. that he knew several of the Ars
crowd
around
the
church;
mained on the scene and led poon, and that it was at her sugges. and investigating, but
One of the most affluent figures involved and would vouch f Ill r
claimed lice to the area where the woman
tion that the crowd moved to the
Is the 74-year-old "prophet" C. M. their upbringing.
that he left and went to the home was being assaulted.
rest room of the L. E. Brown
(Daddy) Grace. Grace, who wears "Some
of Paul Kirk to watch television. I Mrs. Rose Marie
One of the top shows that comes 1 The coupon, which is good only park.
of their families are our
Ash, who lives .
his fingernails six inches long, better
' He was arrested, he said, as
to
each
Memphis
year,
and
one
tickpurchase
'
with
the
of
the $2.00
on Brown mall, near the park,
tenants," he said.
William
J.
Webb,
who
admitted
moved onto the Los Angeles scene Mr. Nelson believes that
was going home around 1130 he!! also testified that
generally
that
is
enjoyed
by
all
et,
can
be
redeemed
followat
the
she called po- •
this inthat he had been arrested previ• •
last year, driving
a red-and.white cident was more or less a spur'
r . II
members of the family, is "Holi- ing places: Ellis Auditorium B ox iously for disorderly
lice after she noticed the crowd
conduct, and I A SISTER TESTIFIES
striped Cadillac. His first move of the moment thing,
day on Ice."
'Office, Paul the Tailor, 184 Beale whose lawyer was Harold
Taking
the
stand
on
behalf
boys
of
in
of
the
vicinity
of the rest
provoked bY
Weiss
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
was to buy, for a reported $450,was Mardine MOM.
Holiday on Ice is superb a n d at., and at Delight Bar, 657 Miss. i admitted that
h
h
'
.
at he saw the wom- the defendants
000 in cash, an 85-room mansion. know some of those boys and they Friends of Haiti, Inc., an organi- wholesome entertainment, a glo- I blvd., on or before March 14. or an when
,
she was behind t h e Drinkwater, sister of one • of he
Among the large' groups is the had never been in any trouble like nation seeking stronger ties be-1 noun extravaganza of flashing until the capacity has been reach-i church, and
that it was by coin-1 defendants, who claimed that she Sitting in her living room la'
"Holy Spirit Light Church" found. this," he&a
heard
id
the
ei
woman
tell
brilliantly
beautiful
the boys Thursday night, while. two chilc o a- ed.
de
ntthat he was near the
i tween the U. S. and Haiti, has! speed,
t
It is an excellent opportunity to room in
'ed by "Mother" Josephine de SUGGESTS A STEP
the park when police ar.lthat they would not have to wor- dren played on the stairs, the 35- .
deplored alleged attempta of exiled I tumes, lovely songs and gay coin- treat
Croix Trust. Los tAngeles news- The manager,
the whole family to whole- rived. Ile denied
about
catching
a
disease
ed
y.
from year-old mother said: "1 am sure who has been
that he had re-''
political aspirants and of- e"Y•
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injoys the prestige of a listing In pen and do nothing about it.
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DAVID M. ROSENBERG •
eration of the American people." seniors of accredited
high did in Phoenix, Ariz. Thus, a the YMCA, Abe Scharff Branch,
Members of the YADS made Club Tropicana.
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•
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Tony's Inn recently with Miss Ann Spraggins, Charlotte Brooks,
Miss Georgia Calhoun, famous Phyllis Brooks
Willie Pickett, 38-year•old Negro, In announcing the availability our local schools."
•
as the hostess.
Minnie L. McFadden, Peggy White,
Mrs Richard T. White, head of Chicago hair stylist will be present
was sentenced to life imprisonment of the scholarships, Prof. Newsom
The dance will be given at the Rose Thomas and Marie
BrilrriPnMonday when he admitted at his said that each applicant m us t the MBSC, answered that mem- to demonstrate the latest technique
•
• murder trial that he beat his wife: have an above average academic bership in the committee is open in pressing and styling,
to all without regard to race, but Door prizes, (1st prize worth
to death because she spent too
1 Big Days 3
a 261 Chelsea
that it has never taken a stand $100), will he given away. Refresh(Corner 5th)
JA 6-8987• much money on Christmas pm- : need factor.
Starts Sunday
He also stated that there is no on any racial subject.
ments will be served.
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Vie IV swam orounirair••
sex qualification for the high Sine denied that the committee Admission to the clinic is
- ma
.sents.
March 8
was supported by an outside organization. "We have a very limit- nual meetings."
ed budget made up entirely of lo- She said that she had
never recal membership fees and contribu- ceived a request
TOP DISK-JOCKEYS
for information
tions, ti down in black a n d from the organization led by
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Mr
white, and we read it at our an- Ayres.
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Tr -State Defender readers are their ad in the Defender, which
being offered a low-low Television is contained on one of these pages.
service charge of only $3.50 by, Along with the special offer to
the Longview Service company. TSD readers, the Longview com2248 S. Lauderdale.
pany is featuring Its Service ConThis once-in-a•lifetime bonus is tract on Television sets, This conbeing given to any and all of the tract is somewhat similar to an
'Fri-State Defender readers a n d insurance policy. For premiums as
subscribers. With the ordinary !low as $4.00 a month you are enservice charge of $5.00 or more titled to service anytime your set
from most companies TSD read- needs repairing after it has been
ers can't afford to miss out on inspected by the company.
this glorious opportunity.
And as most of you with sets
Just call the Longview company know, a television set can go hayat WH. 6-0647 and tell them your - wire just When you
want it most.
set is on the blisk, tell
them So protect Yourself and your set
you saw the special offer in the from that expensive setvice and
Tri-State Defender and you're en-I
titled to the bonus. Set okay? repair charge by calling Longview
Then call them anyhow and see if today and getting full information
they're true to their word Rut on their wonderful Service C o n•
be sure and tell them you saw , tract.

RECONDITIONED AND GUARANTEED
KEY!! TO THEIR new ISM Buick %Acta. the meet spirited Buick,
are presentee he Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wooten
Wooten's Fend
eraser. corner AM Nedra and !Witten streets. by J. 0. (Toth
1
Patterson, Jr., grate, salesman for SLUFF CITY BUIC1 COM•

TV SETS • - - $29.95 UP
TV Service Calls - - - $2.50
E-Z TERMS ON SHOP REPAIRS

PANT. The proof of the pudding is here . . . For design and
New Car Line . . BUICK'S THE CAR FOR 'Ma Corne In todar
at 139 Woe and see the LeSabre, the thriftiest Hoick and the
Electra, the most luxurious Buick,

HOUSE OF CHROME 133 N. MAIN
CALL M. 5-6678

•
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Starts Thursday! One Big Week!
FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING!
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Rev. Currie Speaks For

ningharn. These "teachers ' tootsthe place of Coach Fowlkes as
coach.
wedding guest who left the party
ti
aolln ht
'
israfnakns
ie L
San
knyomwosr;.
eformer
early, taking with him an estimember of the popular "Teenag-; This type of amusement proved
mated $20,000 worth of fur coats'
ers," quit the singing group some- to be the most successful program
• Rev. F.. L. Currie, pastor of the, Willie Mays, Joe Cunningham, Dr.
and stoles.
time ago to become a single. promoted by Foster Adams and
'First Baptist church. Brownsville .' Clarenee Cobbs and delegatio
About 99 invited guests and one;
ns
Since that time, Frankie has add-I his cabinet. Students believe that
has returned home after a flight from Chicago and Los Angeles.
stranger attended the
ed. lots of swag to his already the Council should keep this up—
receptionito the West Coast where he was Enroute home by way
that
function
is,
more
and
of
CSI.
Saturday night at the plush
meet
swaggy purse through fan clubs
Dun-iguest speaker at the Third Bap- 'ago, he had breakfast
less.
with Rev.
ham Woods Riding Academy club-i
and other loyal friends.
tiat church in San Francisco as a Joan Clinksdale, and chatted
house near here,
by
Miss Laura ''Angel" Holmes, PANEL DISCUSS/ON
guest of the Bay Area Brother- telephone with Rev.
Clay Evans
President of the Lymon fan unit St. John Baptist church climaxhood.
ed
its
annual
and
Clarence Taliaferro, former
Men's Day program
here in Memphis, has done everyThe host pastor was Dr. F. B. classmates.
thing possible to help the singer. with a panel discussion. The parC2flOQCHaynes. president of the Calder.; FETED
ticipants
were
James
RY ALPHAS
Estes
a
ii d
N elevate his popularity in this area.
nia State Baptist Convention.
While in the Ray area, it e v.
Miss Holmes has promoted danc- Harrison Sims of Melrose- WilWhile
the
on
West Coast, Rev. currie was feted by chapters of
es at Club Handy every Wednes- liam Terrell and Leon Brownlee
Currie paid calls on friends in Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity,
of Hamilton; and William Rodgday night in his honor.
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LOS
Angeles
anti
Phoenix, Ariz met in alemphis at the air termiers,
jr.,
Douglass
high's student
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and
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and
three
other
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several other fan clubs, including
SPRINGFIELD. — (UPI) — E. L. Diamond, Mr. and Mrs. EdL organization. Willie E. Lindsey,
the "Platters" group here and dent of the Youth Council of the
Three escaped inmates of the Van- Jackson. Sgt. and Mrs. George; Thomas Doggett and M. T. starthe now discontinued Roy Hamil- NAACP. The topic was, "Does the
dalia State Penal Farm who were Smith, Capt. William H. Pryor tin.
ton fan club. The Hamilton ía n 1 Church Meet the Needs of TeenSnaen.;: Also on
driving a car stolen here early and Carlton Dias whoimlee
greet
club was discontinued because of: agers?"
!Rev. W. S. Vance. former pastor
Monday were captured by state Francisco.
a rift between Miss Holmes and. Quite a debate arose when
MET THE PRESS
Brownlee
!First
Baptist
of
Hamilton
church.
and Mrs.
troopers
stated
15 minutes after the auto
Miss Marjorie Lee, organizer off
that,
His speeches were covered by Currie, a teacher in the Brownsthe church wasn't displaying; MRS. BELAFONTE SPEAKS
spoke at C. Arthur Bruce hall
theft.
the group.
the board of local branch.
newspape
Hew
—
from
rs in the Bay Area, ville public school system.
New York City
On Sunday evening. Feb. 22.
The reason for the rift, accord- enough leadership and Estes of
Mrs. Johnetta Kelso, oho inThe three, who were taken to and he
were'
to give an address during kicksaid that he appreciated :
She presented a benefit fashin to Miss Lee, was: "I didn't Melrose said just the opposite.
troduced the speaker, Mts. BelSangamon County tail and there the report
him
program
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for
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-given bySon
mem
Estes
said
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show for the branch on
the church was meetvs of her actions, I did not
afonte, Mrs. A. W. Willis, and
admitted
the
escape and the car porter, and t h e
bership drive of the NA.tCP
0
following evening which was
iourtesies exhCanidutbn
Mrs. Maxine Smith, chairman
hat she could be loyal to, ing the needs of teenagers, but
theft. were Ronald Meyers, 18, tended
was Mrs. Marguerite Belaby the society editor, Mrs.
attended by capacity crowd.
more than one club and the other that the teenager didn't realize it.
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Chicago,
Ralph
Long,
23,
Kewanee
fonte, third from left, w ho
With her, from left, are Jesse
members felt as I did, and were The other panelists nosed these
and Robert L Davis, 23, Mem, Noted in
questions to Ester: What is the
H. Turner, chairman of menthe audience during; The 14th Ward Civic club will
disturbed about the matter.
phis. Tenn.
one address were Mr. anti Mrs. meet Nlarch 9, at the LeMoyne
In reply to this statement, Miss church doing to ii Correct im_
morality
-- college student lounge, Brownlee
and 121 make more recHolmes said, "When I started all
hall. at 730 p.m.
of this, I didn't know it would' reational facilities. Also asked
All three divisions of the club
arouse the jealousies of so-called was: What qualifications are Oct
ment Clears
will meet at this time and reports
up for the church faculties and;
friends. Being a fan like
myself,„
of the Patron's Tea will be made."
it is impossible for me to do only should the teenagers spend more
time in church?
The president is urging each divione thing and be happy."
A
sion to have all of their members
very
interesting panel discusTelevision and radio stations had to "dilute"
THE GREEN SENIORS
the stereo effect there to get the informati
on of
now can present double-channel in order
Tuesday at Booker T. Washing- sion — other churches should folto
keep
the
reception sat- that occasion.
stereophonic sound programa isfactory
ton the Student Council sponsored low this example.
for the one-set listener.
Standing
special comand
which will not spoil the effect for' The
the "Game of the Ysar" between
new Bell Laboratories de-, mittees will be appointed
"Bishop Isaac Lane Day," pro- dist Episcopal church) was foundand all
the many one-set owners in the: velopmen
the "Gold" juniors and
claimed by Gov. Buford Ellington ed in his hometown of Jackson,
t. called a "compatibili- inembers are asked to be
the
there
audience — thanks to a new de-. ty
"Green" seniors. The juniors deFuneral Set-% ICCR for Mrs, Callie as March 3, was celebrated at, he later led out in
circuit," will enable in more to be placed in
the
establishcommitte
a
velopment by F. K. Becker of Belli
e.
feated the greenhorns 51-45.
Coke of 1043 Alaska st., a rest' Lane college in Jackson, Tenn ment of more (.ME
churches than Telephone Laboratories at Murray broadcasters to offer double.chan• Important matters will claim
dent of Memphis for nearly 40 on last Tuesday. and a number of any other minister,
nel stereo programs without dilut- most of the
Carroll "Big Hands" Holman,
and
attention and also peryears, were held here last week persons were on the campus for one of its first bishops. became Hill, N. J.
an "All-Tournament" player,
ing the stereo effect or penalizing, tinent informati
led
on pertaining the
This 'rompatible' sterieo system the large number of single
at First Baptist church, Chelsea. the observance.
the juniors with 19 tallies,
It
was
under
his
-chan- ward and the two drives now on
leadership that will be
while
with Rev. Van J. Malone, the pas- The observance of Bishop Lane Lane college
demonstrated for the first nel listeners.
William Peppers was second for
was organized as a
I
in
the city.
time over a commercial network
tor, delivering the eulogy. He was Day began on last Sunday during ('ME high school
the team with eight points.
in 1882, develFor
Saturday, Feb. 28, when the
assisted at 'he service by -F/d. 13. vesper service in the Lane college oped into
the seniors Ralph McKinne
Lane Institute the next on
y took
Shanks, pastor of the Klcsdike ; auditorium, with one of Lane
the high honors with 14 points.
year, and achieved the full status National Broadcasting co., presents the "Perry Como Show" on
Church of Christ.
sons, Dr. James Utley, serving as of a college in 1896.
mith was second with 12
Iii TV and radio networks from
Mrs Coketo mem his guest speaker.
7-8
p.m., EST. The stereo portion
This game was very unusual
from Clarksville, Tenn., in 19201 Dr. Utley, a native of Jackson,
in
will run from 7715 to 7:4,5 p.m„
at it was the first of its
with her husband. Rev. William is now practicing in St. Louis,
type
according to NBC. The Long Lines
is year. Instructors went under
Coke, pastor of the Berean Bap- Mo., and is also doing post-gradurS
Department of AT&T will provide
e name of "Cool Kat Daddy
Hat churc:i In Jackson, who is a ate work in that city.
the radio and TV network faciliowell" and "Chill Pappa" Conformer principal of Douglass High JOURNEYED TO NASHVILLE
ties,
school.
Several TV and radio stations
She is survived by three sons, and Mrs. C. A. Kirkendall, along
recently started to offer experiHomer Coke, vice president of the with other members of the Lane
mental
stereo programs over comcollete
faculty,
motored to Nash-,
Protective Industrial Insurance
binations of two AM,.FM and TV
Company, Birmingham, Ala.; ville recently and met with Dr.,
sound channels. Listeners locate
John Coke, a postal employe of Horace Savage, history' professor,
their TV or radio sett in a way
New York City, and D. M. Coke,i of Tennessee A and I State hniver-, Funeral
service,
were
at
held
that will enable them to receive
filet Cash For Equity At
former newspaper publisher, who sity, and Dr. W. S. Davis, presithe
Williams
Funeral
the
sound over the two channels.
hotne
last
served as educational adviser of dent of the university.
Once. Your Home May Be RETURNING HOME after a trip the
CCC camp which built T. 0, All were present when Gov. El- week for Mre. Mayola Johnson, The major obstacle to use of
to the West Coast where he spoke
In Run Down Condition Or In Third Baptist church In San Fuller State park, and who was lington proclaimed March 3 as with Rev. R. W. Taylor, pastor this type of stereo broadcasting,
Francisco- as guest of Bret Ares assistant boy scout director here. "Bishop Isaac Lane Day," and of Bethlehem Baptist church, of- however, is the fact that most
Mortgaged.
people listen with just one receivBrotherhood is Rev. F,. L. Currie, Interment was in New Park urged "all citizens to pay tribute ficiating.
er. If the broadcaster tries for the
Pastor of the First Baptist cemetery. J. C. Oates and Son on that day to the spirit of brothMrs.
Johnson
was found dead full stereo effelt, the single-ihanchurch in Brownsville. While in Funeral home was in charge of erhood which his life so completely typified."
at 314 Scott at., Apt. 2, on Feb. nel listener misses a portion of
JA 5-1060
JA 6-4288 the area the minister spent short Arrangements.
Isaac
Lane
was born a slave 17, and the cause of death has the program because he hears
visits with friends In Los Angeles
on March 3, 1834 In Madison
and Phoenix, %Ha.
not been determined, according to sounds cooling from only one of
County, Tenn., about three miles
the two widely-spaced micnorelatives
.
from the city of Jackson, but unphones in the studio. What he
like the majority of Negroes at
A native of TM. La,, ship was hears ls poorly balanced due to
that time, he could read and write the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the location of the microphones in
when emancipated, and endowed Cleveland Walker. of 1433 S. Main relation to the sound sources.
with certain natural abilities and St.
Therefore, the broadcaster has
spiritual powers which made him
She la survived by five childre..,
ROSLYN, N. Y. — (UPI) — one of the leaders of his time, Willie, Samuel, Julia Mae, Mary
Christopher Ceyer, 44-year-old vet- ONE OF FIRST BISHOPS
Camilla and Ora Lee Johnson and
An itinerant minister when the other relatives.
eran of World War II, has entered
Colored
Methodis
t Episcopal Interment was In New Park,
St. Francis hospital for the ren „ fa
moval of a bullet that lodged in church (now the Christian Metho- cemetery.
—
his
when
heart
he
was
wounded
88 Years Of Experience
Curb
on the Remagen Bridge over the
•
f •
In Quality Paints, You
Rhine on March 14, 1945.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen.
Should Try It,
Geyer, a blueprint clerk of Syos- w
Herman E. Talmadge (D-Gs.)
• •
set, N. Y., survived the wound,
•
said Monday he would introduce
but spent many months in an
Army hospital. Doctors then were
legislation to guarantee jury trials
By R. L. COLEMAN
hate just cause for lier resentafraid to attempt removal of the
for all persons cited for contempt
Herbert Streuli
Certified Graph° Analyst
Walter Streuli
I ment.
bullet.
Your handwriting is YOU. Your
334 Gayoso At Wellington JA 3-1626
Your writing tells the truth in federal courts.
The bullet shifted recently caus- handwriting shows physicall
y how about you impartially. There is Talmadge aimed his bill at a
ing Geyer considerable pain and your mental processes
And 1263 Hollywood Near Chelsea
react. Pho- no judge or jury about it. There provision of the
1957 civil rights
modern surgical methods n o w tographs give us a picture
of our is no fairer judge because the bill authorizing federal
make it possible to attempt the outer appearances.
judges to
Our handwrit- analyst does not know the writer.
impose penalties, themselves, in
operation.
ing gives us a picture of what we Just the pen strokes, that
is all. cases involving violations of votare mentally.
To get the truth your handwrit- ing rights.
One of our readers has a neigh- ing reveals.
bor as families have had them
Submit a page of your hand- His proposal (allowed a prediction by Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
for a long time, even hack to writing written in ink and
enclose
cave man days. She is grievously one dollar ($1.001 and
(D-Minn.) that Congress will enact
a stamped
upset because she does not get reply long envelope.
a "constructive, reasonable and
along with her neighbor whose
If you wish to learn more of effective" civil rights bill at this
handwriting she had submitted for the rules in analyzing
handwrit- session.
analysis.
ing enclose one dollar and fifty The first public hearings on
The reader wonders if she is to cents for the book
entitled "Se- civil rights legislation in the new
blame for the conflict between crets your Handwrit
ing Reveal." Congress will begin Wednesday
them. I cannot say anything about Address to Mr.
R. L. Coleman. before a House judiciary subcomthe reader because she sent a Grapho Analyst,
care of Tri-State mittee which will hear testimony
typewritten letter which always Defender, Memphis
, Tenn.
on approximately 30 bills.
leads to suspicion. However, here
is what her neighbor's handwriting shows, and you can draw your
own conclusions.
A BOSSY FEMALE
She is bossy, and expects her
neighbors to jump when s h e
speaks. It is probable that she
eats and drinks too much because
the writing it muddy or heavy
with ink. The small circles are
almost all closed with ink, and
that is what we call muddiness.
Such mud means appetite, sensuality. She is easily annoyed,
irritated; in fact this writing
shows a constant state of irritability. On top of that she is frequently sarcastic when she does
MADE FROM THE VERY SAME PRESCRIPnot have her own way. Finally
TION THAT HAS GIVEN BLESSED RELIEF
she is very conservative, and that
TO
Is being modest.
THOUSANDS OF eATIENTS IN BOTH
hurt all over. You lose pep
THE
There is one other trait that
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
and energy. become easily
stands out as a negative one. This
particula
r neighbor lady feels
Irritated, cranky and hard
ASK FOR IT AT YOUR DRUGGIST!
that the others in her neighborto get along with Worst of
hood or even in her own family,
all, people begin to shun
may take advantage of her in one
you
way or another. Probably they do
because
of
your
not, but she thinks they will, and
changed disposition.
Is all set and ready to prevent it.
GRAVES VIGENE FOOT TONIC
Dr Graves offers you reLEAVE HER ALONE
Box
5737.
0.
P.
Dept. D.
Chicago 80, Illinois
What should the lady who sub.
lief from all this. Dr
milted the writing do about ,it?
GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
enclose $1.58 (M. 0 or Cheek. No. C.O.D.) Please
FORGET IT!!! The world is Tull
send my bottle of DR. GRAVES VIGENE
TONIC goes to work FAST
FOOT
of agreeable people and those who
TONIC at once.
to ease the ache and tiredwish to he disagreeable do not
change, merely because you want Some of the stars that gathered
nese . . makes you forget
for their fast moving musical,
them to—or because they live -Jamboree,
threie foot discomforts Or- are shown as they appear in the film which
next door. Above all avoid talkADDRESS
.••
der your bottle TODAY ...
ing ahout your lady. Gossip gets arrives Sunday, March 8, at the New Daisy Theater. They
You'll be mighty glad you
CITY
around, and things whispered be- are (top 1-r) Jodie Sands, Count Baste and Joe Williams,
ZONE
STATE ....••
hind doors are enlarged upon, and Jerry Lee Lewis, Charlie Gracie, the Four Coins, Buddy Knox,
"Flo feet le SIAM . . . you meal Water
that means they will sometimes Frankie Avalon, Jimmy Bowers,
Fats Domino and Rocco and
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURRON WHISKEY • 6 YEA'S OLD
reach her, and then she will his Saints.
90/ROOF • C ANCIENT ARE_DIST. CO., FRANKFORT. MI
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I

•

Last Rites
Observe 'Lane Day
Held for Mrs. On Jackson Campus
Calk Cook

Civic
Meet March 9

New Develo p
One-Set Stereo Hearers

WE BUY
HOUSES

C. A. Asto & Co.

H. A. CARROLL & CO.

Woman Sends Neighbor
nting For Analysis

almadgeSeeks
RighIs bill

DR.GRAVES'

It Soothes...It Softens...It's Wonderful!

Or Mail Coupon Below with only $1.50 BOAT
To
DR.

IF YOU CAN FIND A
BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!
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Dillard Choir
In Concert For
Rec Facilities

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 7, 1959

Recreational facilities for young
people in the Walker Homes area
will he provided with funds received from the sale of tickets to
a concert by the Dillard university a candle choir of New Orleans, La., Felton J. Earls, president of the Walker Homes Civic
club, said last week.
The concert will be given in the
auditorium of Booker T Washingon High school on Wednesday
evening, March 18.
The Dillard choir is composed
of 50 of the best singers selected
from the student body of nearly
1,000, and it has gained a national
reputation as one of the leading
-musical organizations.
The choir has traveled extensively and has been heard and seen
radio and television. Most recently it was featured on "The Church
of the Air," over CBS.
Tickets can be obtained from
Ware's Supermarket, 230 W.
Brooks rd.; Marshall's service station at Brooks and Horn Lake
rds., and at the Goldsmith's ticket office.

Approximately 1500 delegates at- BEAULAH BAPTIST
tended the AME Bishops' council Brotherhood month activities
In Oklahoma recently, wherein are being held at the Beaulah
the re-districting of AME connec- Baptist church. The men of the
tions and the laying of ground church are conducting these actwork for the general onference cities which include visitation Evwere realized. The conference will angelism, Christian education and
be held in Los Angeles, Calif., in Christian fellowship.
Brotherhood month activities
160.
Bishop Frank M. Reed of Wash-will culminate on Men's Day, Suaington, D. C,, president of t h edaY, March 15.
Bishops' Council presided. A 50- A breakfast on that Sunday at
member choir of Oklahoma pro- 7 a.m., will be one of the highaided inspiring music for the no- lights of the observation. Samuel
Peace, well-known in church &casino.
Returning to the Bluff City sat- des oratorical circles, will ad.
dress the gathering. There will
isfied with "an effort well done"
• be,a small price for the breakwere Rev. Ralph Jackson, west-,
dent of the Brotherhood and paie`aa"
tor of St. Andrew AME church, Rev. W. C. Holmes, the pastor
Bev. Loyce Patrick of Avery of Beaulah Baptist church, spoke
at the Gibson County Training
AME church, J. W. Clarke, pres- at Mt. Zion Baptist church on last AT BROTHERHOOD TEA —
pastor of First Methodist
school on Sunday afternoon,
ident of the Laymen League and Sunday* It was the Pastor's Anni- The Phillips Chapel C. M. E.
church, at left. With him are
versary
there.
church,
Milan,
speakpresented
its
Feb.
22,
guest
and
the
St. James AME
e member
H. Steger Webb, center, may. Rev. E. V. McGehee was host third annual Brotherhood Tea
er was Rev. Lloyd W. Ramer,
church, Rev. J. T. Dentham m
or of the city, and Rev. DeNew Allen AME church, Bever- pastor.
MT.
MORTAR BAPTIST
Witt Alcorn, pastor of Philend Stark of Clayborn Temple
Mt.
Moriah
lips Chapel.
Baptist
church
on
AME church and Rev. W. L. PoCarnes
at.,
is
in
the
midst
of
its
well, presiding elder of the North
Pastor Appreciation activities.
Memphis District.
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, the honET. STEPHEN BAPTIST
oree, has been pastoring there for
Deacon and Deaconess D a Y 13 years. The congregation is
held its own at the St. Stephen proud of the superb leadership,
Baptist church, last Sunday after- this forceful personality has renmoon. Lovely weather made it antlered. They are equally, grateful MILAN — The third annual'ognizing the divine individual enideal day for the expected attend-for the role his devoted and ami- Brotheihood Tea of the Phillips dowment of each personality," he
ance. Rev. E. E. Green, pastor able wife has played in making Chapel CME church was present- added.
"The Multiple Role of the Min- Missionary Board, Atlanta; a rid
of St. Mark Baptist church, de- this leadership possible.
ed on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 22, The program began with the ister" will be the theme of a two- Rev. Paul Turner, a local minislivered a dynamic sermon.
Every effort is being made to j at the Gibson County Training singing of "America" by the audi- day institute for Baptist theolog- ter, will speak on the minister as
St. Mark's choir and ushers make this a truly memorable oc-I school, and the speaker for the ence, and was followed by the ical students on April 1 and 2 at a civic leader.
served.
easion. Mrs. Helen Bowen and occasion was Rev. Lloyd W. Ra- Boy Scouts giving their pledge the American Baptist Theolodical Rev. Turner , a white clergyBy HATTIE HOUSE
the corresponding committee of
U. M. Felton was chairman. James Rooks are heading t e mer, pastor of the First Metho- and oath.
seminary in Nashville, and theo- man, gained national prominence "I think she is one of the finest the educational division. Miss Haldist church.
A peek on the church's eaten- committee.
Instrumental soloists for t h e logical teachers and ministers in 1956 when he led several Ne. ladies in the church. She is doing yard is, also one of the two
dar reveals the forth-coming Pastor Appreciation will climax
Also present at the program
program were H. T. Jones, violin, from several states will be pres- gro children into the previously fine wark." So spoke Rev. F. R. members who with care and comevents there are Men's day on at the sanctuary, Sunday, March was Mayor H. Steger Webb, along who was accompanied at the piaall-white high school in Clinton, Nelson with pride and enthusiasm. petency ready the informative
join in the discussion.
with other distinguished visitors.' no by Miss Rosemary Rogers; ent to
Sunday, March 22 and the Easter 8.
Tenn.
And so be it. . .For of Miss Mil- Sunday bulletin for the member' Marshal Ridley, saxophone, with Scheduled to speak at the forum ROLE FOR PEACE
play on Sunday. March 29.
Rev. Frank Briscoe, of New Era ors.
dred Halyard. . .he knows much ship.
The songenial membership cur- Baptist church, will be guest During his address, Rev. Ram- U. M. Garrett at piano, and Mac lasting from 2:30 to 4:30 p. m.
On Thursday, from 8:30 am. un- He conducted the baptismal ENJOYS SINGING
dially invites •you to witness these speaker. Rev. Roy Love of Mt. er said: "Brotherhood must be- Lacy, who rendered a piano se- on the first day are Dr. C. H.
Brown, dean of the Starke School til 10:30 a. m., forum speakers will service of this energetic and in- Of these activities, this gmprograms. Rev. 0. C. (-riven is Nebo Baptist will be master of come a reality, rather than a glit- lection.
include
Rev. Martin England, of telligent young woman. . .bring- able young lady enjoys sin
in
of Theology, Benedict college, Cotering generality used on occathe minister.
ceremonies.
lumbia, S. C., who will discuss Ministers and Missionaries Benefit ing forth another worthy one to the choir most. The "univ rsal
sions of this sort. All human en- VOCALISTS
York
of
New
Rev.
Robert
chartered
pathCity;
the
Christian
language"
is
one
of
her
great
trod
deavor must be taught the objec- Vocal soloists were E. A. Neb- the minister's role as a preachloves.
tive of brotherhood if this genera- lett and Miss Mary Ruth Rice. A er, and Dr. Melvin Watson, dean E. L. Hardmond, an accredited re- way.
tion is to be worthy of a challeng- reading was presented by Miss of the School of Religion, More- presentative of the National Bap- Miss Halyard's services at the During the last three years,
Beatrice Hurt and music by Mrs. house college, Atlanta, who will tist Convention, U. S. A., Inc., to Friendship Baptist church are in- Mists Halyard has found another
ing opportunity.
Beatrice Hutcherson.
'INDIVIDUAL TALENTS'
discuss "The Role of the Minister the United Nations along with a numerable. But, foremost are her worthy outlet for her tremendous
member of the faculty of the East- past participation in Sunday energies as an instructor at Man"Brotherhood may be achieved Rev. DeWitt Alcorn is pastor of as Pastor and Counsellor."
ern Baptist Theological seminary, school as instructor and division- assas. She serves, there, with the
by people .understanding and rec- the church.
AS ADMINISTRATOR
Philadelphia,
who will speak on al secretary, co - chairman of Girl Scouts and the Personettes.
Speaking at the evening forum
Young People's Day and instrucbeginning at 7 p. m. will be Dr. "The Role of the Minister in an tor of the Baptist Training Union. Miss Halyard resides at 896
James W. Coleman, administrat- Active Program of World Peace." Presently she is active as a Alma St., with her father, Leslie
ive dean of the Oklaroma School "The Role of the Minister in member of the Imperial Choir and Halyard and sister, Mrs. Doris
Harris.
of Religion, Langston, Okla., who Solving our Present Difficulties in
D. C.
will discuss "The Role of the Inter-Group Relations" will be The institute will be concluded She says that she is never bordiscussed at the afternoon session
ed. 'Tis wonder then. . .that she
Minister as Administrator."
by Dr. McLeos Bryan, Lake For"For I say unto you, That ex- with whom we come in contact, An appreciation program honor- Baptist church.
believes "The responsibility of
"The Role of the Minister in his est college, North Carolina;
bad
off.
are
very
Rev. with a banquet begtnntrir at 6 the cAurch is to reach out and enlag Rev. and Mrs. Robert Nors- Serving as the master of cere- Denominational
rept your righteousness shall ex- we
Relationship"
will
ourselves
M.
If
our
appraisals
of
Lee,
director
of
p.
e
religious
acin.,
and
the
t
h
will
be
speaker
will,
be
worthy for 13 years of devoted ser- monies for the program
richen the lives of the church
peed the righteousness of
be the subject of Dr. V. T. Glass,
tivities, Mercer university, Macon, Dr. Maynard P. Turner, president members as well as the nonScribes and Pharisees, ye shall make us proud of the fact that we vice will be given on next Sun- Rev. Roy Love, pastor of the Mt. associate of the
Department of Ga., and Dr. James D. Tyms, of of the American Baptist Theologic- church members. To this end, she
In no case enter into the kingdom are so good we are in a had day afternoon, March 8, at the Nebo Baptist church, who will be Work with
National Baptists Home Howard university, Washington, al seminary.
101
has
h
I position. Every in
Mount Moriah Baptist church, introduced by Rev. W. L. Duty
adds, the church is successful."
of heaven.. — Matt, 5:26
—an - --ow
We live in a society where most room and plenty of room for im- and the guest speaker for the The program will begin at 3:30
never
God
p.m.,
with
inspirational
Intended celebration will be Rev. Frank
singing by
'of us boast of our goodness. Many prevenient.
times our goodness finds itself that we should compare ourselves Brisco, pastor of the New Era the Mt. Moriah choir and devowho
are
weaker
Oh
those
than
tions
led
by
Mrs.
a
B.
Mairley.
with
inon trial. Many times in scch
--, GUEST CHOIRS
stances we turn the spotlight on ourselves but rather with His son '
' Selections will he given by the
Ober people and say to ourselves Jesuit. What have we to gain by
guest choirs of New Era and Mt.
Sind to other, "Well, I may have comparinl ourselves with people
Nebo Baptist churches.
pity shortcomings but I am better who are in the same boat with
Giving life sketches of the couus?
than an and so." In the light of
ple, entitled "This is their Life,"
psychology we are trying to ra- I was taught a long time ago
will be Prof. J. D. Springer,
tionalize. Rationalization is a corn- that each man who leaves church
Miss Joe Ann Smith will bring
snon thing among us today. In should leave there in fear and
greetings, flowers will be preface of our shortcomings we al- trembling wondering in great consented
by Dona Lynn Sims and
spend
eterways try to place the blame on cern where he will
liarvey Smith, jr., and gifts prenity. The sermon each Sunday
someone else.
sented by Miss Mary Ann Julian.!
The wife who has failed to live morning should mage each of us
Vote of thanks will be offered by
up to the expectations of her hus- take a stand by Jesus and see
Mrs. Helen H. Bowen, general
band can alweys find consolation exactly how we measure up morchairman
of the program.
in the fact that she could have ally, spiritually, intellectually, soJames Rooks is co - chairman of,
been a better wife if her husband cially, and the like. I am sure
the program, Mrs. Dorothy Bow-1
had been a better husband and that each one of us would he so
en Chisum, program chairman,.
visa versa. The child who fails disturbed that we would try day
and Mrs. Laurette Jones, =Mei
In life places the blame upon his by day to be more and more like
chairman.
parents. This goes on time after Jesus.
Other chairmen are P. J. NelToday we need men who are
time and age after age.
son, finance; G. L. Brownlee, pubBut in the final analysis whom striving to be like Jesus. Only in
licity; Mrs. Rena Holmes, decorcan we blame? We can blame no- proportion that each of us wili
and Emerick Clark, techni-1
ISCO
one but ourselves. Those of us strive to he like Jesus will the
cal director,
who are honest with ourselves anxietoies and disturbances of this
know that our shortcomings are world vanish. That old hymn-writa matter of our personal choices. er of years gone by should exWe have chosen to take certain press the sentiment of each of us:
things or ways that we knew in "Lord I want to live for Thee,
the outset were contrary to good every day and hour — keep my
heart, and keep my hand, keep'
living.
This is not something that is my soul I pray, keep my tongue, NEW YORK — A special broad-'CHOIR SCHEDULE
new on the horizon. Years ago Je- to speak Thy praise, keep me east of Easter music will be pre- 1 Livingstone college choir, of Salsus looked at the self-righteous of all the way."
aented by the Xavier university isbury, N. C., opened the month's
His day and told them, "Unless
choir as part of the regular week- broadcasts on March 1 with Mrs.
the
exceeded
righteousness
their
ly Negro college choir series heard Myra Thomas directing.
righteousness of the Pharisees
over ABC Radio Network. The Fisk university will he heard on ;
and Scribes, they could in no case PALM DESERT, Calif. — (UPI) public service programs feature March 8 under the direction of i
enter into heaven." People in the Veteran cowboy actor William the choral groups of the 33 United Richard B. Stark.
days of Jesus as in the days (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd was non- Negro colleges.
The Paine college chorus of Auof you and me have always chalant when he heard a report James Yestadt will he directing
gusta, Ga., is scheduled to sing on
wanted to point to someone else that he died for a second time
choir
concert
from
the
New
March
the
15, with Mrs. Ruby Thom.
and say either to themselves or this year.
Orleans college.
as Jenkins wielding the baton.
to me, "I am better than so and "Well, if
that's true, then I'm The complete March schedule, The weekly radio concerts origso." We cannot lull ourselves into
doing my stomache a greater injus- as announced last week by W. J. inate in New York City on Sunday
a spirit of complacency by saytice. I'm just now eating break- Trent, jr., College Fund executive morning for the ABC Radio Neting to ourselves, "I know that I fast," se
said.
director, is as follows:
work.
am going to heaven and will enjoy the best things of life because I am a little better than
John or Jack." Our spiritual rewards will be granted only in proportion that we live our lives to
the fullest of which we are capable.
When Jesus spoke he was
speaking in terms of actualities
and realities. He expected those
people to whom lie spoke to live
life at the highest of 'which they
were capable. We are not fooling
anyone. Many of us know that we
pass up opportunities each day
to say a word or commit an act
for Jesus. On our jobs, in our
homes, riding the buses, or whatever we do in life many times
many of us find ourselves failing
to live up to the best that is in
us.
The Pharisees and scribes in
terms of laws-man-made laws and
they felt that as long as man lived within the confines of the law
he need have no fears. But when!
Jesus gees us.
IN CHURCH DRAMA — "The
the direction of Mrs. S. Fowend raw, same order. are Is.
He sees us in entirely different Challenge of the Christian
ler and participants ml frost
slab Boyd, Ben Bowie, Rev.
light and we become moral and
Life" was the theme of a drarow, from left, are Miss
S. 0. Vasser, Pete SirnPsn8
spiritual beings wholly respondi
presented
Fregres
ma
at the
LOH'', Mull, Mrs. S. 0. Vas.
and Willie Harris. Music was
hie to God. The whole thing
sive Baptist hurch rin Sun!ler. Mrs. Fowler, Mrs. Mary
directed by W. Fletcher. Rev.
amounts to just this, if we are
day evening. Feb. 22. under
Stark. Mrs. D. andereon and
0. C. Collies Is pastor of this
no better than the worse people
Mrs. Daisy Pendleton. On secchurch.

Milan Mayor Present
For Brotherhood Tea

Young Christian Feels
Church Doing Fine Job

Save $1.00 on Tickets to.
HOLIDAY ON ICE
BENEFIT

•
•
UNCF Chours To Give
Easter Music Programs

Hopalong Unharried

ZETA PHI BETA
SORORITY
EYEGLASS
AND

•

SCHOLARSHIP
FUND

At the check-out stands of your favorite BIG
STAR, you'll find your BIG STAR "Dollar Saver
Coupon" awaiting you . .. FREE. The coupon
may be exchanged at the places where tick.
are sold. Coupons good for March 15th Show
Only!

Prediction: All
Who See Play To
Sing Its Praise
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Job
mmittee of
n. Miss list'
ofthe two
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ound another
r tremendous
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ides at R96
father, Leslie
Mrs. Doris
is never bor.
. . .that she
•nsibility of
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Jr ROB ROY
out in "A Raisin In The Sun" Sidney Pottier is billed as the top
'A Raisin In The Sun' the Lorstar and his greatness as a perraine Hansberry play starring Sidfm-met stand; out as usual. Howney Poitier, Claudia McNeil and
ever everything that Sidney does
Ruby Dee, completes its 4.week
and accomplishes in his role is
stay at Chicago's Blackstone thea- matched
by Claudia's acting in
tre Saturday and hies off for the
the role of "mother." Both are eye
big test, its luck on Broadway. and ear catching
performers of
It is this corner's
prediction the type Broadway demands.
that first nighter reaction and crit- Ruby Dee who was the
troubled
ics' pencilling will be on the ap-I mother when the play opened here
proval side. This corner saw the was still very much disturbed over
play twice. Once via the Ann Oak- what goes when we saw play secley route and the repeat drop-in ond time. However there appeared
a taxation on the old expense ac- a sincerity in her adaptation to
count, The second trip (even be- the part that was less evident on
fore we knew the expense would opening night. Our opinion is that
be okayed) evening was as enjoy- Miss Dee is considerably more
able as the previous one.
ready for the final heat (Broad, "A Raisin," must be classed as way) than when the play began
a problem play but its unfolding Its third heat here in Chicago.
by the artists and expertness of First two, in that order, were
New
the scriptnrs enter the prohlemed Haven and Philadelphia.
borne through a side door, and There are others in the cast
somewhat unnoticed. Better yet worthy of raves. Diana Sands, new
the creeping in is hardly notice- to Chicago, but perhaps familiar
able to the theater-goer. And if along the New York scene is quite
the patron is ''hep" to the situa- a figure as the young "don't care
tion he is neither bored or blood. for anything" flapper. And Louis
JOE WILLIAMS stops by the
curdled by what goes on as has Gossett, Ivan Dixon and a young'
Chicago Urban League offices
been true of so many such stories ate (unprogramed) are good
castand lends a hand with the
that find themselves between the selections. The lone non-sepian,
clerical Hewes. Williams signtwistings of pros and cons.
John Fiedler, does well enough ed up with the League's VolExample: The author but defi- with the brief appearance
unteer Services Bureau to lend
he
nitely refers to Chicago' srestric- makes as agent for
the restrictive
tive covnant and other housing covinant agency.
problems but avoids the usual rut Finally, a limb
Is a litnb, but
of making everyone
mad over this chronicler chooses one to get
what happens and how it is done. out on in predicting
BroadwayReport
In the end the protesting groups will like what director
Lloyd Rich-I
would appear to have lost and the ards has done for
the play that
protested moves in.
is produced by Phillip Rose and
Spectacular perfomances stand- David J. Cogan.

a hand when available. Shown
here with Miss Jimmie Reed,
the Basle vocalist learns the
working of the mimeograph
machine.

SIDNEY POITIER and Ruby
Dee, appear in role of husband
and wife In "A Raisin In The

eud Between
Sinatra, Sammy Davis

HOLLYWOOD CRITICS are dig- —THE LITTLE THEATRE
gron,
ging through their files to see if of Talladega College will appear
the nominations of Sidney Pottier in Chicago March 15 but where
(in what hall) the publicity sent
and Tony Curtis for "best actor"
out neglects to mention.
in same film is a first timer. — FIN IS HENDERS
ON
who
THE RECORDS so far have not handles Marty Faye's southside
turned up with such a situation, engagements has a kid brother
—. IT MUST BE remembered that NOW BEING HAILED for his
the present system of nominating singing in a Broadway night club,
certain performers and making,— EASTERNERS REFER young
hem alone eligible, fo- election,! Henderson as the find of 19511.
was brought into the picture few'— WHEN HARRY BELAFONTE
years ago.—r1RMERLY THERE completes his next film, "Odds
were no nominations, just the Against The World" in which
"general election" of winners. Gloria Grahame co-stars t ii e
ONE THING is certain should famed artist will start reading
both Poitier and Curtis become script for another as yet untitled,
winners, thus necessitating two — LAST WEEK'S party at Arch"Oscars" for "best actor" that way Lounge honoring patrons
will most certainly be unique. — born in month of February, was
•••
a real sorter. — KILLER JOHN.
WHEN SAMMY DAVIS arrived SON, born Feb. 4 and his sister.
at a Club in the northwest sector manager Mimi Roberts, born
where Earths Kitt was leaving Feb. 24 hosted the spectacular. —
last week the two artists buried VERA GREEN reported doing
the latter's show in one of the nicely after being bedded by a
most sensational performances of knife wielder that elected to make
the season. AS A RESULT a New her throat the target.
•••
York night club owner who happened to be in the house offered
DECISION BY HERMAN
the pair staggering contracts for Roberts to bring in lop names
a two week stint in his Broad- on an interracial basis, at his
way club. — WHEN AND IF Roberts Show Lounge me a ns
Sun" which Is due for Its Sammy Davis, Jr. appears at bands like Duke Ellington, Count
Broadway opening next week. Roberts lounge this summer he Basic, Stan Kenton, Woody Herwill be the highest paid performer man and top vocalists including
ewer seen on Chicago's southside. Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughn
are with as. on far as Sinatra and — HE WILL RECEIVE less, will join Sammy Davis (already
Sammy Davis are concerned. .. however than what he'll get for booked in parade to the south.
previous two-week stint at Chez side. — THE SPOTLIGHTING OF
Perm "MR. WONDERFUL," top stars will also mean flock to
speaking of the Roberts engage- southside by firstnighters f r o m
ment told reporters I like the idea the loop and northside a-la-the
of appearing in a southside club. now closed DeLisa.

What realty goes between Sammy Davis, Jr., and Frank Sinatra,
now apparently engaged in "name
calling" and "I don't understand
the guy blasts?
On surface it would seem the
whole 'blasted" thing started

when Davis, appearing on late!told of a costly party
both Sinahour NBC-Radio broadcast (Jack tra and Davis attended.
Who was
Eigen) from Chicago Chez Parer to be host the fellow
talking never
took pot shots at Sinatra's method got around to saying. But
he told
of handling his public including of the end when the
check arrivautograph seekers.
ed, a rather huge check that Sam'Twas on this broadcast that my reportedly reached
for. But
IT HAZEL WASHINGTON
Davis is reported as saying "Tel. Sinatra is reported as
saying "give
ent is not an excuse for bad man- me the check, Sammy,
HOLLYWO
I have
OD—One of the last far along mentally as others?
here. I love Frank Sinatra but much more going for
I.
me than you
big obstacles placed in the path this not another argument the
there are many things he does have." The much going,
according
that there is no excuse for." The to the speaker was
of "Porgy and Bess," has been things as they were and still art
more money
Interview on Sinatra went much coming in from
removed by the Screen Directors' should be changed? How many
records, films and
of us would "cross over the line"
further when Eigen asking the the like.
Guild, when they decided that
questions then, according to reif the advantages were such as to
There is no doubt but what SinaOtto Preminger alone would re-' make it profitable to
port via transcript repeated "both tra and Davis have
do so? You
been friends.
eel's* credit for the direction of know the answers — let's
he and Davis taking shots at the Each admires the other
wait
for his
"I' and B" since Rouben Mamou- and see these pictures
famed singer-actor.
talents. However, some critics
and decide
lain was fired and paid off in full, for ourselves whether they
However from Hollywood comes have indicated that the social side
are
reports that the whole thing goes of the twin picture is a bit mudand had no part in the actual damaging or not. I'll not
be angry
a bit deeper.
direction of the picture.
dled. They hae gone on far as,
if you disagree with me.
True or false, the stories con- to indicate Sinatra
Mamoulain had contented that "Al Capone," is one
believes the
of the
tinue to pour in that all has not "friendship" as
he was entitled to be credited year's most
reported publicly
Important motion
been well between Davis and Sina- should have
with
the direction, because he had pictures, and tells the story
a stopping point,
of an
tra for long time.
while Davis' attitude as been that
spent several months on re- Italian gangster, it brings
with
A person very close to Davis It should extend
all the way.
search, and had had a hand in the entertainment a story
had this te say in presence of this In
that
this corner there is a belief Erroll Garner was presented in the early rehearsals for the pic- should
be seen by all. It shows
reporter. "Davis sometimes moves that the whole
thing is matter of concert at the Navajo Civic Cen- ture. The only thing left now, is us, gangsteris
in to spots where some of the "And Never
m and crime during
The Twain Shall ter in Window Rock, Arizona. ap- whether or not certain newspaper
the twenties, when Prohibition
top stars think he does not be- Meet," socially
that is. Maybe yes, pearing under the auspices of the people of our group will continue
long."
was the law, and murder and
maybe no. However there is no Navajo Tribe of Window Rock.
Continuing his story, the fellow doubt but that the troubled waters This marks the first time that to attack this story as one that wholesale crimes were committed
is degrading to the Negro, as by those in power.
a jazz soloist has performed on
they have done in the ease of The Italians and
the Navajo Reservation.
Jews as well
as other nationalities might obThe concert was part of Gar- "Imitation of Life."
There is a story being told of ject to this picture, since
ner's West Coast tour.
it shows
Garner's West Coast tour — his these pictures, and is meant for them in a bad light—yet did these
first in two years — will include the entertainment of all people conditions not exist? Can we learn
both civic and college engage- everywhere. We cannot hide our a lesson from this picture, as
well
ments in Arizona, California, Co- heads in the sand and say that as he entertained? I think,
'yes.'
lorado and Oklahoma. Garner ap- these conditions never happened, Here we have a
potent influence
pears in a program of improvise-, or that they are not still happen- for the
maintenance of law and
tions, on standard works and his ing. Whose fault is it, if, we have order
and for the preservation of
own compositions, accompanied among Us people who are not as
decent society in our country.
by a bassist and a percussionist., Roberts Show Lounge, top South- Behind Robert's angling for stel-'chid for three
more appearances, A tour of Europe and England for '
performersTho
side nightery plans to Increase Jar
is his conviction,1
ugh Davis will play the Show ealy autumn, 1959, is being ache'
tempo of its entertainment by after two years in the biz, that he,Club for less loot than he'd nor. tiled fo Gluier, who won
bringing in some of stagedom's needs a healthy white trade to rnally command, the engagemen Grand Prix du Disque from the
t French Academy of Arts,
alive." The whites shv away will still require
last seatop artists, week after week with
wi
.
a couvert boos
it.
. son.
inn too large numbers when the, ----some remaining longer,
club's attraction is less than top.
Topping the list Mr. Roberts has
drawer no matter the genre. On
secured Sammy Davis, Jr., for
a,the other band, when the magnet
week's engagement late in Augis here, it's not uncommon for
ust. Sammy returns here for enGospel singer Clara Ward re- London, England, will also include gagement at Chez Paree and at the crowd to be as much as 90
vealed in Philadelphia this week concerts in Germany, Holland, conclusion of the run in the off- , per cent white.
that she sell !collect $50,000 for France, Belgium, and at the China the loop cafe will move into Rob-' With Davis promised to him,
her gospel singing group's ached.; Theatre in Stockholm, Sweden. erts for weeke run. In the mean- Roberts has feelers out for a num
uled three-months tour of Europe I Following the European tour, time Roberts will be playing other her of other topflight attractions,
bands. Count Basle
this spring.
Dot Records has arranged for the names." Names like
...e Count
oun
aThe foreign trek, which begins world-famous artist to visit the'tie, Duke Ellington, Louis Jordan, pulled large throngs for a recent
on April 5 with a personal ap- Holy Land, where she will record Lionel Hampton, Satchmo Arm- stand, and is a probable repeater
for later in the year. Roberts also
pearance on ATV's "Sunday Night an album of twelve sacred tunes,strong, Ella Fitzgerald.
Sarah mentions
Stan Renton (a Blue
At The London Palladium" in early next summer.
, Vaughan and many others.
le t P regu I ar, as is Basie) an d
Johnny Mathis this year is
bious, since the warbler has an A new extended-play album, by his usual flawless harking.
oarly May date at the Cher, and Nat "King" Cole, "Night of the! In the film, Nat essays
a
is option-bound to the Black Or. Quarter Moon," will be released straight dramatic role, as well as
by Capitol this week.
singing. Starred with him are JuFour tunes are in the package, lie London,
John Drew Barryincluding two from the soon-to-be-; mopre,
Anna Kashfi, Dean Jones
released picture "Night of the and
Agaes Moorehead, Another
Quarter Moon," the title song, and
Capitol artist, Ray Anthony, makes
"To Whom it may Concern," the
a guest appearance in the Albert
latter written by Nat and his sinZugsmith Production for MGM reter-in-law. Nelson Riddle provides
lease.
NEW YORK — The Riviera on ticipation deal. Something in the gagement so
far as critics' apBroadway, the club that arrived contract did not meet
with Raft's proval is concerned has assured
from Jersey with Larry Steele,
approval
and
the bad man of mo- the famed show producer of en"Smart Affairs" debuting on the
pulled out of the dickering, other
main stem at same time (Dec. vies
such engagement on Broad',
Leonard Draper who operates
Larry
Steele's
engagement at way. It
28) will not get George Raft as
also gives "Smart Affairs"
socksationa
Riviera
was
l
the
Draper's Coliseum,
and
front man or "name" for its rea big push for its summer stay in the popular
drew critics raves in the Broad-,
2112 Lockport Road in Joliet, and
opening as was hoped.
Atlantic City and the Las Vegas
ollTh
ege
E
TaGiihia,deAglai. C—
e hLeiattrld
well known dance promoter visit.
e lAeleali
(aamliat;orN
nioarmpaarRhossrea, B
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iasek.1vneissw
il.
George. It seems Isn't or wasn't way papers. Hie engagement end- and Miami, Fla. engagements
Theatre of
when the,si
ed the Chicago Defender this week
Rivieraclosed down
Universal Theatre, Inc., the new.
ton happy with the terms involved
attention
ofrth
In
addition
Banbury
la
m
e
o
Steele
sa
r
n
us
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e
for
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seh
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r
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thee- while enroute home from a bust holding production company
licensed could be sein his name and talents heading until
New Orleans, Louisiana, and
110 London's Haimarket, the intense ctnamitps
tee dates in Chicago. The Tivoli ness trip.
2109 Broadway, has optioned Kenn,
the newly organized club now head- cured.
story planned for off-Broadway on tour soon with step in Chicago Cleveland Page, Pulaski, !Omits. theatre manager, Ken Illewitt has' Mr. Draper has promoted some Freeman's egad'
To Me Ma," an'later
ed by Dave Shear who replaced The club had been operating on already announced
this year, can be classified March 15. Friday's play as "Time ippl. Others are Arminta Block.
plans to book of the nation's top attractions in oricinsl drama
on the authentic with recently insurgent Irish and and the
Bill Miller at the top. Miller re- the sofj drink and "setup" kick, "Smart Affairs,"
Conways."
perhaps at end Joliet As well as employed some and seldom-seen
Brooks,
patrons being "Unwed
mains in charge of talent employside Of life in Jewish plays so successful with The ten-member
.to of production's stay in Atlantic. of the big names in his "Colise. the West
cast for Titnel Roanoke, IVnidrigainnsia::Sa
Virginia: ndJoraan
bring in their own bottles. Wit:h,
Indies.
ment.
Ameriean audiences. Cast will be and the Conway%
City.
a
Another
three
trill
urn."
act
for
Planned
His
Lillington.
North Carolina: Neely
present plans call for, Frank and deliberate, Mr. Free-,
Whereas Larry Steele WAR in the the terrific nut Involved the 11,- Steele's
all Negro.
drama by J. B. Priestley, is drawn Levy, Tulsa. Oklahoma, and
Affairs is return to Aug- bringing to Joliet some of the big m an l a ys open the heart
and house Lorenzo
club on salary basis for his show viera quite naturally could not op. tralia
where his show ran success- attractions booked into Chicago's
Tucker, Universal's from ten slate, and introduces'Charles McCarron, New York
, of the Islander under pressures set president, announced that
Raft's proposed deal called for a crate successfully on that plan.
Mr.. five new actor New actors are! City.
fully for several months last sea- Regal and Tivoli theatres
this , against
"toksia" salary and a proata-pari-i Success of the Larry Steele en , son,
uncorrected
economic Freeman also will direct the pro., Mabel Smalls, Charleston,
South
i spring.
Dr. J. 0. 1-10Psoe of Pittsburgh.
i weaknesses. First called to the , duction.
'Carolina; John Parket', Gadsden,!Perinsylvania is the director.
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Dear Mine. Chante: I am very will give more information. Do not
interested in meeting intelligent write unless sincere and really
young ladies that might be lone- want to get married. William
F.
ly like myself. I have no real bad Scott, 7 West 116th St.,
New York
habits — I like music and sports. 26, N. Y.
Would also like for someone near
•••
by to write me. My occupation is Dear Mme, Chante: You have
technician. Would like the ladies helped so many lonely ones find
to be between 18 and 90. I am happiness — so I am asking you
28, G feet tall, 180 lbs., brown to please help me. I am single,
complexion and brown eyes. I 26, 5 feet, 11 inches tall,
mediwould like for you to send photo— um brown complexion. Would like
I will do the same. L Lewis, 405 a young lady between 18
and 25—
Davis Ave,, Mobile, Ala.
someone who is looking for the
•• •
better things in life. She must not
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like weigh over 135 lbs., medium or
very much to meet a young lady light complexion, neat and
intelliwith college background, 25 to 30 gent with at least a high
school
years old, good character and in- education. The young lady
must
terested in getting married should be willing to live here in
the
prove to be the right guy. I am South. Please send photo in first
31, a mail carrier, brown skin with letter. Leroy Little, 1847
N. Bowie
-11TIST's aurrE
three
years of college.
I St., ..linsper, Texas.
LiKE To ADD_ SET
viOU‘D
—AUDI
am divorced, no children, Samuel
•• •
A LOAD OF NOW TME C.OSTE.r WAS N
Matthews, 451 Harper, Detroit 2, Dear Mine. Chante: I am interISEWNED?NtOSTA.`f
IN IME. SAUCER e545
Mich.
ested in a male friend in t h e
OM.. 054 liAr. couIrfER./6E0°4 ..
•••
states. I am 31 dark complexion,
AND sueAQ? IF HE'D ASK FOR yr,.
Dear Mme. Chante: I will ap- 133 lbs. Would be happy to
hear
.
/
FtEekt.t..4 GET rt
preciate your publishing this let- from a decent man 32 or over.
ter as I feel that through your Miss Evelyn McGibbon,
50 Homecolumn I may be successful in stead Rd., Kingston No. 2, Jamaifinding a wife. I am interested in ca, BWI.
meeting a lady between 30 and
•• •
35, intelligent and interested in Dear Mine. Chante: I am intermarriage. I am 49, a U. S. gov- ested in meeting a sincere a n d
ernment employee. Write and I honest man. One who will appreciate a nice sincere lady. I am
27, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, weigh
125, medium brown complexion.
He may have one or two children. Will answer all letters. Miss
D. King, 1028 E. 46th St., Apt.
212, Chicago 15, III.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am writing you to see if you can help
By CLAIRE COX
me find a lady companion. I am
single, weigh 190 lbs., 5 feet, 9/
1
2
NEW YORK — (UPI) — High school graduates are
inches tall, light brown s k i n.
Would like to hear from ladies be- dropping out of church activities in such large numbers that
tween 25 and 35. Will answer all
Methodist ('hurch officials regard the situation as crii ical.
letters. Emmanuel P. Anthony, S.
"The program involving older youth is the weakest
Sgt. USAF, Box 152,4 Lackland
link
in the church's ministry," said the Rev. Joseph W.
AFB,
Texas.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
•••
Florida Indians used to combine
Bell, of Nashville, Tenn., director
dangereus sport with their hunt Dear Mine. Chante: I am 38, 5 of the youth department of the been given for this, some valid
By LOUIS CASSELS
for food. An account of a whaling feet, 2 inches tall, 140 lbs., and
and some not. They include:
(UPI) — Although U. S. educetrip is contained in L'Amerique, a I have a son 14. We both belong Methodist General Board of Edu— In many cases, the church
Hon ie plagued by many shortagdescription of the New World, to church. I am very lonesome cation.
Yias not made any provision for
es these days, one of its worst
written In 1687 by Sanson d'Abbe- and would like to hear from a He questioned whether The
school youth and thereproblems concerns a surplus — a
ville, geographer and teacher of nice man who would be a good Methodist Church, the largest post-high
fore they feel out of place or unsurplus of school districts.
King Louis X1V of France. He husband and father for my child.
single
in
the
protestant
According to a recent survey by
body
existing youth groups
welcome
in
I enjoy cooking and sew in g.
wrote:
the National Education AssociaPlease send photo in first letter. United States, was meeting its or groups for older persons.
"Fishing
for
the
whale
Is done
tion, the United States now has
with great skill and courage. Eu- Miss Mary L. Smith, 1627A, O'Fal- responsibilities to young people, — Many of the young people
about 48,000 school districts. Each
6, Mo.
ropeans would never dare to hunt low St., St. Louis
and he called for stepped u p leave for college and do not be•• •
is administered separately by its
come associated with a local
whales as these natives. When a
church youth programs. Work alown school board, which has conchurch while there.
Whale is sighted, it is followed by Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a
siderable autonomy in hiring
the Indians. As soon as they ap- bachelor and would like to corre- ready has started, he said, on — Many of them leave home
teachers, formulating educational
proach the whale, an Indian spond with ladies between 30 and developing more programs f o r for another place to work, and
policies and setting school tax
Jumps
on its back and rides it. 40 who are sincere. I am 47, 6 older youth, separate organiza- find it difficult to get back into
rates.
feet, 1 inch tall, dark complexion
"He
drives
church life.
a stick into one of weigh 170 lbs., very active,
This system, unique to Ameriwell tions for them and increased
Its nostrils. If the whale dives, educated
ca, has the great advantage of
"There is a degree of indepenand considered fair guidance for local churches.
he waits for it to surface and then looking. I
keeping the schools close to the
dence, or a desire for indepenam quite a lover of out- OUT OF PLACE
drives another stick in his other
people they serve. It works fine— NEW HALF-MILLION DOLwere completed at a total cost
Crutchfield, superintendent of nostril. He ties a rope to these door sports and would like for the "There is considerable feeling dence at this age," Bell said,
as long as a school district is I.AR men's dormitory at Fisk
lady to be somewhat the same. that at the end of high school "and this leads many of them to
of $1,200,000, Examining bluebuildings and grounds; Presitwo sticks and returns to his boat.
large enough to function efficient- University looms in the backMy hobbies are boating, fishing
prints of the DuBois dormitory
give up habits which are either
dent Stephen J. Wright. Trus"As
the
whale is unable then to and good music. All ladies are there is not much of a place in easier to keep at home or had
ground as trustees and adminly.
are, (left to right), Trustee
tee Dan May and I. T. ere,.
the church for young people,"
breathe,
it
, But many thousands of Ameri- istrators cheek building Plans
weakens,
and
is
towed
free to write. Will answer all letCalvin McKissack, R. C.
parental encouragement. Some of
well, comptroller.
ca's school districts today are
to land where it is cut up and ters and exchange photos. H. Bell stated.
before making final inspection
the same things could be said
dried and ground into a powder Smith, 812 E. 42nd St., Chicago Bell said several reasons have
manifestly too small to offer a of the completed structure.
abov'.i men in the military servfor storage."
well-rounded educational program The dormitory, te be named
15, Ill.
ices.''
•••
at a reasonable cost.
Volume one of d'Abbeville's hisin honor of distinguished alcomplete Methodist
tory was recently translated into Dear Mme. Chante: I am s ested in meeting a good man be- The latest
The American Association of umnus W. E. B. DuBois, and
total
English and published by Bloch woman 35 years of age, mother tween 35 and 40 who feels he could church figures showed that a
School Administrators sa y s a a new student union building
and Company of Cleveland under of three, ages 16, 14 and 11 — be a good father to my children of more than 2,800,000 children
school district should have a minand a good husband to me. If inold attended Sunthe title, "America — 1667."
imum of 1,200 students and teachtwo boys and a girl. I am inter- terested, please answer. mary up to 11 years
day school in 1957. The youth
ers in order to operate effectively grooms, serving nearly a third 01
Francis Brown, Apt, 884, 550 division, composed of young peoAmerica's youth.
and economically.
Mack Ave., Detroit 1, Mich.
The obvious solution — eonsoli- JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The Rev. Blaine said.
ple 12 through 23, included nearly
Nearly 90 percent of the exist- dating two or three
•• •
appointment
of
Dr.
Reid
E. Jack- A nephew of Bishop Frank Mad;
adjacent small
/,300,000. The percentage of atDig school districts are below that districts into one of adequate size son dean of the senior college at
son Reid, president of the Council
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like tendance by younger children was
minimum size. Half of them are
easier to prescribe than to Edward Waters College and secre• of AME Bishops, Dr. Jackson ha,
to meet a Christian man between greatest.
trying to operate schools for few- carry out.
tary—coordinator of the Executive had a lengthy connection with the
49 and 56. One who likes to go
er than 50 students.
GENERAL
Geography is the villain In 3 Commission on Educational Insti• AME church.
to church and loves a good home DECLINE
The problem of the pygmy disdecline in church
life. I am a Christian — don't Bell said the
sparsely-settled areas. T h e tutions of the General Board of A graduate of Wilberforce and
few
trict is particularly serious at the
has
smoke, drink or play cards. I am Participation by older youth
bus hauls would he prohibitively Education for the AME church, as Ohio State Universities, Dean
churchhigh school level. In his recent
employed as a cook. I'll help him been general in Methodist
long for some of the students if Director of Christian Education for Jackson is one of the two Negroes
report on -The American High several
has
if he is interested but he must es across the county. There
small local schools were St. Paul AME church was reveal- in Jacksonville with the doctor of Now
School Today." Dr. James B. Conhave a job. I am 5 feet, 1 inch been an annual increase in the
eliminated in favor of one good ed here by Rev. R. V. Blaine.
philosophy degree. Other honors
ant, former president of Harvard,
"Long years of experience as for Dr. Jackson include listing in
tan complexion, weigh 149 total number of young persons in
tall,
central high school.
By
GEORGE R. BROWN
listed the consolidation of small
college, faced with paying $1,850, lbs. Mrs. L. Bradford, 209
college administrator — particu- "Who's Who In The World" and
S. Whip- churches, he said, But the upBut
there
are
many
areas.
where
Parinriv in
high schools as the "number one"
well q„).
Edn. the yearly cost for tuition and ple St., Chicago, Ill.
AME schools
surge has come in the junior and
the majority of American biogra- DES MOINES — (UPI) _
etheational problem facing many Ocularly in the Midwest.
cators throughout the country are dormitory space. Assuming a $200
senior high groups.
consolidation is completely feasi. tiY Or. Jackson for his new post," phical directories.
states.
eyeing Grinnell College's "learn scholarship or grant-in-aid and a
Asked why he regarded the de"In his work with the Execu- now, pay later"
Conant said that a high school ble. The barriers in these areas
plan for helping small down payment, the student
cline in high school graduate
tive Commission." Rev. Blaine
with fewer than 100 students in are posed by such things as local
lower-income families finance a would be left with a balance of
church activity as critical. Bell
continued, "Dr. Jackson prepared
Its graduating class can offer a pride, the desire to cling to an
$1,335. This would be divided inreplied:
the new standards for AME col- college education.
properly balanced curriculum of abnormally low tax rate, the unHoward
to
12
R.
Bowen, president of
payments of $111.25 plus
"I believe it is critical because
leges along with a handbook for
vocational and academic subjects willingness of superintendents or
930-student
the
the
monthly
service
fee.
college
at
Grinin the post-high young people
AME school administrators and a
'only at exorbitant expe n e.', school board members to risk the
t
I
Iowa,
nell,
has
A
second
received
plan
hundreds
spreads
the
cost
monumental report of the 1956 surthere is the future of the church
Most small high schools, it should loss of their jobs in a consolidabe noted, do not have "exorbi- lion and — above all — by anti- PADUA, Italy — (UPI) — Two vey of all AME educational insti- of letters from school officials in- of a four-year college course All previous records were brok- and of the country. In these formatant" sums to spend. They solve quated state laws on re-district- Italian Protestant preachers were tutions by the Executive Com- quiring about the installment across a longer period of time. en at the 26th annual Chicago Na- tive years of establishing themplans. Grinnell plans to put the This is called an extended pay- tional Boat Show as throngs of selves in school, professions,
fined 60 cents each in a court here mission."
the problem by offering a strip- ing.
ped-down curriculum. This is one A handful of states, like New today for refusing to take the oath Dr. Jackson is a former mem- program into effect next Septem- ment plan.
boating enthusiasts came to the homes, they are making decisive
Bowen explained that under International Amphitheatre a n d decisions and we humbly believe
explanation of those widely-publi- York, California, Oregon, Wash- as witnesses. The fines were sus- ber of the National Advisory Com- ber.
mittee of the Youth Division of In one plan, regular monthly this method, payments can be ex- saw the greatest number of boats that the ministries of the church
cized statistics showing that one- ington and Idaho. have tackled the pended.
fourth of U. S. high schools do re-districting problem with vigor The Revs. Raffaele Panne and the NAACP. Besides this, Dean payment and billing carry no in. tended from five to eight years. ever to be displayed under one can be of service in these imporministers
of
the
Jackson
has served as a copy terest charges, but do have $I For example. Bowen said a stu- roof.
Filippi,
not offer physics or chemistry, in recent years. But in most Lamberto
tant years of development.
while one third do not offer ad- states, effective action is still se- Church of Christ, quoted St. Mat- editor and feature writer for the per month "service fee" to cover dent's costs for four years at the Total attendance for the show's "The situation is going to he'
verely handicapped by laws which thew ("But I say to you, do not Afro-American newspapers and the cost of bookeeping and bill- school would come to $7,400. As- 10-day run, set an all-time record come increasingly critical because
vanced math courses.
By Conant's standard, only 4,000 circumscribe the powers of the swear ...") when they were asked also as a social service worker. ing.
suming certain scholarships or with 311,177 skippers and their of the increase in the number of
of the nation's 21,000 public high state hoard of educailon to lake to take the oath before testifying "The rich and varied background For example, a student enters other tuition remission devices, crews coming to see the world's people in the age group 18 to
schools are big enough to do a the initiative in planning realistic against a defendant who they said of Dean Jackson should insure
the balance would come to $5,690. largest indoor fleet of boats (857 24."
decent job. Fortunately, these new districts, or which permit had stolen a microphone from a more unified and balanced pro- RADIO WORKERS
Bell said many local churches
In this plan, Bowen explained, craft).
4.000 enroll about 70 percent of each small district to wield a veto their church.
About
25.000
Education
at
deaths in the U. S.
gram of Christian
Chicago boat show visitors saw do not recognize that they have
total student population. But that over any proposal for consolida- The defendant. Giovanni Picari- St. Paul AME church," Rev. annually are caused by tubercu- a small interest charge is added
to monthly payments, in addition that the new outboard motors are a responsibility to this age group.
los.
sill leaves 17,000 too-small high tion.
Blaine concluded.
ell°, was acquitted.
continuing to feature innova- Only a few persons in this bracto the $1 service fee.
Total monthly payments would tions introduced ;est year, but ket remain in small communities,
efficiency, he said, so churches do little or
increased
be 8100.47 per month for five boasting
years, including an interest rate more functional styling and con- nothing for them.
easier "We believe that even with six
on the total amount of money, veniences which will mean
handling.
to eight of these post-high young
slightly more than one per cent.
Bowen said the payment plans They saw that many of the new people, some activities could be
tailfins
boats
had
their
dropped
planned by and for them," he
are operated on a non-profit basis.
Extra charges are aimed at re- and returned to classical "sea-go- said. "And this will he one of
imbursing the college for its cost ing" designs. Most of the '59 mod- our efforts . . . the burden of
els on display featured improved effort will be on
the local church."
In administering the programs.
cockpit and cabin arrangements
Do the young people come book
When parents wish to use an
and other refinements, such as
eight-year payment plan, the conthe church after they settle
ventilating windshields and built- to
down in jobs and marriage?
tract calls for payments in begin in hoarding
ladders, aimed at inone year before the student en- creased comfort and convenience. "A great many of the young
people do come back into the
ters college.
church in a 'ew years after they
To protect the school, a parent COAL PRODUCER
using the extended payment plan
West Virginia is a leading IT. S. are married and have established
must purchase an insurance producer of bituminous coal and homes of their own," Bell said,
policy which guarantees the col- often accounts for 30 per cent or "and become interested in the
lege payment In case of the more of the entire national out- Christian education of their chit.
breadwinner's death.
put.
dm."
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LORD, HELP ALL AMERiCANS
TO SE•E THAT YOU iNIENDED
HUMAN BEINGS EVERYWHERE
TO HAvE 'THE SAME RIGHTS...

massartm

BLUEPRINT FOR MEN
velop good men. And the more
The Negro man of tomorrow. . . good men there are on
the Negro
what will he have to be like? side of the
racial fences, the betWhat kind of man should he be? ter will
lasbestietiee Fetes; Ose test, $6; ste faisoelos.
$3 n.
welel Seisseeiptiee tem
be the Negro's chances to
What kind of man will he be? measure up
verve.se
to tomorrow's task -..4iave1
The 1e1-3tsse Deasoilet Dem Mot Tokio teepee *Minty few inowelleheet eitenwase4pee
Those are the questions that and opportunity
Pheews.
•gc..•
to live in a race.
should loom in the face of every less world.
,--a,
.....,,..,ptesteassaaa.-ntatir••• •
•
concerned Negro today. . .this MUST
BE PREPARED
elitilished Ivory Tlieredoy by Om Tri-lisese Deheollet esislishise
Co. toasted es Ieseise
week. And every living Negro in
Incidentally. just what kind of
America today is supplying to- man should
Clem Merhst st Is Meeinakis Peat Oatiets Month IS. ISIS. Woke Alit
the Negro be expectMeath 2, lint.
morrow's answer, consciously or ing for
tommorrow?
unconsciously.
SERVING 1100,000 NEGROES IN THI TRI-STATE AREA
Well. one thing is for sure. . .
The questions and observations he will
have to know something.
came to mind last Sunday after a Tomorrow's
Negro man will not
Negro Boy Scout went through be able to survive
with just a
the neighborhood knocking on thimbleful of knowledge
and a lot
doors. He and scores of other of jive. lie
is going to have to
boys like him were seeking pub- be more than just a "hand"
on a
lic support for a Boy Scout camp iob. The world
is not going to let
for Negroes in the vicinity of him laguh
his way by, nor
Memphis. The youngsters were swell up and
bluff his way
HERE
lending their presence and youth- through. He is
going to be more
If the reports that have come out of little
CAN'T WORK HERE
to have devout worshippers in the ful energy to the effort to secure concerned about his appearance
YOU
PLA:i
Levittown, Pa., are unimpeachable, then all temple
who follow closely behind the devil needed financial support to build and he better dressed. If he's a
YOL,\ CAN:T STUDY HERE
a camp for themselves.
the loud trumpeting by Protestant churches once
redcap he is going to know some
the religious service is over.
CAN'T
Every Negro who gave some. geography, some flight
HERE
YOU
of their stand against segregation is plainly
schedules,
CAN'T EAT'
Certainly, no one who attempts to atone thing, however small, was wak- the meaning of the
HERE
word, "altiOTZ‘NK.
YOU
vaporous rhetoric.
ing
something
of
a
statement
of tude". . .and he is going to have
to death members of another race on the
CAN'T WALK HERE
YOU
this
evaluation
of
what
it
takes
A Congregational Minister who wel- sole ground
to know whether a plastic bag
of personal bias, should call him- to turn a Negro boy into
\NORSHP HERE
a man. can survive the sustained pros.
YOU CA14-1'
comed a Negro family to his church, found self civilized
ct.t.ii•
or Christian. Though many It should be noted that no refer- sores
of outer space travel.
YOU
himself in great disfavor with his own con- crimes
are committed in the name of the ence was made about turning a The Negro waiter of tomorrow
Negro boy into a "Negro man." —if there be any —
gregation and with the church's National church,
will
racial persecution cannot be forhave to
The omission was deliberate. And know the right answer when
Board of Home Missions.
a dingiven on the basis of ignorance.
that is because the thought per- er says, "Waiter, I
am
a
diabetThe matter came to a point of "no reBut America, whose governmeot rests sists that the "Negro" man. . . ic, Tell roe what is on the menu
turn" when the Board refused to honor a upon political
that peculiar creation of proscrib- that I can safely
eat." The Negro
as well as religious foundaed development. . .is rapidly bepaid advertisement in the local newspaper tions,
has been preaching democracy and coming a thing of the past.- even school teacher will have to do
more
than
keep school. He may
favoring integration. Thereupon the Mini- brotherhood
ever since the Pilgrims landed today.
even be required to write a few
ster, the Rev. Fred Manthey promptly ten- on Plymouth
Rock in 1620. Yet, outside There just won't he any place textbooks.
for him in tomorrow's world The
dered his resignation.
A business man who is a Negro EtT). \OTE: This cartoon was called "obscene,
colonial Africa, we know of no other coun- world will
libelous. low and Indecent" by a Bessemer. Ala,
belong to, and make will not be able to make it
by court and caused the author. Asbury Howard. civic and Labor leader, to be beaten by a
Thirty of the 160 church members walk- try in the
mob
world in which the native citizens room for only -men" and racial expecting folk to trade with
and thrown Into an Alabama chain gang.
him
ed out in a rift over the ad which extended are divided
into first and second class citi- origin will he as unimportant as because he if a Negro. He will
the dodo bird.
a welcome to the Negro family. When this zenships.
have to supply the right goods
MUST BE PRACTICAL
and the right services or flee the
family moved into Levittown in August,
Even in Africa. today, the native popula- Of course, the local Negro
business scene.
1957, it was an event that touched off nine tion is
furiously pushing back the curtain Scouts' effort to secure the estab- NO LONGER A 'BOY'
days of riots, stone-throwing, window- of colonial
lishment of a camp for their
The Negro man of tomorrow
history in order to assert the
troop may at first sight see ma will have to play a real man's
*breaking and cross-burning.
claim to its ancestral homeland and regain perpetuation of the segregated
part in looking after his family.
The Board of Home Missions had declar- its freedom and
independence. The Africans pattern which currently obtains. He won't be able to let his wife
Yet, it must be conceded that take the lead in such major
ed that it would support Dr. Manthey's stand are looking into the
redawn of a new deal, while
the Negro works for full in- sponsibilities as dealing with
but did not. Instead its members brought while we in America
the
see no immediate end tegration into the life of the nainsurance
wan,
setting
up
the
so much pressure to bear upon the Minister to racial persecution
and second class citizen- tion, he still must keep working chldren in school, dealing with
that there was no other honorable course of ship.
for his own personal development, the rent man, and being out
in
until the integration comes around. front in all matters
action for him to take but to resign.
calling for a "One nice thing about dogs," they seek -- to
Despite its solemn declaration, the Amer- It just
step beyond the law prohibits plural marriages. In
no happens that the Boy masculine head of the family.
He
This was a true teat of the church's pre- ican church has had
New York you can have only one
little or no reaction on the world's blueprints for the con- will be expected to protect his said Simple, "is that they are not N to the M."
stuck
up.
No
matter
.much
"Meaning
how
by
that, what?" I Wife,"
tended belief in human rights, in personal the trend of social
thought. It speaks of struction of good men out of the wife in the face of insults or dan- pedigree a dog has got, it wOuld asked.
' "Even though I am a refugee
material furnished by the boys. ger, and be ready
dignity and in the Christian principles of brotherhood and goodwill
to lay down Just as leave belong to me as to "N stands for NEGRO,"
as pulpit oratory, The movement rates the
said from Virginia?" asked Simple.
support his life for his kids.
brotherhood .and goodwill. It was an op- 'as theological creeds which
President Eisenhower, to IlarP Simple. "tki stands for MAN."
"Quit your kidding," I said.
the preachers over and beyond any issue of seg- All of the attributes of a
man Butler as to Harry Belafonte. To "And are you not both?" I ask- "Besides, from what
portunity for the Board to reaffirm its themselves fail to carry
I know about
out in their own regation or integration. In fact it will he required of the Negro of
ed.
a dog, a master by any other
Joyce, your wife would hardly
is one of the great programs that tomorrow. He's argued
stand against discrimination and stem the daily lives. It is one
and more name smells just
thing to preach a ser- will eventually
"Both
I
is,"
said
Simple. "But share you with one other woman,
as sweet. Dogs
settle such issues. or less convinced the world that
wave of disordered outbursts of indefen- mon, and quite another to
is democratic. I love dogs for Faubus do not think so."
let alone three. Also, how would
act it.
And that is because the II o y it is wrong in calling
him a 'boy.' their
"Would
you
change
your religi- you take care of four wives on
sible prejudice.
democracy."
It is this type of hypocrisy which has Scout movement offers one of Well, now he's got to keep it
Scout movement is designed to de- proven. Let's help
"You're an old dog yourself," on just for Faubus7 Buddy boy, your salary? Where would you
The Congregational church has failed to whittled down the moral
the Scouts,
I am afraid you would have to put four wives in a Harlem kitinfluence of those
I said.
carry the burden of its religious responsibil- who call themselves
change your color, too. With only chenette?"
religious leaders or
"Oh, no," said Simple, "I'm
a
new faith and a new name, "I would manage," said Simple.
ity. It is just as much the mission of the Christ-followers. Christ
eat — a hep car who knows where Fauhua
did not only preach,
would recognize you just "Only thing that would worry me
Church of whatever persuasion to convert he set the example of
it'd
I
cop
where
it
lays,
and
the same. TO quote Shakespeare would be, how would I ever win
love and goodwill by LOUISVILLE. Ky.
dig
— Negro record
all
plays."
people to the right thinking and social be- going among the
1955.
stain, '4 Miro
i0 'tither • as argument with four wives? I
sinners and mingling even voters in Kentucky may be the 111,000 votes were the primarysome
vic- "Just an old Harlem hipster," name would be a Negro just the cannot win with one. But
havior an it is to bring them within the with the lepers. His
there
modern apostles need ones to decide the current pri- tory margin for Governor Chand- said.
same,'
Race
man
that .you arc, is nothing in the Mohammedan remary gubernatorial contest be- ler. Logically, with
focus of Christian influence and morality. to be rebaptized. for
the lines be- "Old in body but young in how can you wish to be other ligion
to them Christianity tween Judge Bert Combs
that says a man has to
and Lt. ing drawn tighter and the merg- years." said Simple. "And think• Christian responsibility should not stop is a theological
than what you are? Up to now, marry four wives. I could just
doctrine not a code of be- Governor Harry Lee Waterfield. er of Combs and Wyatt on a
com- ing about becoming a Mohamme- Jess, you have always stood val- stay three-fourths single
at the Sunday rituals. It avails the church havior.
Upwards of 125,000 Negroes are bined ticket plus the difference
like I is.
in dan."
iantly for the right to be colored. Keep Joyce — and let the other
registered in the Bluegrass state the personal magnetism
of Chand- "Why?"
What-a happening? . Are you slip- three go. Peace while my chin
where the ballot has not been de- ler as against Waterfield's. the
"So I can be named Ah.lie," ping? Is your race pride gone?" whiskers
grow! But Ahmal Jamal
nied them in modern times. No winning margin of this
race will said Simple, "Or Akim, or Ah- "Mohammedans is
colored," sure can play some good music."
one has to take an examination be smaller.
lira, for one thing. Also so I can said Simple. "I would just he "What
to
vote
has
music got to do with
here.
Registration is sim- I think we can safely say then
The creeping paralysis which ultimately noritiea, undesirable
remove myself from all this wor- joining hands with more colored, Mohammedanism?" I asked.
not because they run ple and easy upon mere verifica- that
the candidate the majority of riation about Jim Crow, Mister
produces slums creates also Acute social afoul of traditional
were I to become a Mohammedan. "/ don't know," said Simple,
cultural norms, out tion of necessary residence.
Negroes favor will get the nomina- Charlie, and Governor
Faubus,
would be reaching my hands "but Dakota Staton sure chirps a
problems whose solution is not readily to be simply because of their
While not as many Negroes are tion. Yet, as of now, where
they stop being the least and look to- across the Sc.. My only drawback
ethnic. identity.
line tune, and I read in the paregistered as should be, conserva- stand is not determinable.
found in the ruthless application of ecoward the East, grow a beard on is Joyce. My wife is Baptist, al- nets where she is
Such a danger is lurking in the back- tive estimates are
Mohammedan,
above two- The principal factor in this presmy chin and give up gin, because though she do not shout. Were I and also is getting married
nomic theories to satisfy vested interest. ground of the Hyde Park
thirds
of
those
to o
eligible
to vote. ent neutrality is the general abredevelopment
You know Mohammedans do not to come home one day renamed Mohammedan. That woman sure
Only two states in the union per- sence of a racial issue.
The redevelopment of decaying neighbor- scheme. South aide
In fact. drink. They think."
leaders who are sensiAlim, she probably would holler can sing."
mit 13-year-olds to vote and Ken the Negro vote is awaiting
hoods must take into account human values tive of the responsibilities to the
a spe- "An admirable ambition," I outloud, demand that I shave off "Do
you think that by changcommu- tucky is one of them. This factor cial appeal.
said,
"if
it
would
that have deteriorated almost in direct ratio nity have a just cause
work.
H
o
w
my
chin whiskers, and drag me ing your religion," I asked, "you
to be alarmed. For, tends to increase the relative per- In 1955, Bert Combs received
about beer?"
off
to
Baptism.
tell
But
hear
all
would
I
of a sudden become a
centage of registration.
to the blight of the physical surroundings it appears that entrenched
the majority of Negro votes. If he
financial inter"Have no fear." said Simple. that Mohammedans can have four good musician as well?"
Probably 75 percent of Negro is able to hold this edge over
and as a consequence thereof.
his "Were I to go into the Moham- wives, so I could always hold that "No, but with
ests are clandestinely using power and registrants
my chin whiskare Democratic If no. opponent, his chance to obtain the
medan faith, I would abide. What over her head."
However, it must be borne in mind that politics to freeze existing
ers, I would look like a musician."
pattern of resi- a little less than 100,000 votes will nomination is better than before.
to
do
do,
I
whole
once
do
I
"Four
hog,
Mohammedan
wives in
said simple. "Alim Akim, formerbe cast by Negroes in the May With general
slums are not created by the hopeless peo- dential segregation.
desegregation of do.
been listening to the Mos- countries, perhaps." I said, "But ly Jesse B., but now a new me!"
26 Democratic Primary.
parks, playgrounds, schools and
ple who dwell in them. A fact which is often
There is widespread suspicion that the This vote becomes
lems
thirst
speak
what
for
and
you
I
in
t7SA
live
the
where
the
"Shalom Simple," I said,
extremely public building's, there is hardly a
swept under the bed is that absentee owner- University of Chicago, unwittingly
perhaps, important — perhaps more im- "privilege issue." But the far
portant than ever for two prime more necessary gain —
ship which has no social conscience, and to is being made a party to
indiscrima subtle anti social reasons.
It usually is cast in a inate employment in
be sure, no moral or esthetic interest in the movement to check Negro invasion
state As,
of the bloc and can swing the tide in a is a much desired goal.
Along
community it bleeds, is the primary con- Kenwood-Hyde Park area so an
with facility desegregation must
to keep it close election.
e tributing cause to slums.
predominantly whit.. However attractive an All early indications point to a go economic advancement — a
hot contest that will be won by chance M win jobs above
the meCondemnation of run-down property that outlay the plan may cell for, the
Univer- only a few thousand votes, not a nial level,
is beyond rehabilitation is one of the effec- sity should assume the
leadership in helpstammaumanonawanallamailinfiamaiammiliamainannammumaaniatmaiimieumuimainuao
tive means of arresting residential paralysis. ing all the constituents
of its community
But there is danger in the exercise of this to attain cultural parity. This
cannot be dune
power. Always there are those ready to use by the inclusion
of a select five Percent or amaiamounuaiman
anumnalailladaniutumaamimuimmumulimauumoonnaanammainiaff In recent days I have been get- government which has now decid- link between our peoples and the
it as an instrument for perpetuating their token admission. The
ting reedy for the trip to Nigeria ed to accede to the demands of culture and civilization of that
Uni-.etoity should
and, in between getting my vari- the natives. Ghana won its inde- part of Africa seem as strange to
evil design of racial bias. Thus indiscrimi- hasten integration, not
retard it through
ous shots and other details, I have pendence and now Nigeria, the many of us as to most Amerinate property condemnation may well reand undemocratic means unworthy
been boning up on the books about largest black African nation, will cans.
sult into elimination of "undesirable" mi- of a great center of culture
Nigeria and British West Africa. get its independence in 1960.
and learning.
In recent years there have been
Thanks to Claude Barnett of the Some writers insist that the an increasing number of books
Associated Negro Press who is a British have shown more intelli- and studies by social scientists on
frequent visitor to Africa, I have gence in its relations with Ghana, the African heritage of the Amerfound plenty of literature on the Nigeria and other West African ican Negro. Even the authorities,
subject which is not too easily ob- areas than anywhere else in Af- however, are not in agreement on
rica. It should he noted also that how much of the African culture
tained in the libraries.
It is heartening to have your of citizens of this (Immunity Is
The magazines and newspapers the intelligence of the native lead- has survived in the children of
cooperation year after year, to order fer you to set en this retoday are full of items from the ership in British West Africa has the new world.
Dear Editor: On behalf of The know that we tin count On the quest.
troubled African continent a n d been a major factor in leading The historians and social scienTuberculosis Institute of Chicago Defender for help in the fight
most of them report clashes be- the Britieh to a more democratic tists with whom I have discussed
We are hoping to see Immediate
and Cook County, I went to Cl' against TR. Edgar W. Swanson, action en this request, since no
tween native Africans seeking and sympathetic handling of the my assignment all seem to agree,
press to the Chicago Defender DOS Chairman; Ma Christina§ Negro has been elevated In the
freedom and independence and nationalist upsurge.
however, that a new upsurge of
our deepest appreciation for your Seal Sale.
the colonial powers in control of
position of captain or Lieutenant
Most of this native leadership interest and concern for Africa is
aid in the 1991 Christmas Seal
the
countries. The news from Brit- has been trained in England and hound to come. The new nationalin the past six years.
I."s.
ish West Africa where my assign• the United States and they know ism which is sweeping the AfriCharles Armstrong
sidents of Chicago and Cook
ment takes me, reveals that the from first hand experience t h e can continent is going to make
British policy of granting inde- western philosophy of government history in the years ahead. The
County have, thus far, contributed Dear Editor: I have been in$034,495 to the fight against tuber- formed that Captain Lawler, who
pendence, as they did in Ghana, and most of them put a great continent has been usually dehas brought more stability.
culosis. We are still $65,5011 short is in charge of the Hyde Park
value on our democratic princi- scribed as a sleeping giant and
Dear Editor: On Feb 12, the
African authorities tell me that ples and ideals.
of our goal, but we hope that the** Police Station is being transferred, whole world, including even Rusnow it is waking up. Time Magathe
centers of greatest conflict in In talking with several histori- zine two weeks ago described this
who have neglected to send in and that a new Captain is being sia, paid tribute to the great
Africa are in those areas where ans about the press project on period as the "Dawn of Self Rule
their enntributions will do so with- tranterred, for it is the opinion American — Abraham Lincoln.
Europeans have settled as colon- which I will he working in Ni- in Africa."
in the next few weeks so that our of many of those who relide in Yet a TV comedian opened his
izers in large numbers. The white geria, I was struck with the hisbudgeted needs can be met.
Hyde Park Kenwood that he has show that night with two "jokes"
As a newspaperman for almost
settlers in some areas have Came tories] link between this part of
We are keenly aware that much done a very efficient job.
about the
ination of Mr.
a quarter of a century, the awak.
to regard themselves as perman- Africa and our own group
of the credit for the public's r• Since he it te be transferred, Lincoln. He did the sans* thing
in the ening of Africa strikes me as ono
ent residents with vested inter- United States.
along with others in this pollee on Lincoln's birthday is 193$.
sponse to our appeal must go to
of the big stories of the 20th cenests which they are determined to It was from the British West
you and to your paper. Stories, district think that this is a most Could anyone stoop lower to get
tury. As an American Negro also,
protect.
The
rising
nationalism
of African coast that practically all I feel a spiritual bond of concern
and pictures appearing during No- opportune time for the appoint- laughs?
the natives makes the position of of the forefathers of American for the
vember and December of the past ment of an efficient and well qaulwelfare of black offline
D. E. Conley
these
whites
very
precarious
inof
were
great
Negroes came originally. Here who for .7enturies have been use.
year
help in In- died Negro as Captain of this disdeed.
forming the public of the still trict. If there is not a Negro eliwas the center and capital of the lated and kept out of the main-.
In British West Africa there is slave trade which brought untold
pressing need to eradicate tuber- gible at this time for Captaincy.
modern civilization. /no such problem because Europe- riches to the slave merchants simant of
culosis.
thesis Negro Lieuteant ohould
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
am motivated by self-interest alma
ans
have not tried to settle there whose ships plied the Atlantic because I want
tneloaed is a certificate which. Ise elevated, and assigned to the House Armed Services committee
to see the day'...•
in large numbers as colonizers. Ocean loaded with human mer- when the doctrine
I believe expresses tbe thanks ef Hyde Park elice Statioe. I do approved XS re 1 a bill providing
of white suprie•
The
contest
here
is
between
the
chandise.
the Institute far bitter tau say nett thitik that it should he mites- for early retirement of 2,300 Navy
macy will no longer blight
natives
who
want
and
are
getting
which
centuries
hive elaps- civilization and the lives 01 Olig
The
IPS* Id atm MIL
Is Pfdlttalai a( asses aed Marine officer&
OUT tla
Me All Stirred Up ... He Doesn't Know Where To Begin!"
--self-government and the British ed. 01 course, have blurred the children.
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POLICE CHIEF John Preku (right) talks will kidnap
suspect William Elwell in Bishop, Calif., jail After Preku
and other officers broke down door of a hotel room
to rescue seven - year - old Wayne Murray. Police said

Elwell had abducted the lad in Venice, Calif., 24 hours
earlier. Boy had apparently been beaten across the back
with a stick or hoard. Elwell is a former mental patient
with a record of violence. UPI Telephoto

Niebuhr Raps Probe of Highlander School
NASHVILLE, TENN. — (UPI) — Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr, vice
president of Union Theological Seminary of New York, criticized the
investigation of a bi-racial crafts school today as "shocking political
blackmail."
Dr. Niebuhr made the criticism in a letter to Mayles Horton,
founder and director of the Highlander Folk school at Monteagle.
Tenn. A special committee of the Tennessee legislature has issued
25 subpenas for a public hearing here March 4 on alleged subversive
activities at the school.
One of those subpenaed is Bruce Bennett, attorney general of
Arkansas, who has made repeated criticism of the school.

LISTOWEL, Ont. — (UPI) — A mass funeral service for the
eight victims of the Listowel Memorial Arena collapse will be held
today while three separate investigations are launched, into the
cause of the tragedy.
Seven peewee hockey players, all about 12 years old, and their
recreation director, Kenneth MacLeod, 37, died Saturday when the
cement block walls of the arena crumbled under the weight of rainsodden snow accumulated on the roof. Seventeen other boys were
injured, eight of them seriously enough to be kept in hospitals.

Atlantic Cable Repairs Completed

Dulles, 71, Fights Cancer Progress

DENNIS J. STAHULAK, 17, (2nd from right) son of
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Stahulak of 2258 W. 18th pl.,
is sworn in the United States Army in ceremonies at
the Recruiting Main Station, Chicago. Capt. Leon J.
Aldrich administers the oath of enlistment. Looking on

are Pfc. Everret Page and M-Sgt. Joseph Twitty. Page
is home on leave prior to his reassignment to the Far
East. He and Stahulak attended Harrison high school
together until Page enlisted in April 1958.

Leniency Granted Married Bandit
Predicts Congress To Junk Bill
Humphrey, D.-Minn.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. — (UPI) — Circuit Judge Wallace

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Hubert II.
will junk
predicted Sunday that Congress will junk that Congress
favor of
Senate Lyndon B. Johnson's moderate civil rights bill in
legislation that goes "a little further."
Deep
Sen. Allen J. Ellender, D.-La., liuMphrey's hos on a
such bill
South televsion program, promptly declared that any
fighting."
would be passed in the Senate only after "a lot of
Humphrey commended Johnson for having the "courage and
field this
good sense to make initial proposals" }44he civil righte
sponsoring
year. But he said he thought the stronger proposals he is
were "sound."

Little Rock Education Outlook Dim

Gibson tempered justice with mercy yesterday for a young father who
turned to crime after learning his two children had contracted
cancer.
Gibson gave Sohn C. McIntire, 23, 10 years probation in one robbery case and charges were dropped in the other. The judge also
said McIntire could serve his probation in California where he has
a job waiting for him.
McIntire was married'early and had two small children, both of
whom were cancer victims. McIntire took part in two 1955 robberies
which netted $2,500 here to obtain money for hospital and medical
care.

MONTREAL — (UPI) — Full service was restored yesterday
Little
on the Transatlantic telephone cable that was severed mysteriously
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Harry Ashmore, editor of
Feb. 21, resulting in the boarding of a Russian trawler by the U. S.
that Little
Rock's Arkansas Gazette, said he saw little likelihood
Navy.
term.
Rock's high schools would reopen before the end of this
S.S.N FRANCISCO — (UPI) — The San Francisco Bay area was
It took crews working around the clock just under eight days to
Ashmore, appearing on the American Broadcasting Company's rocked twice by earthquakes Monday — first by a long-rolling temte
of
Clarencomplete the splicing of the cable about 190 miles east
that
said
EST),
(noon
program
television
Pike"
or that lasted 12 minutes and then by a light aftershock eight hours
"The Bishop
ville, NFLD. Four Western Union Telegraph cables still must be
employment rolls
public high school teachers still are on the
later.
repaired.
sometime.
reopen
will
schools
the
that
assumption
There was only minor damage, although the original shock was
The telephone break occurred in the East-to-West cable in the on the
He said the Little Rock school board and responsible city offi- felt over a 150-mile area and recorded a Richter rating equal to
twin cable linking Europe with North America.
the high schools open but the state insisted that the quake of March 22, 1957, which caused extensive damage,
keep
tried
to
cials
The repairs were made by the crew of the cable alteeLord Eel.
close.
yin, which fought through ice fields and heavy seas for five days they
Seismologists said the early quake centered in a relatively unSome persons have proresed that the schools be opened on a
before reaching the scene of the break. It still has not been deinhabited sector 65 miles southeast of the bay area, which probably
basis, Ashmore said, but that would mean that public money
tuition
termined, however, how the damage was done.
accounted for the lack of damage.
would have to be channeled to private schools. He said he did not
think this would work.
UNITED NATIONS. N. Y. — (UPI) — Informed United Nations
sources said today Secretary General Dag Hammarskjolel has decided to visit Moscow in hopes his own "quiet diplomacy" might
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviet agreed conditionally today to
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Premier Nikita Khrushchev and Prime
prevent a major crisis over Berlin.
CAIRO—(UPI)—The United Arab Republic and Britain signed
foreign minister's conference on Berlin but pushed ahead
Hammarskjold let it be known several weeks ago he planned a a Big Four
the resumption of re- Minister Harold Macmillan admitted Tuesday they were "unable to
signifying
Saturday
agreement
financial
a
agree" on Germany but said they would study a plan to pull back
trip to Southeast Asia. specifically to Cambodia, whose border with its plans to hand over control of Berlin's lifelines to the East lations broken off during the 1956 Suez crisis.
troubles with Thailand have highlighted resurgent communist activi- German communists, diplomatic reports said.
from the British troops and nuclear weapons from the middle of Europe.
stemming
differences
financial
settled
pact
The
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko handed notes to the
ty in Southeast Asia.
They pledged themselves to seek a negotiated solution to the
invasion of Suez in 1956. The Egyptians seized British property
Yesterday it was disclosed he would add Moscow to his itinerary U. S., British, French and West German ambassadors reportedly after the attack. Britain retaliated by freezing Egyptian funds in Berlin crisis. Western diplomats in Moscow were pessimistic and
foreign
ministers
agr,eing
conference as a prelude to the
to a
just as the Berlin situation appeared to be getting hotter. Informed
said no solution was in sight because Moscow has not retreated from
Britain.
sources said it was hardly happenstance that was taking him to the "summit" conference demanded by Russia.
Signing of the agreement was expected to lead to eventual re- the determination to turn Berlin control over to communist East
But
Gromyko
message
also
to
East
delivered
German
a
AmbasSoviet capital.
Germany.
sador Johannes Koening dealing with Russia's stepped up plans for sumption of full diplomatic relations which were severed in 1956.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Secretary of State John Foster Dulles observed his list birthday at Walter Reed Army Medical center
where he is waging his second fight against cancer.
His doctors will hazard no guess as to whether he can ever resume his full-time duties. But there is no doubt that the secretary
is keeping his hand in international affairs to a considerable extent.
He has conferred with President Eisenhower four times Since
;his Feb. 12 hernia operation when doctors discovored a recurrence
of the malignancy for which he underwent surgery in November
1956.

Reds Agree To Big Four Berlin Parley
-

Strive To Settle N. C. Textile Strike
HENDERSON, N. C. — (UPI) — Federal and state mediators
tried again today to end a 15-week-old textile strike which has
rocked this mill city with violence in the past nine days.
Representatives of Harriett-Henderson cotton mills and the Textile Workers Union of America (AFL-CIO) met with the mediators
as extra state highway patrolmen joined local police in efforts to
quell picket-line violence.
About 1,200 workers walked off their jobs at the firm's four
mills when contract negotiations broke down over the union's insistence on an arbitration clause in the new contract.

LOS ALAMOS, N. al. — (UPI) — Investigators attempted to
determine the cause of an explosion which killed two employes of
the Los Alamos scientific laboratory Tuesday night.
The victims were Leo G. Guerin, 35, and Raymond A. Means,
31.
A spokesmen for the top-secret atomic laboratory said no radio.
active material or radiation was involved in the blast.
The men, he said, were engaged in a "normal machining operation of chemical explosives, used by the laboratory to study the
physical phenomena of shock waves."
The blast occurred inside a building. The men were killed
instantly.
Means had been a machinist at the installation since May of
1951. He was a native of Alton, Ill.

a peace treaty with East Germany — A peace treaty the West fears
will make Germany's division permanent.

HAVANA — (UPI) — Exiled Haitian Political Leader Louis
Dejoie called on the State Department today to repudiate reports
the United States will grant six million dollars in aid to the current
Haitian government.
Dejoie has denounced the government of President Francois
Duvalier as a dictatorship and has urged a revolution to oust the
16-months-old regime.
Dejoie said he and the committee for liberation of Haiti were
asking, "is the State Department once again coming to the aid of
the dictator Duvalier in his mistakes?"

Grants To Colleges Increases 715%
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Private grants to American colleges
increased by 715 per cent during the last 15 years, nearly 10 times
the increase in federal government's investment, a report showed
today.
The burden of supporting colleges and universities is gradually
shifting away ft-Gm state and federal government shoulders to
private philanthropy, titution fees and endowment earnings.
The study, published by the council for the financial aid to education, covered the period from 1943 to 1958.

Billy Graham Takes Recess In Australia
MELBOURNE, Australia — (UPI) — Evangelist Billy Graham,

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The drive for Hawaiian statehood
opened in the Senate yesterday before a territories subcommittee.
Subcommittee Chairman Sen. Henry M. Jacks (D-Wash.) said
he hoped the Senate would pass the bill before the Easter recess. The
Senate's Hawaii bill has 55 co-sponsors, more than twice as many
as in the last Congress and more than enough for victory if it reaches a vote.
Jackson said he wanted to complete the statehood hearing and
hand a hill to the full interior and insular committee for action before the end of next week.

whose health still was causing concern among his doctors, left here

today for a one-day rest at a quiet beach resort. He will resume his
Australian crusade Tuesday night
Graham's trip was in line with the advice of a Melbourne physician who demanded Graham get as much rest as possible. However,
his illness. a spasm of a blood vessel in one eye caused by strain
and tension, was not expected to interfere with his revivalist meetings.

Mac's Mission To Moscow 'Failure' •

Maxwell Anderson, Playright, Dies
STAMFORD, Conn.—(UPD—Playwright Maxwell Anderson, 70,
died Saturday at Stamford hospital from the effects of a stroke.
Anderson, who won the Pulitzer Prize in 1933 for the play "Both
Your Houses," was aditted to the hospital Thursday morning and
had been on the critical list since then.
Anderson was a former newspaperman and college instructor.
In 1911 he married afargaret Haskett who died in 1931 two years
later he married Gertrude Maynad,

Predict Nikita Downfall Over Berlin
WASHINGTON—(UPD—High administration officials said today

INGLEWOOD. CALIF. — (UPI) — New signals gave credence
today to the theory that the 1300-pound "lost" Discoverer I sate].
lite was in I polar orbit around the Earth, the Air Force annocnced.
The 19-foot satellite containing a 40-pound payload of telemetry
equipment apparently was tumbling end-over-end through space et
speeds around 18.000 miles an hour, causing the erratic reception
of its radio signals.

Cab Rolls Off Ferry, Five Drown

Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev's apparent blundles in handling
LOS EBANOS, TEX. — (UPI) — A taxicab carrying five womthe Berlin crisis may lead to his eventual downfall.
en and a man car off the end of a ferryboat into the deep water
They acknowledged, however, that in the process he has created
one of the gravest threats to peace since World War II.
Well informed officials said Khrushchev's inflexible position on
Berlin and his cavalier treatment of visiting British Prime Minister
Harold MacMillan have succeeded only in unifying the West to an
unprecedented extent.
At the same time, he has deeply committed himself in speeches
to his own people to deliver new successes on the international front
which do not appear possible short of war.

of the Rio Grande Tuesday. The driver of the cab escaped but the
five women apparently were swept to their deaths.
The automohile was found 20 yards downstream two hours and.
25 minutes after the accident. A chain was secured around it and
it was brought to the surface. The bodies of four of the five women
were inside the automobile but authorities believed the fifth woman
was swept out of the car to her death.

Bolivians Riot Over Magazine Slur

LA PAZ. BOLIVA — (UPI) — Mobs protesting an article in a
United States magazine Tuesday burned an American flag and
WASHINGTON—(UPD—The State Department said today that
stoned the buildings of the U. S. embassy and the U. S. informatwo cancer experts are "gratified" by progress made by Secretary
tion service. The United States lodged an immediate protest.
of State John Foster Dulles during the past 10 days,
The demonstrations by an estimated 10,000 Bolivians subsided
It said Drs. I. S. Ravdin and Gordon Zubrod consulted with
under police action, and then erupted again. One person was reDulles' doctors at Walter Reed hospital yesterday and reported
killed and two others were injured in the last outbreak. Pothat they were pleased by the ailing secretary's progress since their ported
lice used tear vs and fired into the air in their efforts to restore
last visit Feb. 17.
Walter MacPherson, state department press officer, was asked
The article quoted a U. S. embassy official as saying jocularly
what the doctors meant by "progress."
thradteTrBolivia should be abolished "and let its neighbors divide the
lie said they explained that the secretary's strength is increas- o
ing. that he is eating very well, and is "tolerationg" the radiation country and its problems among themselves."
treatments.

Asks Extension Of Jobless Benefits

Lake County Onens Juke Box Probe

Coast Guard Probes thip Collision
NEW YORK —

WAUKEGAN ILL. — (UPI) — Circuit Judge Bernard Decker.
SPRINGFIELD—(UPD—Gov. Stratton will ask the Legislature hag ordered the regular March grand jury to investigate alleged into extend to July 1 the temporary extension of unemployment com- filtration by mohiters of the pinball and juke box operations in
pensation benefits enacted as an anti-recession measure by a spe- Lake County.
cial session of the General Assembly last June,
Decker swore in the jury Monday end told the jurors he wanted
lie also will ask for a new law providing that after July 1 the "particular study" given to the practices of William Knapp, Highbenefits extension go into effect automatically in periods of high land Park, formes vice president of the Chicago Independent
Amusement Assn
unemployment.
The special session of the Legislature last June extended the
The judge said Knapn "hid behind" the Fifth Amendment when
maximum period in which benefits may he collected from 26 weeks he appeared recently before the Senate Rackets Committee in
to '39 weeks. The extension is scheduled to expire March 31.
Washington.

City Crime Up 8 Percent Says Hoover

Blossom Gets School Job In Texas

(UPI) — Coast Guard investigators checked the
radar equipment of the luxury liner Constitution and the Norwegian
tanker Jelanta today to find out why it failed to prevent
collision
MOSCOW — (UPI) — British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan of the ships in a heavy fog.
The 30,500-ton American export liner sheared the
renewed his talks with Premier Nikita Khrushchey yesterday in an
bow off the
atmosphere made gloomy by the Soviet leader's blunt, cold war 12,228-ton tanker Sunday at a busy shipping crossroads in the Atlantic 22 miles from the tip of Manhattan Island.
speech of Tuesday.
There were no
Macmillan looked tired and a hit glum and observers said deaths or injuries, and both ships made the Bethlehem Steel Co.
Khrushchev's speech rejecting a foreign ministers' conference on yards in Brooklyn Sunday night under their own steam.
Germany had cast doubt on the success of his Moscow mission.
The British Prime Minister appeared to be feeling ill. He was
suffering from a cold when he went to Moscow last Saturday, and
WASHINGTON — (um) — FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover reit was obvious he had not recovered.
ports that crime jumped an "appalling" 8 per
cent in U. S. cities
last year.
Smaller and medium-sized communities showed
sharper rises
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Evening high school teachers, whose than metropolitan areas.
Hoover, who has been taking an active part in the
mass resignation Feb. 2 closed the city's high school system, voted
drive against
last night to return to work for a slight increase in salary.
juvenile delinquency, also said that preliminary
figures ghswed
The teachers, members of the High School Teachers Association, 6.5 per cent rise in arrests of youths younger than
18.
voted 795 to 5 to accept the board of education's wage offer of $36.75
Overall 1958 arrests were practically unchanged from the
pre•
for teaching 3/
1
2 hours a night twice a week. They previously had vlous year, however. The FRI gave no explanation as to why
arrests
received the same amount of money for teaching 3 hours a night remained about constant while crime rates were
rising except to
three times a week.
note that some persons were arrested for more than one
offense.

N. Y.Teachers End Strike, Win Pay Hike

Arabs, Britain In Accord Again

PoNce Ouell Cotton Mill Disorders

SAN ANTONIO, Tex.--(UPI)—Virgil Blossom, superintendent of
HENDERSON, N. C — (UPI) — Workers reported to four
schools at Little Rock, Ark., when Central High school was inte- strike-bound cotton mills through a
cordon of state troopers today
grated by federal troops in the fall of 1957, today accepted a $54,000 while other
officers mingled in a crowd of strikers that appeared
contract to become superintendent of the Northeast Independent awed by the
show force.
School district.
The crowd, at the gates to the Soeth and North mills were the
The announcement was made by M. V. Stoble, a member of smallest
since nieket-line violence began more than two weeks sal
the school hoard He said Blossom had accepted a three-year con- with
the re-onening of the Harriett-liendergon mills
tract that provides a gaiety of 117.000 Vt.. first year, $18,000 the
There were no incidents reported at either gate assouse
second and $19,000 for the third year.
state troopers reinforced citv and Vance county officers eking the
The school district' lies in the northeast section of San Antonio potentially
exploitive picket lines The North mill wait reported "t
and includes 12 schools, two of which are the Rebert E. Lee and usually
quiet" end the Routh mill saw the smallest threfwaltrallso
lse
Northeast High schools. The district is integrated.
to date.

Alpha Maidens Curtsey In Pretty Array At 'Black And Gold' Ball

• BOWING AND swaying to the melodic strains of
Mozart's Minuetto last Friday night in the Parkway
ballroom, six Alpha Maidens with their handsome gallants were introduced to a mythical Greek society at a
di dazzling "Black and Gold" presentation ball. The unique
mid-Winter formal dance was presented by Xi Lambda
chapter of Alpha l'hi Alpha fraternity. Photo below:
Posies for Alpha Maidens were dispensed from a colorfui flower cart. Dance chairman J. Herbert King (2nd
froi.i right) is assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith,
Mi and Mrs. Charles Lewis and Betty Green of North
Chicago.

• IN POMP AND pageantry the charming bevy of coeds danced before
Xi Lambda Chapter President, Harold D. Langrum and then flanked
his throne for this charming portrait. They are Gloria Fells, Crane high;

Gwendolyn Beard. Roosevelt university; Helen
thia Weaver and
Patricia Rose Henderson, of Mercy high; Renee 2, ,.n, Wilson Junior
college and Joyce Stringer, Crane Junior college.

• CARRYING OUT the theme of the ball, Alpha ladies donned either
black or gold ball gowns. Comely trio flashing pretty smiles includes Misses Leilani Simeon, Marion Bolin and Gloria Halliburton.

• CO-STAR OF WIDELY acclaimed "A Raisin in the Sun," Claudia McNeil Was an honored guest at the dazzling presentation ball. Miss McNeil,
niece of the dance chairman, J. Herbert King, is greeted by Dr. and
Mrs. Joel T. Oliver.

wornwater
but the
urs and el
it and

• CURTSEYING before
King Langrum, Gloria Fells,
Crane High senior, receives
tiara and is accepted into the
mythical Greek Society.
• AS BRILLIANT as it was
unique in presentation balls,
the Alphas' mid-Winter formal also displayed the choreography talents of Thesley
Beverly, who once gave a
command performance in
England. The social committee assisting King, who was
in charge of the presentation
activities, included:

• PROUD PARENTS Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Henderson pose with their
'Alpha Maiden' Rose Henderson, a coed at Mercy High school. Alpha
Maidens were radiantly lovely in exquisite yellow ball gowns.
Black tuxedos gave a dramatic and dapper accent to the yellow or black
gowns of Alpha Ladies.

• HERMAN BARNETT,
Edward Crute jr., Charles
Washington, Arthur Hargray, Alfred Spencer, Clarence Payne jr., Charles E.
Johnson, Dr. Maurice Hebert,
David L Daniel, Wyman M.
Vaughn, co-chairman; 'William Roberson, Dr. Frank V.
Plummer, Charles E. Gant,
Charles Lewis, A. Wesley
Ward, Lincoln Blakeney,
Waymon Ward, Leroy W. • THE STRAINS of Eddie King and
his orchestra proJeffries and Richard Golds- vided a scintillating interlude both
for dancing and the
berry.
presentation ceremony. Dancing couples are Mrs. Dorthy

Itingley and Atty Earl Washington, Alderman Sydney
Jones, jr., and Mrs. Claire Matthews and Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison Fountain.
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Mrs. Earmond Cattle, of KanMEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) —
sas City, Mo., was entertained in
Two clergymen added their cheers,
the home of Mrs. Juanita DawSunday for a school principal whol
kins, 600-D Mississippi blvd., on
paddled unruly students, but a
Feb. 26 with a dinner party.
Hawaiian woman called the inciOther guests at the affair were:
dent a throwback to the "Dark
Mrs. Dorothy Parks, Mrs. Pearlie
Ages."
Coffinan and Mrs. Oxine HartDr. Herbert Gabhart, a Baptist
man, of Memphis.
minister, and Dr. Isadore Good-,
The color scheme carried out
man, a Jewish Rabbi, both spoke'
by Mrs. Dawkins was green, yelout in sermons Sunday in support
low and red.
f the paddling of about 20 boys,
Turkey with all the trimmings
y Bartlett High school principali
jam cake and coffee were on the
John Barnes.
menu.
Mrs. R. L. Plass of Honolulu
All professed to having a grand
wrote that the paddling. caused a ,
time.
wave of resentment in Hawaii and
Varied, interesting and out- Fund 0o-chairman. She shared said "beating children went out
standing has been the social pan-i these duties with noted Duke El- with the dark ages."
orama espied from our perch on lington." Her philosophy of life,
the "merry-go-round". . .and cap- as told by Mrs. Kelso, is perhaps In the organization.
turing the hearts of the commu- best expressed in remarks s is e AT RECEPTION
nity have been the bevy of lovely, made to a West Virginia State At the reception which followed,
brides who have recently pledged,college students' audience, where Mrs. W. 0. Speight and Mrs. RobThe Orange Mound Sewing club
their troths to personable young : she recently gave the Woman's ert Lewis were chairmen, a n
held their regular monthly meetswains. Added to the excitement Day address. . ."The only differ- were assisted by Miss Margaret
ing recently at the residence of
which always prevails the pies- ence between your college exami- Bush at the silver-service, H r s.
Mrs. Eddie Osby, of 1259 Raycore of an outstanding celebrity. nations and the world's examina- Theron Northcross and Mrs. Armond.
Is the chance to see and judge: tions, is that life subjects you to thur Horne.
Vice president Mrs. Josie Powpersonally the individual in ques-: a continued examination, with test Mrs. Belafonte was the houseell presided.
tion. . .and aside from helping a dates undetermined in advance. guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo
Mrs. A. A. Sowell gave a disvery worthy cause, a capacity Often, you don't even realize that Walker, and social courtesies
cussion centered around the "End
audience was warmed and re- you are being tested, although were extended by Dr. and Mrs.
of Age."
freshed by the sparkling personal-. you are passing through the most Vasco Smith, Dr. and Mrs. Julian
Other guests included Henry
A FASHIONABLE PAIR —
pus. From left are Miss Alice
ity of beauteous Marguerite Bela- crucial period of your life."
'Kelso, Atty. and Mrs. Russell SuCOUPLE HONORED—A briled to offer best wishes. The
Sumter, of Fort Pierce, Ala., Hill.
tonic, who appeared in a benefit' Her relaxed and challenging ad- garmon. Atty. and Mrs. H. Lock. Posing prettily for the picture
liant reception was given for
The hostess served a delicious
the bride is a teacher at
and Miss Alice McVay, of
fashion show. Then too, there!dress was stirring as it inspired ' aril, and Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Wil- during a recent fashion show
repast.
Mr. and Mrs. William WoodKlonolke Elementary school.
at Tennessee A and I State
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ly home at 1037 Leath at., and
A brilliant cocktail - bridge par- cent fashion show sponsored by
(Hooks Bros. Photo)
public meeting highlighting the citizenship.
drama department. (Clanton
president with Mrs. Pearl Polk
many of their friends gathec.
1959 campaign of the Freedom' Interesting too, were the prob- ty heralded the approach of Home Economics club on camIII photo.)
the reporter.
Fund Drive of the NAACP, held lems of our group, which she re- Spring last Saturday night at the
at Bruce Hall of LeMoyne col.; lated
as having experienced swank South Parkway home of
lege. Sunday, February 22, it throughout the length and breadth Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam.
which captivating and engaging: of the country. . .commenting too, Johnson. Mrs. Ruby Gadison,
Mrs. Marguerite Belafonte w a a'for us to be cognizant of our the Devoue Bridge Club and inguest speaker.
mores which tend to often accen- vited scores of guests to a par.
Introduced by Mrs. Julian W.'tuate the negative by seeking ty which set a new high in enKelso, the saga of this brilliant: those things we want, rather than tertaining. For many it was an
Mr. and Mrs. William Woodard out the home were
Although the rain was pouring
and beautiful young matron is in-1 the things we need as a group. opportunity to see the outstanding JACKSON — The engagement of scription Flashwriters' club.
many lovely
down on Sunday evening, Feb. 22, were honored at a brilliant wed- scenes of eucalyptus greenery and
deed inspiring. A graduate ofl Appearing on the program also additions made to the beautiful Miss Mildred Bedelle White to R. REPRESENTED ALABAMA
Hampton Institute, she holds a' Miss Gwendolyn Edwards, Rev. contemporary home that is one of David Manuel, the son of Mrs. Ma- During her senior year, M i as the members of the Sophisticated ding reception following the an- White chrysanthemums.
Memphis' most beautiful. From mie Manuel and godson of r. White was Alabama's represent-,I Few club braved the weather for nouncement of their recent mar- Assisting at the reception were
masters degree from New York .
.
a meeting at the home of Mrs. riage, given by the bride's par- Miss Clover Jean Somerville, Miss
drawing room with its
university and has studied extens- Hooks, Miss Jean Brown, Atty. R. the lovely
..
and rs. Isaiah Savage, of Jack- ative in the "Miss Charm" conEthel Collins, of 1402 Gold ave. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Dog, Gloria Butler, Miss Eva K. Gainelo
tvely at the University of Mad- B. Sugarman and Miss Patricia e quisite French Provincial ap- son, was announced recently by
graduate
of
Mr. Manuel is a
pointments, to the dining room
The rain failed to dampen the sett at their lovely home on 1037 and Mrs. Gertrude Smith.
rid, in Spain; Heidelberg univer- Ed wards.
her father. Willie L. White of Tue. Lane college, and is presently inin which an elaborate buffet dinsity in Germany and at the famed FASHION SHOW
spirits of the members and much Leath Street. . .where friends of THE GUESTS
cumbia, Ala.
structor of physical education,
excitement accompanied the raf- the popular couple gathered to
Sorbonne in Paris, France.
Among the scores of guests atThe following night a capacity ner was served, and on into the
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head, Julie London, Anna Kash(' Doing a suave job of em-ceeing Mrs. Ida Jsmisoo, Mrs. Edith conversation truly abounded
some
cuff
gold
links
at
and gold tie your date with Drama. . . to see sage was of white orchids.
tington, Mrs. Bernice Cole, Mier
and other star. Nat King Cole in his own inimitable continental Thornton and Mrs. Estelle Dumas tbn lovely party.
tack respectively. ..while other the AKA's presentation of "B u s BRIDE'S GOWN
Maridell Reed, Leo King, Mr. and
and
Bartholomew.
Mrs.
Wilt also sing the title song
Sally
manner, with rapier-witted reparlavish prizes went to Links Mrs. Stop," featuring famed Lincoln
Mrs. Doggett was lovely in a Mrs. Willie Burford, Mr, and Mrs.
When not exploiting her many tee which captivated the audience, Guests included Mrs. Katherinej LINKs TREK
Ercell Ish, Mrs. Margaret Rivers Lys Stagecrafters, at Bruce Hall. gown of beige
chiffon and chan- Frank Lee. Mrs. Velma Williams,
career talents, she devotes her genial Reginald Morris was sup- Johnon, Mrs. Ruby Gadison,1 Last Friday night members of and Mrs. Betty Young.
Friends,
well-wishPatrons
and
tilly
Memphis
lace. . .and her sister, Miss Robert Di/lard, Calvin Dillard,
chapter of Links,
time to rearing her two daugh- erb. Much in the public eye were Mrs. Harriette Walker, Mrs. Ruby' the
the
ensued
meeting
At
which
erg
Manassas
of
at
bid
school
high
Inc.,
Vernita
motored
to
Forrest
City,
Doggett,
tees, Adrienne, 9 and Shari, 4.
wore a gown of Mr. and Mrs. Neville Wooten,
Mrs. Vasco Smith and Mrs. A. W. Jackson. Mrs. Bertha Ray, Mrs.
In the past five months she has Willis, the chairman and co-chair-!Betty Gland, Mrs. Addie Owens, Ark., where Mrs. J. E. Burke and the party. . .Mrs. Althea Price,'you welcome to their annual PTA blue chantilly lace. Both Mrs. Mrs. A. Braxton, Mr. and Mrs.
travelled to C,3 cities in 38 states, man- of the fashion show.. .with Mrs. Addle Jones, Mrs, Augusta' Mrs. U. S. Bonds entertained the the president of the Memphis Tea, to be held Sunday, March 22, Doggett and Miss Doggett wore Andrew Tinsley, Miss Irma Freeman and Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
purple orchid corsages.
as last year's NAACP Freedom, assistance given by many others Cash, Mrs. Juanita Brinkley. hirs.1 Links and their Connecting Links Chapter, was elected delegate to at the School library.
The bride's table was laid in Donelson.
Harriet Davis, Mrs. Alms Booth,1(husbands) at a swank party, to
which
several
were invited
memthe dining room of the lovelv
Mrs. Rose Branch of Jackson,
home, and was covered with a
Miss., Mrs. Sue Ish, Mrs. Louise bers of the Little Rock, Ark.,
Whittaker, Mrs. Helen II a y e s, chapter of Links. . .including Mr.
handsome cut - work tablecloth,
Mrs. Ruth Lewis, Mrs. Marietta, and Mrs. Floyd Thompson, Mrs. w
centered with a crystal epergne
Letting, Miss Jewel Gentry. Mrs.! G. W. Stanley 1st, sr., Atty.
of flowers and flanked with crysJohnetta Kelso, Mrs. Marion Gib- and Mrs. liarold Anderson, and!
tal candlelabra bearing glowing
and
"Hap"
Mrs.
Powell, and
son, Mrs. Lillian Campbell. Mrs Dr.
tapers. The three-tiered colonade
The week of March 8-15 Is a sl
of the sorority who lend asWaPerine Outlaw and ''y o u r Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Thompson.
wedding cake graced one end of
special meaning to the Memphis
sistance to Zeta activities.
scribe."
The party was held at the beauthe table and at the other end a
Following the bridge game. . . tiful estate of Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Zetas as they focus attention on WEDNESDAY. MARCH It—
crystal punch bowl held mint
Theater party, Handy 'Thea- frappe which was served
avish prizes of perfumes. . Lan-, Burke, long noted for their out- the national observance of "Finer
with othsin, Chanel, Faberge. . lovely!standing hospitality throughout Womanhood Week."
ter, 7 p.m. Miss Erma Clan- er reception delicacies.
ThroughSpring handbags, went to mem- the Mid-South. Also attending the
ton, chairman, Honor soecty
In the wore than 200 chapters
bers Mrs. Turner, Mrs. Simons party was Mrs. Edna Purifoy of in the United States and Africa,
students from the various
and fashions, Mrs. Frieda W.
high schools will be guests,
the achievements and contribuMare, chairman. Glamour as
tions of women of Zeta Phi Beta THURSDAY, MARCH 12 — Proyou
like IL A pause.
Sorority will be recognized and
ject day, Mrs. Helen N. Wat• SATURDAY, MARCH
14 — Cripimplemented with the theme
erford, chairman. Attention
pled Children's hospital visit,
"Guiding Youth Through Richer
will be given to all projects,
4
p.m..
Mrs.
Manse
Stanback,
Educational. Social and Economic
especially to the National
chairman. Books and toys,
Opportunities."
Project, "Prevention a n d
story hour.
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter h a s
Control of Juvenile Delinquen- SUNDAV, MARCH 15
— "Holiday
planned its calendar of events in
cy," which has recently iniOn Ice," Ellis auditorium,
interest of several phases of rom-' tiated Parent
clinic groups.
8:311..p.m.
Mrs.
Carlotta Stewmunity life. Activities, dates and
art, chairman. Climax.
chairmen announced by the basil- MID 1,Y, MARCH 13 — Charm
eus, Mrs. Mildred P. Home and
general chairman of the week,
Mrs Sara R. Dixon are:
PR)
D
Se,vice Calls $5.00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
Sun.lay, March g — Radio inter,
to
Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
iiew and presentation to
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Goodwill Homes, Mrs. Bernice Calloway, chairman. 6 P.m. '
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
51(iNDAY, MARCH 9 — Re-pledge
services. Ylia Walker clubhouse, 7:30 p.m., Mrs. Mabel
Hudson, chairman.
T1 ESDAV, MARCH HI — Amicae
affairs. Mrs. Shirley Sommer,
silk., chairman. Remembran
CHECK FOR 91,000 was pre Crawford, Hamilton school
ces to the auxiliary members
New mild "Lysol" brings
seated to the Sight (*onset-% a
student of 1439 Asalia, who
you a special sense of freshness.
tion program of the Memphis
received glasses through the
Junior League by Alpha Eta
program. Zeta Phi Beta SororDouche
with it regularly.
.
101
Zeta Chapter Basilens, M r 5.
ity Is soliciting funds for this
keeps you from offending.
Mildred P. Home, (right) reproject, the scholarship fund
cently. The Eyeglass Project
mid other charitable proJerta
"Lysol" brand disinfectant
is one of the pet charity or
through the ticket sales to
ends odor at its source, by killing
milt'Dons of the chapter.
"Holiday On Ice" to be preodor-causing germs.
Helping Miss Hazel Pyles,
sented Sunday. March 15, in
(left) Project chairman, ee.
the Amphitheater of Ellis auYet "Lysol" is gentle. Won't
eelve the check is Alice Marie
ditorium at 1130 p.m.
harm delicate insides. Does a tar
which is a school to teach people how to sell, and make
better job than any home-style
.
Th, It • stolen why pimple lit•
shall be glad to have you call at your convenience
big money—will be held at the Fuller Products Comto d• hotfoots with in Tow a..
douche, including vinegar.
will lilt• sot yourt•sies trItototoot
pany offices, at 492 South Main St., Memphis, beginTry it and see!
Goa dol)y* to holly yoo.

Bride's Parents Fete
The William Woodards

TRI-STATE BQ"-ANK
Of Memphis
OFFERS YOU

oman's Week Program

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

IT'S FREE!YOUR BIG CHANCE! ACT NOW!

OUR BANK
Is Never Closed
To Its Depositors

W.

TRI-STATE BANK
OF MEMPHIS
Member
Federal Deposit insurance Corporation

386 Beale Street

SPEAS

"Opt* thereat,' ow/ Prialay
Nliotyli Until 1.00 P.M.

Settmley. •00

to

IAN

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENU1

JA 7-8478

ning Monday. March 16, for six weeks. THE TRAINING
IS FREE TO ALL Space is limited. Register NOW.

approved methods

You will learn to sell EVERYTHING and command
GOOD JOBS.

of douching, write
to: "Lysol," Lincoln,
Box NN-405.

Course will be taught by W. Louis Davis, nationally
known public relations consultant, and director of public
relations and Publicity for Fuller Products Co., of Chicago. III.

For free booklet on
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TUCSON, Aug. I'll -Ian was dvidyed by an auto
Cleveland Indian Manager Joe down enroute from his Montgons:
Gordon was tremendously int-, ery, Ala., home Nothing has beete
pressed with 1.arry Doby in the heard • from Minnie Minoan itr*
converted outfielder's first trial Vic Power but Gordon said lise,
as a first basernah.
doesn't mind.
"The position should be easy for "They playrd all winter in th•
Larry," smiled Gordon after Caribbean," the Manager
explain.,
watching Doby in a fielding drill. ed. "So a little extra rest
should;
Doby, who joined the Indians as help them."
a second baseman in 1947, is con
fident he can make a successful
switch from center field at the
age of 34.
"I was so sure I'd be all right
that I didn't really think much
about this winter," said Doby.
"But this just shouldn't be a one•
week test."
Doby was among the regular
Indians
who joined the hattermen,
BOSTON -- (UP11 - The arrival of the first Negro in history in the first full-squad practice.
a Boston Red Sox training camp Only three of those expected fail'
By THOMAS P1COU
this week was "a shot in the arm ed to appear. Shortstop Billy MorIllnims for baseball in Roston," a Negro
Eighteen playground grappleri
leader said.
consisting of over 100 south side
"However." said Ralph W.
boys were on hand Saturday at
Ward. "We're not totaBy satisfied
the Diinhai ;Rah school cytanasyet. We want to see him out there
ium to compete in the Soutb
•
at Fenwav Park."
Section
Playeround
Wrestling
Ward, a former member and ownTournament sponsored by t h•
er of the Colored Giants baseball
Board of Education
team, referred to rookie ithort• BRADENTON, Fla. - (UPI) The tournament festivities, under
gam Elijah (Pumpsie) Green, the Handyman Felix Mantilla signed
first member of his race ever to his contract with the Milwaukee the direction i4 Lee Umbles, startm. headed by the
wear a Red Sox uniform. The 24- Braves hut first baseman Joe Ad- l ed at 10:30
year-old Berkeley. Calif., athlete cock again rejected terms in a intermediate troop ranging front
renorted for practice Wednesday. salary conference with general 9-12 years of age, followed by the
inniors, ranging from 13-15 veart
The Red Sox are the only team manager John Meliale.
of age. rt-a homa were divided
in either the American or National
Adcock reportedly had been askinto weleht divisions with each
leagues on which a Negro has ed to take a cut in pay after hat
;boy cnnioatina for the South See.
never played. The club has often ling 275 in 105 games last year,
lion el,amnionshin in his own par.
been accused of racial prejudiee, dividing first base duties with
healer weiaht etass
most recently by former Brooklyn Frank Torre and also seeing servFarrestyille playground toppeti
Dodger nlayer Jackie Robinson ice in left field, the Mg slugger
last month.
hit 19 home runs and drove in 54 the junior dvIsion with 82 POInt11,
raking up eight. out of a possible
However, Red Sox officials have runs.
eleven berth spots, while Copernl.
repeatedly stated that no color
All told, five Braves were un- cos led
the intermediate group
barrier exists. "Let somebody of- signed as the full squad practic‘01,1
ihn,.,
a
43 foists
ere.stis
fer vs a Minnie Minoso
a Lirry ed for the first time. Besides AdBob" and see how nrejudired we. cock, they were pitchers Don Mc11,is mainly art
are." C,enecal Manager Bucky Mahon and Gene (..onley, catcher of
self protection. all of who
Thetis said then.
Del Ilice and infielder Casey Wise,
sl,owcii ,r, ilandoos potential in
"It's been a long fiaht to "et a
Meliale left after the workout
sport of wrestilita
colored player onto the Red Sox for Clearwater, Fla., to continue ] the
,
ra:
,:
o;t,
17..iii[aIi,rd,,,,
e,m
r;
,Artasr,,:dn.ii,,,,,
:
evInini,,spw
e:
ovriiikene
s.orprhaidneictsa.lks with general manager' limbic's, director of Forrestvino
for the last 15 "ears, and ex-prOwith vounasters in massaehusetts 1 John Quinn of the Philadelphia , .r:Tliio:
,t, iv,,,r,,,,fotibnit:„ sitsartus
sttatoende
,,

By BILL JOHNSON
CHARLOTTE, N. C. - Johnson
C. Smith university closed out one
of its most successful basketball
campaigns in history with a victory over Livingstone college and
a loss to Winston-Salem Teachers
college last week.
Th.e results left the Golden
Bulls with a commendable record
of 11 vicbries and five defeats in
the CIAA. They were 15-6 overall.
After walloping Livingstone,
95-74, at East Spencer, N. C.
Tuesday night, the Herd dropped
a heartbreaking 83-81 decision to
Winston-Salem Teachers in Winston-Salem Saturday night.
The defeat to Winston-Salem
knocked Johnson C. Smith univeraity out of the C1AA's annual
tournament at Durham on Feb. 2628. Although the Bulls own the conference's fourth best won-lost record under the conventional standings on a percentage basis, they
finished ninth under the very complicated Dickinson Rating System,
the equalizing measuring rod
which the loop uses to rate its
teams.
BEFORE THE FALL—Spider
Chicago Stadium last WednesWith sophomores Clarence Webb (in white trunks) tags
day night. Surprise KO stunned
Barnes and Joe Crenshaw and jaw of Bobby Boyd with sizzl•
one of the best Stadium crowds
junior John Crawford showing the ing right just before Boyd sotin months. Defender photo by
way, the sharpshooting Smith quin- fed TKO in first round of
Cleo Lyle.
let would up the campaign with an , their headline ten rounder at
80.2 point scoring average with
1885 points in 21 contests. Both
the scoring average and the total;
point production are new Smith
records.
Crenshaw, who led the scorers NEW YORK - (UPD - Midwith a 19.2 average, set a new dieweights Yama Bahama of RimSmith record in rebounds with a ini, B.W.I., and Wilfie Greaves
of
grab of 34 loose balls against St. Edmonton. Alta., have signed
for
Paul's college. The 6'3" pivot star a 10-round bout at Madison
BALTIMORE - Jerome -JerSquare ry"
McArthur, great scatback of
nded the season with 30; retrieves Garden March 13.
the 1953 through 1957 Morgan
for a very sensational 19.1 average for 16 games. This, too, is LOS ANGELES (UPI) - State college football Bears, has
a new Smith record.
Santa Anita's board of stewards been signed by the Detroit I.ions.
Clarence Barnes, the brilliant has suspended
trainer Thomas C. McArthur is a Baltimorean and
jump shooter, came in with a to- Dente for the
balance of the meet- a graduate of Dunbar High school, I GOING DORN. Defender 1,110nesday night before onslaught
tal of 359 points in 21 appearances ing because
tographer Cleo 1.yle caviares
of "unethical prae- where he was coached by William
'if mi'idlewe'hl cog'.ender Spi•
tor a 17 point average, and Craw- tires in the
(or., 4,,,..,." „.••,-,1 better eduea"Sugar"
Board. -„,,,.,„ nie."-ail to !""ve
drama
s
Cain.
of trip to cans as of
sale of horses."
it.•
der Webb. '0' ("n occurrad in
ford canned 240 tallies in t he Dente's
1 erevgn•ing child delinBobby Boyd in feature bout
creen at sorina lenanna. ".••• Zritei
case will be referred to Coach Eddi" Hurt said be
Le.. - TaL;c•4r2
rouni 3ne in which Webb scor.I•
was , at
same number of games for a 11.4
qi,ency."
:
Chicago Stadium last 11edthe California Horse Racing Board pleased that McArthur has
So- child do I don't Nal( an"'
ed TKO.
mark, giving Smith a trio of mark.
been'
for further study.
Boys
amone the first two
body shmild be tickled to daath
gien the chance to try his prowess
men in double figures for the seaplaces will he eligible to compete
there's a whole tot more the Red
at pro ball and predicted "he
son.
NEW YORK - (UPI) - Phil should make good."
Just because one colored hall play
Finals Saturday at HanOutstanding jobs were turned in
son Park.
er is brought op."
by George Johnson, the loop's Coleman of Chicago was added to "Mack, I think, was one of the
•
YAWING:
1F1,51
"What we. the colored people.:
most underrated player, Edward the special mile field in next Sat- better running backs we've ever
.11"
,
'')"
"arrasteille-82: Me,
want to see." he said. "is Piimpsie'
,
Dowdy, Robert Paris, Kenneth urday night's IC-4A championships had here. He has exceptiona
l
Case-24;
at
Clark-18; Copernicus-17,
Madison
Square Garden. Other speed and a
actually playing in Eenway Park.
Garrison, Ronald Gibson, Robert
good
change of pace.
Former middleweight champion Mosely-13, Carter-12,
entries
are
Ron
Delany of Ire- Once in the clear, he's
F i s k e-8,
Murray, William Bryant, Nathan"It should be a matter of decid• Tony Zale said that he would
very diffiask (Douglas, Drakel-1, Kershaw-0.
iel Aikens, Richard Gaines, Man- land, Istvan Rossavolai of Hun- cult to stop," liurt said.
ing on the player's ability, wheth- the Illinois Athletic
Commission INTERMFDIATF - Copernicus
fred Slaughter and James Hester. gary, M. Bill Dellinger of the Air
er he's black, blue or green." to authorize him to attempt
The Morgan mentor said McAra al.
CI-irk -at.
Ferraatyille , rfla
Coach Jack Brayboy's classy Force. and Paul Schmidt of Ger- thur has
Ward said the Red Sox have comeback with the idea of fight- Drake
something else that
-12, Carter-13, Mosely 1,
group is scheduled to return in- many.
"always treated ,me marvelously. ing Sugar Ray Robinson for the .
ought to help him make the grade
(Doilies, Fiske)41.
tact next season. There are no
in professional football. "Mac
I accompanied a colored player world 160-pound title.
NEW YORK - (UPI) - Don
INMVIDU %I. N('ORING:
seniors on the team.
has the desire - and plenty of
to the park one day for a tryout Zale said that some unidentified
Carter of St. Louis, Mo., who
,O1NIOR - 65-70 Pounds' 1. D.
and everybody from the gatekeep- "Hollywood Stars" were willing
toj Johnson. Carter 2. G. Carney,
has won $12,000 in prize money in it. I remember how he used to
er
up
treated
us
fight
with
to
stay in the game, even
sincere guarantee a $500,000 gate for a Frke; 3. M. Belcher
the last four weeks, and Ed LuCopernicus.
friendliness."
fight between him and Robinson.
banski of Detroit, clash next Sat- 'when he'd been shaken up a bit.
77 Pounds: I. G.
Clarke;
"But
However, he said that he would 2. Mason C:arke:
regardless
He's
of
how nice the
really got desire and that's
urday night in the "Dream Game"
3.
W. Lock.
Rerl
Sox
'leave
it
may
up
important.'
to
Illinois
the
he,"
Commis"
he
said,
"the
on the Blue Ribbon Bowling show
ruse. Copernicus.
fact still remains that there has! sion whether he should be grantDrafted this year by the New
over WOR-TV. They will compete
Ea Pounds' 1. L. Johnson, Fornever been a colored player on the ed a license.
in a one-hour "live" match origi- York Giants was Dolphus Wilrestville 7 L. Sht2rIff Forrest.
team. I think colored people are
"I've been working out two or sills; 1. .1. l'ucker,
SYRACUSE - (UPI) - Bob nating in New York
liams,
one
of
the
co-captains of
Copernicus. •
City. Sportsstill skeptical that the harrier may three times a week," he a a Id,
Cousy passed George Mikan' all- caster Guy Lebow
92 Pounds: I. E. Johnson, Forwill comment, the '58 team. Williams, a 272
be broken soon."
"and I always thought I could reatville: 2.
time scoring total and Woody
MIDDLEWEIGHT B 0 B Y
pounder from Trenton, N. C., is
J. Echols, Forrest.
Webb won on TKO after 1:55 of
Sauldsherry cracked an existing SCOREBOARD
Ward said the Red Sox could ' lick Robinson."
ville; 3. D. Lyle, McC0gb•
22 years old. Playing for the Bears, BOYD Iles on canvas as unthe first round. Webb floored
Zale said that he would ask the
War Memorial Mark as the Bos. Virginia Union U. 99
well follow the example of
identified judge counts during
100 Pounds: 1. J. Johnson, Mos.
Boyd twice before the referee
many commissio
Delaware he alternated in the guard a n d
n
to
allow
ton Celtics defeated the Philadel. St. 87
other
him
to
major
bout
box
at Chicago Stadium last
league teams by I
ley; 2. .1. Turner; 3. M. Davis,
tackle spots.
stopped fight. UPI Telephoto
two
or
three
rounds
phla Warriors, 125-109, in the open, Virginia St. 86 Elizabeth City 79
naming
before
their
Wednesday
several
night
Spider
which
Negroes to their
Forrestville.
Hurt and Line Coach Talmadge
inspectors and give him a chance
,scouting staff.
of a National Basketball Asso- North Carolina college 77 Winston. (Marse)
108 Pounds: 1. C. Green. For.
Hill think Williams has
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia to pass a physical examination be- restville 2. K.
elation doubleheader.
ciation
Salem Tehrs. 72
"I
offered
Nix, McCosh;
to act as liason man
plenty of "pro potential." They,(UPI) - Czechoslovakia's
fore
nationturning down his request for R. Trotter, Copernicus.
Sauldsberrv. taking outside shots Virginia Union 99 Delaware St. 87 say he's as
between my many friends who are
good
now
as
Roose-i
amateur
al
a
hockey
ice
license.
team
deto null Bill Russell out of the pivot North Carolina A&T 84 Hampton velt Brown,
baseball coaches at Negro colleaes
IIR "minds 1 '1 'lark t, For.
New
star,Ifeated a United Stales squad,
was sensational in the first half as Inst. 79.
restville 2. M. Willis McCosh: 3,
and the club several years ago
was during his Morgan days.at Prague's
Winter
Stadium.
hp hit 11 shots in 23 attempts.
but was turned down flat." he
A. Scott, Carter.
-That was a new firsahalf high in
said. "Now I understand the team
124 Pounds: I. J. Walker, For.
field goals and field goal attempts
might be planning to do just that
restville 2. M Willis, McCosh: 3.
for a *layer In the Syracuse Audion their own."
C. Riley, Fiske.
torium.
132 Pounds: 1. L. Starks, ForBut Sauldsherry slowed down in
restville; 2. ". Brooks. 1 orrestthe second half as Boston moved
ville; 3, J. Thomson, Clarke.
to a commanding lead. He had
PITTSBURGIl - (UPI) - The 140 Pounds: 1. C. Reed, Forrest.
ALBANY, Ga. - Savannah
only one basket in eight tries in
Pittsburgh basketball writers as- ville 2. J. Lewis, Copernicus; 3,
State left no doubt as to her top
the half. Philadelphia trailed 78sociation will sponsor an all-star G. Flecher, McCosh.
position in the SEAC, by being of76 with four minutes left in the
basketball game between district 143 Pounds: I. R. Rice, Forrest.
ficially declared visitation cham•
third period but San Jones and
"Midgets" and "Giants" March ville; 2. S. Green, Forrestville;
Ipions, and soundly heating Albany
rimy each picked up a field goal
State, 91-69, for the tournament
24 for the benefit of Cincinnati W. Horne, Clarke,
ilagul Bill Loscutoff two outside
championship, Saturday night at
Royals player Maurice Stokes.
lipots as the Celtics opened up a
Albany's Sanford Gym.
Participants in the game to be
100-36 advantage and toyed with
Playing their fourth game in
played at University of Pittsburgh
their rivals the rest of the way.
, three days, the Albany Rams, seafield house, will he chosen from
son-long tail-enders, were able to
such colleges as Pitt, West Virmake a contest for the first half,'
ginia, Penn State, Duquesne and
balding a surprising 38-36 intermisSt. Francis. The "Giants' w ill
sion lead.
measure six-feet-five-inches a n d
The Chicago Cardinals signed
S:ecanna'i
up, while the "little men" will
dentb. scering
former fullback Walt Schlinkman
punch and ASC's fatigue were,
be under 6 feet. An association
of Texas Tech as backfield coach.
:the telling factors that mad
spokesman said Pitt All-American
Sehlinkman, who was Green
,the
Tigers' victory unquestionable.
star Don Hermon will probably
Bay's first draft choice in 1946,
SavannAh',
play for the Midgets.
.
played five years with the Packw
To complete the contrast, two
aptly handled by Ira Jackson (261,1
ers and one season with the Cardtop
coaches, one taller than 6-5,
Willie Tate (20), and Redell Wal-1
inals before he began coaching. He
and
the other shorter, will be on
ton
previously was on the coaching
(20), three of Coach T e dl
hand to direct the teams, but
Wright's fabled "Chicago Five."
staff at Lake Forest College, Colthe "Giant" coach will direct the
umbia University and the UniverEddie Robinson (16), Levi Rol)
"Midgets" and vice-versa.
sity of Washington as well as Vanerts and Charlie Fambro (14 ea
The players and coaches will be
couver in Canadian pro football.
topped Albany State.
announced at a later date.
Morris' Nat Brown hit
ig11110911111111110011111111M10111001111111191111111111111111
Stokes, who starred for St.
, points to lead his team to a 73'71
rancia and the Royals, has been
overtime consolation win
hospitalize
d since March 15, 1958
Claflin. Billy Spigner had 26 for
with a brain injury.
the losers.
Earlier scores - First round:
Claflin, S6; Paine, 60; Albany
ODESSA, Tex. - (CPI) State, 70; Florida Normal. 64.
Proximity of a visit by the stork
Semi-finals: Savannah State, 91;
in light heavyweight champion
Cleat, 78: Albany State, 59; MorArchie Moore's household forced
ris, 54.
ALBANY, Ga.- Robert Carroll,
the champ to ask a postponeAlbany State college forward, was
ment until March 9 of his schedMELBOURNE, Australia -I
awarded the Most Valuable Player
uled boot here with Sterling
trophy of the SEAC Tournament
(UPI)- Herb Elliott, the world's
DireS / Davis.
as a member of the runner-up
fastest miler, celebrated his 21st
Prooter Pat ()'Dowdy said
team.
birthday Wednesday studying for
*I.(' phoned him from San
Others on the All-Tournam e n t
an examination in Latin which he
Diego to request the change,
team, chosen by coaches, officials,
must pass to qualify for entry
saving his wife was expecting a
and
the press were Luther Butler,
to England's Cambridge universibaby and was four days oast
Paine; Redell Walton, Champion,
ty on a three-year scholarship in
NUCK ELLIS, Morgan State mile
the expected due date. Moore
1960
FROM HIS seeming perch on Savannah State; Louis Anderson, relay
team anchor man, who roe
Claflin;
Robinson,
said he didn't want to leave unAland
Eddie
Michigan guard George Lee's (35)
that leg on the National AAU Mbany State.
til after the haby was born.
BROOKLY
N,
N.
Y.
(UPI)
shoulder.
Michigan State forward
'IROAD RIPPLE HIGH
during sectional ba.ketball
Attacks, which two years sito
Members of the second All-Tour-, inor championship Morgan four.
frPnw(lv said the advance
A Brooklyn Supreme Court Justice Horace Walker (15)
chool's Jack Keller (25)
tournament of the Indiana
appears to be nament team, selected at Albany some recently. Ellis halls from
tie", sale for the bout had been
won two state titles in a row,
Wednesday
threw
out
$100,000
a
giving
the
thumb
suspended
apin the air as
and finger
iligh School AA, Criapiin At.
eerns
New Brunswich High, in New Jerthis one, 79-55 Cincinnati's
pee bet be offered te refund
suit brought against the former proval alga for the shot which State last week-end included Nat
'se jumps for a shot in first
incka players as Larry MeinI Brown and Bobby Scott, Morris; sey and is rated among the best
famed Oscar Robertson is an
"Ron'
,to any fans who were on Brooklyn Bode
by Irving Wien- turned ont to be a two pointer.
half of I0roa6 Rinple( rispus
tvre (Mt; Don Swift (12); RobHerren Lambert and Ira Jackson, five 4441 men in the nation. fle
Attacks' product. UPI Telek`ionstiv wttli the new date.
er. 83, a field guard who lost the Lee also sank a free throw as Savannah
attacks game at Indianapolis
by Edmonds (241, and Claude
State; Walt Dockery, ran a 47.5 anchor in pacing Mot
,
photo.
sight in one eve while retrieving Walker fouler; him State won, 103 (leis;
ntlliIltllllilltllllflhIIttlllllllIllllllllIllItlllllllIlltttlllliI
Williams, second from
and Charlie Fambro, Al-, gan lii its 11:is.a meet shattering
a baseball on Aug. 7, 1954.
91. UPI Telephoto.
I bany Slats.
effort at Madison Square Hardee.
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Tombstone For Pig

Form Political Action Group In Tennessee

AUCKLAND, N Z.—(13P1)— A
marble tombstone donated by a
group of Texans for an English
pig that died of alcoholic poisoning arrived in Auckland harbor
aboard the liner °nova.
HOME INSTINCT
Of the families in the U. S. wu.
incomes of less than $2,000 a year
about one-half own their homes.

NASHVILLE — A group of lead• treasurer and Dr. Vivian Hendering citizens in Tennessee recently son, of Nashville, research secreformed a state-wide political ac- tary.
tion organization during a Summit President Williams said in his
Conference at Fisk university in acceptance speech:
Nashville. The new organization "This organization can be a
was named Tennessee Leadership great success with your full coConference for Political Action. operation. I urge each delegate
Attending the Conference were to return to his community and
88 Negro leaders from every coun- organize a registration campaign
ty and congressional district in Immediately."
the State.
lie pleaded for political nonI Elected president of the new or- partisanism. "In order
to obtain
ganization was Rev. Charles F.
first class citizenship we must
Williams of Memphis, who is work as
a unit and forget partygrand master of the Prince Hall lines — party
affiliation," he said.
Masonic Lodge for the State of
Tennessee which boasts a mem- Patton explained that each congressional district and each counbership of 16,000.
,
The primary purpose of this or- ty is to elect a chairman and
.1%
ganization is to spearhead a state- other officers immediately.
.wide voters registration campaign First to address the delegation
411eitir
in an attempt to register every was Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Pres40 YEARS OF SERVICE —
by Extension Service superviseligible Negro in Tennessee by I ident of Fisk university. He said:
P. H. Stone, assistant to the
2969, stated W. C. Patton, who act-I "No problem in the southern
ors from across the South In
Assistant Administrator o f
recognition of Stone's 48 years
ed as temporary chairman and,states Is greater than registration
their Dublin, C.a., workshop to
and voting of qualified Negroes. 'TAKE A FRESH LOOK" —
of Negro home demonstration
ponvener.
Feeeral Extension Service, is
Tennessee; Dr. Evans; direcof outstanding service in agriDr.
E.
B.
Evans,
president of
"take a fresh look at their
While explaining the organize- We have probably gone as far as
work in South Carolina; Ross
being presented a silver tray
cultural extension work. Prestor W. A. Sutton of Georgia
Prairie
View,
Texas,
A.
we
and
can
In the courts to obtain
job." Seated near the lectern,
elonal structure, Patton, said that
W. Newsome, state agent of
by Mrs. Marian B. Paul, suentation was made last week
Extension Service; and P. /1.
leaders will be elected in every first class citizenship. The rest of M. college, challenged the Ex.
left to right, are: Mrs. Marpervisor of Negro home demVirginia; Miss Bessie Walton,
at the supervisors' regional
Stone, assistant to the Assistcongressional district of Tennes- the work must be done on the tension Service supervisors
ian B. Paul, state supervisor
onstration work in South Caroassistant state home agent of
ant Administrator of Federal
workshop dinner at Dublin,
see, then every county on down local level. The whole problem of last week in his address at
lina.
The
tray
was purchased
Extension Service.
Ga., 4-11 center.
integration would be solved easito the precinct level.
shop Was the presentation of
The Tennessee Leadership Con- ly with the weight of the ballot."
ference for Political Action is a Also addressing the group was
silver tray to Stone in recognition
of his 40 years of outstanding servpart of a South-Wide plan to ob- Atty. R. Bartley J. Campbelle of
tain three million registered Ne- Nashville; A. Maceo Walker, presice in agricultural extension work.
groes by 1960.
The presentation was made at a
ident of the Universal Life Insurs
dinner by Mrs. Marian B. Paul,
The next meeting of the newly- vice Co. and the Tri-State Bank
Minnie A. Bush, St. Paul.
state supervisor of Negro home JACKSON
formed organization has been set of Memphis; Mrs. Willa McWilBy C. A. AGNEW
guest speakers were Mrs. Fir
demonstration work in South Carofor April 18 at Fisk university. liams, a Memphis public school
and
Mrs.
A.
Mr.
D. Williams of Jackson 'of First Baptist church,
lina. Stone began work as a county
Aside from Williams, six other teacher and civic worker; Earl
agent in Georgia on February IS, 20e. Mobile ave., entertained a Jackson, Tenn., Mr. N. C. Bunofficers from various parts of the W. Davis, an AFL-C10 political
group
of
guests
with
a dinner on ton of Macedonia Baptist church,
education
representative
state were elected: They are:
f r o m
1919.
Rev. W. A. Dennis of Chattanoo- Richmond, Va.; Attorneys S. W.
Other speakers on the dinner Sunday afternoon, Feb. 15. T h e Miss Helen L. Johnson of Blairs
ga, vice president; Rev. L. A. Al- Wilburn and R. B. Sugarmon, DUBLIN, Ga. — Forty-nine Ex- In line with the changing agri- status of Negro farm families program were: L. J. Washington, dinner was a pre-birthday affair Chapel CME. Everyone enjoyed
exander of Knoxville, secretary; both of Memphis; Attorneys Z. A. tension Service supervisors from cultural economy, the farm dem- should be undertaken.
assistant to the Administrator of in honor of Mrs. Lonie Williams. the affair. Mrs. Viola Kelly, chairMen Summers of Clarksville, Looby and R. E. Lillard of Nash- 14 States met in a regional work- onstration supervisors placed in- The 4-H leaders expressed con- the Farmers Home Administra- The table was set very elaborate- man; Mrs. Flossie Bills, master of
shop last week here at the 4-H creased emphasis on adequate cern over the decline in club en- tion; and A. H. Fuhr, information ly with dishes of various assort- ceremonies. Rev. N. Davis is pasAssistant secretary; E. Z. Kelly ville.
Nashville, financial secretary; The next meeting is set for center to take a fresh look at their family-sized farms, higher effici- rollment among pupils at consoli- specialist of the Farm Credit Ad- ments of food and every one dined tor.
satisfactorily. Mrs. Williams was The Usher's Problem Clinic," a
job in view of the changing agri- ency, pasture development, and dated schools. Emphasis was plac- ministration.
aames T. Walker of Memphis, April 18, 1959.
the recipient of several beautiful beautiful play and drama was
cultural economy of the South.
livestock production.
ed on organizing out-of-school Supervisors in attendance at the and useful gifts.
presented at Cain Creek Rap..
Principal speakers at the work- Taking a look at today's rural clubs in the local' communities. workshop came from the following
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Jackson of tint church last Sunday night. The
shop were: Dr. E. B. Evans, presi- home, the home demonstration su- Some thought was given also to States: Alabama, Arkansas, Flori- 514
Institute st., motored to Mem- Narrator, Mrs. Florence Hicks.
dent of Prairie View, Texas, A pervisors said more work needs the development of new 4-H pro- da, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, phis. Tenn.,
last Thursday night District of the Ushers Union. The
and IM. college L. I. Jones, field to be done in the areas of family jects, such as baby sitting and Maryland, Mississippi, Nor t h to attend the wake of their
sister- play was depicted as follow,: Act.
representative of the Federal Ex- relations, consumer buying, and suburban and urban yard beauti- Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Ok- in-law, Mrs. Jackson,
wbo .4ied 1, "The My Seat Member.' A e t
home management. And they sug- fication.
tension
Service;
South
lahoma,
Carolina
Director
and
M.
Vir0.
recently and was buried at Union at "Interrupting Scriptual DevoWARREN
He reported a very successful
Watkins of the Florida Extension gested that more research on the
Another highlight of the work. ginia.
City, Tenn.
meeting.
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
tional"; Act 3 "The Habitue( Gana
Service; Miss Earle Gaddis, state
A special Invitation was issued
, Hello dear friends and readers. Kermit D. Weston of Dewitt, home
Chewer" Act 4 "A Funeral Hippy
derrnonstration agent of Misa long period of years and his rector of the Community Sym- from the Layman of First Baptist
is good to be back in your midst Ark., spent some time in the home
Re-Union" Act 5 "The Pulpit-Sick
sissippi; Dr. Grady W. Taylor,
advice is sought by musicians, phony Orchestra and teacher of church to worship with them last Preacher."
again. Your columnist has been of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Butler
This was really a tru•
district agent of Alabama; Direcand managers alike.
theory at DePaul university was Sunday afternoon, at 3 p. m. The to life program. Rev. J. H. Poe,
quite worried and busy since her last Sunday night.
husband Burly Burnett became ill Last rites were held for Mrs. tor W. A. Sutton of the Georgia
The committee arranging the represented at the International guest for the evening was Rev. Pastor, Sister Sallie Pearl Nickelon his job at the Southern Lumber Ella Gardner a pioneer citizen of Extension Service; and P. H.
testimonial for Northern included sic's concert, Monday, Feb. 23, at Webb and St. John Baptist church, son, church clerk.
Stone of the Federal Extension
company about four weeks ago. He Warren and Bradley County.
Susie Gaetan Williams, chairman; DePaul Music Center, (formerly of Demark. Music was furnished
She office who directed the workshop.
Rev. Green and his church rent!underwent surgery at Br a dley passed away at her home
Constance Berkstemer, Carmen Kimball Hall) by a new work, Sex- by the male chorus of Salem Bapafter a
ered a program at Bascom
County Memorial hospital a n d very lengthy illness. She wos lov- LARGER AND FEWER
Shepperd, Philomine Perry, Thel- tet for Alto Saxaphone and Wind tist church. Mr. Countes Bond,, church last Sunday afternoon..
president; the Rev. W. G. Terry,.
most of her time was spent at his ed by all who knew her and was The speakers described the vast
ma Bertie, Reginals Bean, Sr., Quintet (1958.)
program was sponsored by t h•
changes which are taking place
bedside. She is happy to report a member of Bethel AME
Helen E. Brown, Jelia P. Hanson, Performed for the first time minister.
church
Usher Board. Mrs. Dora Morgan,
that her husband is doing fine and,for a number of years. Rev. J. M. in agriculture and rural
e.
anywhere the work contains three Every civic minded person will president; Rev. Bold, pastor.
Chancey Northern, distinguished and Josephine Clutts.
want to
support
the "Bewas released from the hospital last Watkins officiated at the
Also elected to offices with the movements and was performed rean Tithe"
funeral.' Farms becoming larger and few- New York voice teacher, singer
a church paper spon- The Rev. R. L. Drain and SaMonday. The Burnetts want to She is survived by many
relatives er, merchanized and specialized and members of the board of di- Handy Foundation were Mrs. W. with Cecil Leeson, playing the sored by Berean Baptist church., lem Baptist church were
guests in
thank the doctors and nurses, es- and friends. Hammon
C. Handy, honorary
president; Alto sax part.
and Son with increased emphasis on livepecially Dr. Merl Crow, Dr. Whal- were in charge of
stock. Other changes include high- rectors of the National Association Mrs. Idella Kohke, vice president; PROF. J. WESLEY JONES, has All contributions above cost will' the worship service last Sunday
burial.
improvement
go
for
the
of
Mt.
Oli- evening, at 3. at Wesley Chapel
ey and Dr. Wynne, and all our
er educational level of farm peo- of Negro Musicians, Inc., was' Mrs. Gretchen Thornton, 2nd vice again been appointed to conduct
vet
Cemetery. Rev, A. L. Methodist church of which the
good friends and pastor, Rev. J.I A Valentine's tea was given by ple, a decline in home production honored at a testimonial dinner president; Mrs. Julia P.
Hanson, the large church chorus of ap- Campbell is minister.
the Willing Workers club of Bethel
Rev. M. L. Easley is pastor.
M. Watkins for prayers, cards and
of food and clothing, and a tend- held at the Grand Street Boys' secretary; Miss Janet Wise, treas- proximately 400 hundred voices at
The Lincoln Elementary school
gifts and acts of kindness shown. in the lovely home of Mr. andl ency more and more to purchase Club, last week, in New York urer, and Leroy
Butler, was elect- the 30th annual Chicagoland mu- observed P. T. A. founders day The Baptist Deacon's Union and
Mrs
Sam
Batie
of
North
Warren.J
Rev. J. E. Milton, Mrs. Annie
the City Wide Usher's Union held
City.
such items.
ed chairman of the board.
sic festival in August at Soldier last Monday night at 7:30 p. m. in joint services Sunday
Stamps. Mrs. Sheltie Ridgell and It was very enjoyable and suc-'
afternoon at
Members of the board were MaNorthern, honored by the David
was
pointed
cessfel.
It
out
also
that
the
the
main
auditorium.
most
enA
Betty Ann Raney motored to Tuc3:00 p. m. at New Hope Baptist
I Martin Branch, jor Robinson, Samuel Lieberman.
schools are being consolidated, the
tertainimz
program
was
The
rendered
Bishop
and
Connectional
son, Ariz., to attend the last rites
church of which the Rev. L. k.
N.A.N.M., Inc. Eubie Blake, Geoffrey O'Hara.
number of rural non-farm famiand was enjoyed by all. Mrs. Lee Swinney is pastor.
of Oscar Young, a relatie. He was Council held in Oklahoma City rewhich he served Stephen Henserson, Atty. Pector
lies is increasing, and the conVern Bledsoe, president; Mrs. The Friendly
a former resident of Warren and cently Was a history making one.
Five and the Chrisas president, was Gallie and Rev. M. L. Wilson.
Olivia Taylor, secretary; Mrs. Bewas loved by all who knew him. Our pastor, Rev. J. at Watkins centration of farm people by age .
tian Harmonizers Gospel Singers
also
re-elected FLOWERS TO SING
atrice Bond. chairman.
Survivors are his wife. Luella; two. attended and served as one of its groups is tending to fall among
program
rendered
at St. James
a
IN
DETROIT
CHURCH
president of the:
the young and the old.
A financial drive began at Mt. Baptist Sunday evening
children, Isiah of Seattle and Mrs. officers.
at 7:30.
W. C
Handy
Following
the
Moriah
addresses,
Baptist
the
church
on
Feb.
su16,
Bennie L. Hall of Tucson; three Mrs. Beatrice Campbell was adThe Rev. Govan is pastor.
Foundation
for
pervisors,
and
who
direct
the
culminated
22.
Those
on
Feb.
work
of
mitted
to
the
sisters, Mrs. Annie Stamps, Mrs.
hospital last week but
Mrs. Novella Chatman of Columthe Blind, this
who participated in the drive were
Sheltie Ridgell and Mrs. Jos i has returned home and is recup- more than 800 [arm and home'
week.
Rev. J. E. Poindexter and Rock bus, Ohio, was the guest of relatRalley; and two brothers. We ex- erating nicely. Our prayers fo out demonstration agents, met for
One of the na
Temple; the Rev. F. D. Freeman ives and friends in Jackson last
tend our heartfelt sympathy to to Mrs Campbell and Mr. Burnett. three days in small workshop I
lion's most wideand Cerro-Gardo; the Rev. A. E. week end.
groups to analyze their Extension'
the bereaved family in their grief.,
ly known musi/
2
Freeman and St. Paul Baptist Miss Mary Inez Agin. of 5311
programs and make adjustments; c.
Mrs T. Alexander attended thel
JONES
Dr. Stein
Northern cal personalities
church; the Rev. M. L. Easley and South Liberty Street returned home
to help meet the changing needs; with a vast
delegates assembly of the Arkans-I
European background,
morning
after having spent
field. For the last 29 years Prof. Wesley Chapel Methodist church; Sunday
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI — 03 rural people.
as teachers association which was
Northern has maintained a studio
Jones has directed these choruses Macedonia Baptist church a n d a very enjoyable two weeks+
held in Hot Springs recently. She Judge Willard Dixon refused Tues- It was suggested that super- in the famed
for
with
relatives
cation
Carnegie
and fri
Hall
their
pastor,
with outstanding success and his
was accompanied by Mrs. V. 0. day to issue assault warrants vision be broadened to provide for many
years from which many
participation is eagerly awaited The PTA of Washington Doug- in Evansville, Ind. Miss Agins i a
Dantzler.
against high school principal John more effective recruitment, place- gifted singers and musicians have
of Miss Flossie Bills of this
Our pastor, Rev. J. M. Watkins' Barnes who paddled 10 teen-age ment, and training of agents, and been fostered toward
by the vast public which usually las elementary school gave a. cousin
careers.
chicken dinner recently which' city.
attended a very important meet-I boys to quell a student strike. more careful surveillace
attend the spectacle.
of pro- In addition to his work in the •
The funeral of Mr. Ralph Dar.
ing in connection with the A. H. E. Mothers of two of the boys had gram planning and
THE MINIATURE Studio Mu- proved a success. Mr. James Bu-'
program exe- field of voice instruction, he has
nell was held Sunday at 2 p. m.
church in Hot Springs last week, brought charges against Barnes. cution.
sic club presented a program d.- channan is president.
been music critic and coach over
Lane Tabernacle C. N. E.
from
voted to Negro history at the last A miscellaneous program was
meeting held Sunday, Feb. 15. rendered at the Madison CME, church with the Rev. N. Mitchum
Participants demonstrated the pro- church last Sunday night. T h e, officiating. Interment was in Sagress made in literature, poetry, main title of discussion was the lem Cemetery with Ford Funeral
and music and several of the type of leadership we need in our; Home In charge.
Christian church of today. Those
The Funeral of Mrs. Helen Jones
young people performed.
Among the participants were appearing on the panel were Miss of Cleveland, Ohio, was held from
LOUIS AND EVA FLOWERS Ralph Kimbrough, Althea
Inez
Mary
Meadon,
Agins
Mr., Ford's Funeral Home here in
of
McCulLawdell Love, Mt. Tabor, Miss, Jackson last Tuesday with the
Three Chicago singers. Louis, lough, Heloise Rolark, V iole t Earline Chism, Clover Creek, Mrs.I Rev. L. W. Bowers officiating.
sod Eva Flowers. and Robert Brooks, Joanne Wright, and VaMadgitt, are scheduled to appear leria Clark.
Phyllis Brashear was the proin recital in Detroles .;rave iethndist church, on Sunday, March' gram chairman, and Miss Josephine C. Inniss is sponsor of the
A
Flowers, a tenor of considerable group. Violet Brooks is president
experience and Mrs. Flowers, a and Sylvia Tylei is the reporter.
soprano have been heard in joint
don of Durant was speaker at
recitals and Niadgitt, a baritone
morning service and C. M. I
has appeared in oratorio as well
nado spoke at the evening service.
as variety throughout the Windy
Mr. Roy Chester Johnson, Mr.
Sermon by the pastor, Rev. P.
City.
and Mrs. Prince Bardwell, jr., and
These singers are being accom- Lake Centralhas an- little son of Chicago, Ill., spent a T. Parker.
nouneed
the
purchase
addiof
two
The Ethel Brown "Coffee Hour"
panied on the trip to Detroit and
week visiting their parents. Mrs.
in the recital by Alfred Rudd. a tional DC-3 aircraft from Braniff Birdwell remained with her moth- was held in the usual manner in
Airways,
Inc.
The
first
aircraft
the home of Mrs. Carolyn Johnteacher of music in the public
has been brought from Minneap- er. Mrs. Bonnie Howell for an in- son and was sponsored by the J.
schools of Chicago.
definite
stay.
M. A. of Mt. Zion.
Rev. Robert L. Potts, a former olis. Minn., to Indianapolis for Mrs.
Reath' Mae Holmes, who
Mrs, Thelma Nichols Colbert
pastor of Jubilee Temple CME modification to Lake Central fleet his
been in Albuquerque, N. M..
standards.
The
second
aircraft
and Mrs. Frankie Nichols of Jackchurch, in Chicago, is the pastor
with her husband for the past two
will be delivered in March.
son were visitors at this gala afof the church which is sponsorThe two aircraft will provide years, is back home with her paring the recital.
fair.
and friends.
Miss Price, having sung with the the airline with a 20 percent in- ents
Last rites were said for LieutenSan Francisco Opera, the NBC crease in passenger capacity, Mr and Mrs. S. L. Griffin. of ant Davie at Cypress Grove BapOpera broadcast and in Covent making a total of 12 DC-3s oper- Rust college, Holly Springs, Miss., tist church; for Mrs. Hattie Grant
were in attendance at Griffin
Garden in London provides her ated by Lake Central.
Methodist church Sunday, Feb. 8. at Fairview Baptist church and
with ample background and Presfor Mrs. Leola Stewart at Pleasant
Mrs. Griffin was guest speaker
tige to be assigned a role with
Green Baptist church. Peoples
for
Race
Day
Service.
Relations
;
local
CHANGES
the
company which is meet•WEIGH
— CommitVIENNA — (UPI) — Austria
If center discuss ways of
Funeral Home in charge of all
Mrs. Minnie M. Brown, North
•••
Mrs. Ezell, M. Hawkins. ing with some success.
Communist
sad
consultants
chairmen
and
Czechoslovakia
tee
aritusting their programs to
three funerals.
Carolina; Ashford 0 Williams,
Maryland: D. Grady W. TayCANTON
LEONTYNE
gifted
sopartners
PRICE,
in
will
an.
he
building
K the Extension Service sumeet the changing net-Gs of
Mrs. Pearl Johnson, Mrs. I el a
Louisiana; R. A. sanders, Texlor, Alabama; and S. E. Mar- prano who thrilled Chicagoans electric power plant on the Danube
By la H. VARNADO
pervhairs' regional workshop
rural people. Left to right:
L. Wilson and your columniet we
as; A. S. Bacon, Georgia;
shall, Virginia. — USDA Photo with a remarkable concert this River, it was announced here
Men's Day was observed at Mt. in New Orleans recently
lest week at the Dublin, Ga.,
mai
DR. LEON STEIN, musical di- Tuesday.
Zion Baptist church. Mr. R. Bran-I tended Mardi Gras.
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Miss Young Becomes Mrs. Ingram
hi, Mt. Olive Cathedral Nuptials
EASTER NEARS
In a setting of white blossoms orchid poised on a white prayer the dining
room, the bride's table
Believe it or not, the Lenten las she is affectionatel called) OD
and glowing tapers, Miss Walter book, and her punips were of was overlaid with
a cloth of maseason is well on the way and . Mobile ave., was the place for
Mary Young became the bride of white satin.
deria lace, highlighted with a tier.
Easter just around the corner. the annual dinner when they callEarl Vaughn Ingrain at high noon
Miss Bobbie Jean Kuykendall, red wedding cake, topped with
Store windows are full of spring ed in their many friends to share
Saturday, Feb. 21. at Mt. Olive cousin of the bride, attended as
miniature bride and groom, flankfashions to entice those who plan with them.
Cathedral. The ceremony w a a maid of honor; and Ira Spitler
ed by triple crystal candlelabra
to join the Easter parade. Will you I can't begin to describe the
performed in the Prayer Chapel, WAS the groom's best man.
with glowing white tapers.
be in that number? Its a bit early I• huge table laden with delicious
attended by relatives and a few
Music was provided by Miss The receiving line was formed
this year, you know, and will more'food, with turkey and country lion
close friends, officiated by t h e Sherry
Crump
at the organ and In the living room area, consisting
than likely call for a coat. Those serving as the main course.
Rev. W. H. Bunton.
soloist, Miss Pearl Westbrooks.
Those feted were Mr, and Mrs.
of the bride and groom, Mr. and
figured °ries are fabulous, huh!
The former Miss Young is the
Dewitt Williams, Mrs Fannie Wit
DELTAS PLAN
nieced Mrs. Leon For her niece's wedding, Mrs. Mrs. Moore and the groom's moMoore
chose.
liams.
a dress of pink ther, Mrs. Constance Faulkner.
Mr and Mrs. Jimmie Cox
Moore of 669 Edith St. and Mr.
At the last meeting of t ha
Ingram is the son of Mrs. Con- ‘le soie fashioned with a full skirt Introducing guests to the line was
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serving and attending gifts were
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The bride's dress of white re- chid.
the Misses Jean Lee, Frances
ing. You will be hearing more Mrs. M. Trotter, Mrs. Lula 51..
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The friendly atmosphere of the
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Whenever an occasion calls for I ly. Put Ice-cold milk into col 1New Idea club. A delicious salad
Lola Larry, Daisy Tate, Willie Bell Gwendolyn Hudson, Alma Mitchell bride's grandmother, Mrs. WalDuring the month of March, something special in the way of qt. bowl.
ter
Miller and her aunt, Mrs. Luplate was served by the hostess.
Using chilled beaters, whip with NEW YORK - - Ne- Spring Sherrod, Warren Williams. Willie and Beverly Bunton.
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electric
is designed for sunny
mixer at high speed or
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Tennessee State university.
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The fresh-and-fair news of Mr. are paisleys, bold corded stripes, bananas,
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NFA dance at this writing in hon- school system.
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checks and hopsacking plaids.
LEMON PARTY PUFFS
Mart's new collection
oland Neal, who gave the de- Georgia Macklin, Mrs. Ida Mae
paragus, broccoli, cabbage, car- or of their candidate for queen, The couple is at home
at 19116
around what's best for Spring-and- One firm claims it h as
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CARDS OF THANKS
of ceremonies for the evening.
full-length and trench mats yams.
latest
dances, including
Trousdell and Mrs. Leath& Lee.
the
all American classics — the shirt(not "instant" kind)
"Swag" and the "Cha-cha."
Other guests were Roland Neal The club's next meeting will be
TIIANK YOU SINCERELY for
waist dress.
1-1-4 cups water
and Mr. and Mrs. James Payne. held in the home of Mrs. Curry
It is said that this will be the your kind expression
of symifi cup frozen lemonade conceaSeveral versions are in allover
greatest dance ever presented.
at 840 N. Main at.
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field flower silks with wide self
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senior
are
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Shirley
Neal,
fabric belts on the rise above the
ed by the family.
W teas!). grated lemon rind
Shirley Pye, Janice Brewer, MarSimmon, president and founder;
Make cream puff shells from fullest of skirts.
garet Pye, the Brook'a twins, Lola WALTER E. REID, husband
Mrs. Ida Mae Finner, Vice Presi- LONDON — (UPI) — The newscollecAnother
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cream puff mix. Chill PET Milk
Robinson, Bloomie Johnson, Vera _MAGNOLIA WESLEY, sister
dent; Mrs. Paul E. Gibson, secre- paper the Star said the London
in ice tray until almost frozen tion, and the pet of all Mr. Mort
Eubanks, Barbara Morrow and
tary; Mrs. Mary Stone, associate County Council would be
asked around edges. Mix rest of ingredi- fashions is the jumper — widely'
Mary Pilgrim.
secretary; Mrs. Louever Burton, Friday to consider placing 27-inch
ents in I-qt. saucepan. Cook and belted in plaid cotton, and news
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low
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stir
mixture
until
trell, Hardin Fanklin, Nelson
club reporter.
"the only way to get people out boils and is thick, about s-mM. blouse.
Bonds, Ken Jones, James Holmes,
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For going places, around the
Take from heat and chill thoroughDurell Cleaves, Mose Williams,
town and even around the world,
Walter Hunter, Alfred Patterson
the best news with the least fuss
and Walter Dean.
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lowses Prises AwIlebls
Johnson.
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tached petticoat. Full skirts otherwise are shaped with Pellon, ofShirley Pyle and Hardin Frank75,5 St.. e.r. 27 AMINO SS. LW.
ten in a hipline-rounding manner.
lin.
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Far from the least of the charm
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LIKE FOREST BILL MILE
MODELS AND USTIF.RS — A
lovely bevy of young models
and ushers surrounds captisating Mrs. Margurite Bela.
tome who appeared before a
capacity audience at Bruce
Hall at LeMoyne collet e,
Monday night, Fehnillre 23,
Ii a stellar fashion show hem

fitting the local branch of the
NAACP. Seen in foreground
are the Misses Marilyn Bar
eta, and Carole Ann Springer:
seated, left to right are 11/Ist
Sylvia Williams, Miss Leen
Letting and Mise Ronnie
Bates: standing left to fight
are the Misses Cam! ion
Letting, Miss Erma Lee Laws

--avenger of the local chapter
of CeEttes, of which the models and ushers are members
—Mrs. Reticent... Crystal
Strang and Lynn Marie Howell, Seen In background are
the Misses tiara Smith, Rose
Marie Whalum and Rosetta
Williams.

Whole milk
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THROW-AWAY RAGS FOR
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Spring is in evidence everywhere Chicago, is spending a week s vayou look. Even the moon is accom-: cation with her daughter, Mrs. Lamodating us with these 0 so bright, verne Radford. Motoring down
nights. Ah! To be young again,' with her were George Love, Mrs.
and in love; to begin a new season Sue Tyree and William Henry
is the wish of some of the "older", Newhouse bringing his wife a n d
daughter to convalesce.
set.
Yellow jonquils and violets are! Mr. and Mrs. Louis Burnette
Kent, spent last
pushing their heads through the. and son, Louis
neil.
Born at John Gaston hospital:
A son, Frank, to Mr. and Mrs.
surface making their annual en-, week end in Clarksville visiting
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. Manion Jackson of 905 Alaska.
Feb. 21
trance to the new earth. Clubs are her mother.
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. George Wilburn of 437 Foote pk. A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
planning activities by which mor- AROUND THE TR! CITIES
Twins, Anthony and Angela, to Mrs. Joe Travis of 910 Annie pl.
Carroll Young of 158 Gaston.
tals may trip the light fantastic. Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rogers
A daughter, Karen, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Carey McShaw of
during the Spring formal season.I were dinner guests of Mrs. Farrah
A daughter, Anna, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Jones of 896 S. Well- 390 Calhoun.
The debts are busily planningi Ivie and daughter Sunday.
Mrs. Shepher Pritchard of 2955
ington.
Jerome,
Mrs.
to Mr. and
A son,
for their "coming out" and speakM-Sgt Louis Ellis of Fort
A daughter, Ruth, to Mr. and Spencer Edwards of 610 Georgia. Wren.
ing of debs, Miss Jerry Alfredo! Campbell spent the week-end with
Mrs. Robert Saine of 1461 Kimball. Twins, Laura and Carolyn, to A daughter, Rita, to Mr. and
Mrs.'
and
Prof.
Wynn, daughter of
his family, Mrs. Marjorie Ellis
A son, Madison, to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Davis of 443 Mrs. Arnet Watkins of 1430 KimE. L. Wynn, is making her debut; and Shelea.
ball.
Thomas Jackson of 2408 Zanone. Tillman.
along with several others from; Mr. and Mrs. Lynn McGee were
A daughter, Lois, to Mr. and
A son, Arnett, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
West Tenn., April 10, at L a n e dinner hosts to Rev. and Mrs. D.
Alex Love of 27 Edsel,
Mrs. L. B. Pryor of 885 Trask.
James Freeman of 895 Speed.
college, sponsored by the Sigma Skinner, Mrs. Sallie Webb a n d
A son, Rufus, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Gwendolyn. to Mr. Feb. 24
Gamma Rho sorority.
Miss Jimmie Thompson, Sunday,
A son. Nathaniel, to Mr. and
Rufus Lindsey of 695 Georgia.
and Mrs. Felix Oliver of 1512 DesMrs. Eva Lou Ball of the
She is being sponsored by your
Mrs. James Traywick of 1027 N.
A son, Martin, to Mr. and Mrs. ter.
Grove community had as
Beech
ligious Emphasis Week p r oShute, chemistry major from scribe.
LOVE AND MARRIAGE was
Second.
Lester Sharp of 1702 N. Holly- Feb. 24
guests
during last week, Misses
gram.
Discussing
the five-day
discussed
Nashville and secretary of the
This affair carries with it a
wood.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy An- A son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. one of the subjects
program on the theme, "The
Religious Emphasis Week
by Dr. Deborah Cannon Part.
scholarship contest. Jerry, or your Icy Mai Arnold and Mildred LouAddison Cash of 392 Leath.
.4 daughter, Dora, to Mr. and derson of 2179 Eldridge.
Creative Encounter," sponsorridge, professor of education
committee; Dr. Partridge and 'scribe would appreciate being re- ise Arnold. Mrs. Gracie Lee Ball
A daughter, LaNita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Stafford of 403 Butler. A daughter, Linita, to Mr. and
and children visited as over night
ed jointly by A and I, Fisk
Rufus McCollum, co-chairman , membered by each of you.
A son, Michael, to Mr. a n d Mrs. Lonnie Wilson of 1467 Willis. Mrs. Charlie Bell of 2571 Select. at Queen', college, Flushing.
guests of her mother, Mrs. Daisy
and Meharry Medical college,
of the program, of Abingdon, CLUBS
N. Y., when she was featured
Mrs. Ozie Wright of 3196 B o x-, A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and A son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold.
Irons left, are Miss Elizabeth
Va.
recently at Tennessee A and
Mrs. Lucius Partee of 1595 Carp- John Rubin of 795 Winrow.
town.
The Jessie White Beautician's James Herbert Conner visited
I State university during ReA daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
A daughter, Pairryn, to Mr. and enter.
club of Milan, Humboldt and Dyer his grandparents, Mr, and Mrs.
Mrs. Louis Williamson of 7851 Or- A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Allen of 838 Lavon.
met Monday with their president, Joe Simpson. Minnie F rances
Mrs. James Woodward of 935 Pop- A son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
gill rd.
and plans were made for their Jones
spent a night with Wilma
Johnnie Deberry of 744 Lane.
A daughter, Doris, to Mr. and lar.
Annual Charm Clinic which is to Mae Jones,
Mrs. Floyd Wilke of 617 Marble. A daughter, Lillie, to Mr. and
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mn.
be held March 9, at Pearl's BeauBorn Feb. 25 to Mrs. Dorothy
A daughter, Edna, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson of 119 Corn- Nathaniel Tate of 3549 Lamar.
ty Shoppe. Facial Beauty will be
A daughter, Felecia, to Mr. and
merce.
Mrs. Lee Gales of 1451 Davis.
the main course studied The club Ann Blackwell was a bouncing
baby
boy.
A son, Jimmy, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Moody, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James Peete of 417 Gracewas served a tasty dessert course
Willie Rogers of 3467 Margretta. Moody Whitfield of 1050 S. Laud- wood.
of Lemon Fluff and coffee, at the SICK
The sick this week are Mrs. WO.
A daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
A daughter, Velda, to Mr. and erdale.
close of the business session.
lie Phillips, Mrs. Erma Wynn and
Mrs. Cassel Williams of 1594 S. A son, Albert, to Mr. and rs. Mrs. William Johnson of 290 E.
The Neighborhood club met with
' had a wonderful football year this
LAMER
A.
FINLEY
By
Will Mullins. The daughter of Mr.
Virginia.
ain.
Albert Jones of 8.53 Lavon.
Mrs. Carrie Seat Wednesday night
season.
and Mrs. John Williams, Demise,
.4 son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr. A daughter, Marilyn, to Mr. and! The Gracious Ladies club preof last week. Mrs. Seat was the
SWEETHEARTS
and
the son of Mr. and Mrs,
Leon Richardson of 1336 Kansas. and Mrs. William McGhee of 360 Mrs. Henry Ingram of 559 Weakperfect hostess. Guests assembled
sented a Fashionetta in the Cora
Maof
Richard Mays have pneumonia.
Department
ley.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and i W. Peeples.
The Primary
week
in
the
Living
room
for
a
period
last
of
auditorium
P. Taylor
Mrs. Larval Askew of 1450 Mena- I A daughter, Jo Ann, to Mr. and Feb. 27
nassas recently presented its anjust talk, accompanied by the "Oh, Little Clifton Ellington, son of Mr.
featuring the latest styles in young
and Mrs. Jerome Ellington, hurt
ger.
Mrs. Jack Fondren of 497 Lind- A daughter, Marilyn, to Mr. and
concert in the Cora P. Tayso beautiful music of Hi-Fi. After
women's fashions, also nual
and
men's
his mouth seriously this week
Mrs. Paul Lawrence of 1643 KanA daughter, Sarita, to Mr. and ea.
lor auditorium. Talent from grades
all had assembled except the
contest.
nopularitv
a
when he bit a live electric wire.
Mrs. Louis Drake of 1118 Neptune. A son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.'sas.
one through three participated.
secretary, Mrs. William Bailey,
selecthe
featured
contest
This
Mrs. Maydell Partee and Mrs.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.i Raymond Reed of 880 N. Front,1 A daughter, Effie, to Mr. and
Selections as "Let me call you
who was absent that night, we Daisy
Arnold of Beech Grove, are
A son Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Thomas Phillips of 1 537,tion of Mr. Debonair and Miss Sweetheart" "Patncia," "Sum•
William Hurt of 691 Riverside.
went into the Pine-paneled den ill.
The shut-ins are Mrs. Bessie
Charm, two representatives of mertime," "Banana Boat," and
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Winston Lockett of 2246 Eldridge)Dempster.
Rev. and Mrs. A. Terrill were where we were served a very deFeb. 25
Jones of 1031 N. Second.
A son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs.' the various clubs on the campus.,"Pretty Girls Everywhere" made dinner guests of Rev. and Mrs. lightful salad plate of chicken sal- O'Daniel, Tom Moore, Mrs. Essie
M. Mitchell and Mrs. Willie Mull.
A daughter, Millie, to Mr. and A son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilkerson of 934 Lenow.
Mr. Jeff Brown, who represent- up the very uniue program of' L. Nelson on a recent Sunday.
ad, various cheeses, spiced apples,,
If you don't see it in print, did
Mrs. Edward Underwood of 880, Rodell Sallie of 269 Glen cove.
A daughter, Lenetta, to Mr. andj ed the Ole Timers was chosen as , songs and dances. Each little girl! Funeral services for
.
Frank George Washington Cherry Tarts you send it
in on paper' r did
A daughter, Charlean, to Mr. Mrs. Leroy Jackson of 1686 Kan- 1 Mr. Debonair and Miss Rubystein
Lekloyne pk.
Crook were held here recently at and ice cream.
and boy played his part well.
call?
YOU
A son, Raymond, to Mr. and and Mrs. Howard Reese of 1566 sas.
Clark, who represented the PerThe teachers in this department the St. Matthew Baptist church. Cokes were served throughout See you next week,
.
A daughter, Vonica, to Mr. and
Mrs. f,obert Brown of 966 Porter. McMillan.
Mr. the meeting.
sonetts, was chosen 33 M ss
Madames J. H. Lewis, C. Delivering the eulogy for
A son, Leon, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Garry, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Edwin Ellis of 1125 Vollentine. Charm. Both are very popular, are.
It. Beteet, M. McCoy, J. B. Port- Crook, who died at the age of 89, Prize winners for the games
A son, Jarvis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Newsom Reece of 3.53 S. WellingLeon Gray of 1006 Woodlawn.
at Manassas and equal in scholar- er,
were Mrs. Carrie Ball. who copL. Hentrel, P. B. Saunders, was Rev. L. Nelson.
ton.
Feb. 23
Ned Galloway of 872 Porter.
C. II. Branham, H. C. Shelby, M. In Halls final rites were held ped first and Mrs. Esther JohnA daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and ship.
A daughter, Ramona. to Mr. and
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and
for
Mrs.
Cordie
Ross
at the Mat- son, who collected the booby.
Mrs. James Hicks of 970 Marchal- Mrs. Edward Booth of 1335 Brown. Mrs. Quinton Carter of 1,491 Eloise. Miss Ramelle Eddins is advisor B. Mead, E. G. Thompson, R P. thew Zion
Baptist church. Mrs. Rev. A. H. Rice and choir
of the club and it is her purpose'Smith and L. L. Briggs; Misses
of
Ross
was
employed
at
the Halls the First Baptist church of TrenVanpelt.
each
W. A. McWilliams and 0.
to instill within the minds of
Consolidated
school
before
her
representing
,
ton worshipped with Rev. J. L
member the value of
PLATTER PARTY
death.
Hall at his church in Fulton, Tenn.
true womanhood at all times and
The Freshmen gave a successto gain the proper respect from'ful Platter Part in the g ym last Happy birthday wishes go this recently. An organ recital WAS
presented at Fairview Baptist
the young men and their super-!week featuring ythe famed Dic week to Mrs. Geraldine Clay.
Wednesday, March 4
At a recent meeting of NHA church in Dyer, on Sunday
1.
10:00 thru 1:00 p. m. Physics Mrs.
Cane Cole. Under the direction of in Humboldt, Miss Nancy Pierson The Missionaries also presei•
a
Miss Jaccivelyn Bridges Is the the class president, Calvin Joy1:30 Word To Wives.
was
elected
district
president.
Her
play
called the Ten Commit:Is
president of the club.
3:00 PTA Study Series,
Fars
esha- campaign speech was a compli- ments.
menner, h committee andaff re w
CHOIR IN CONCERT
3:45 Know Your Schools.
affair
Advisors
ment to her attractive personalRev. White and the members of NEW YORK New employment
The Manassas Senior choir pre-' success.
5:00 Living Classroom: English
ity which has gained her much the Kenton ME church worship. and educational opportunities will
•
in
concert
very
uniue
sented
a
6:00 Serenade.
to Negro youth at.
enjoyed
enjo
attending
Everyone
recognition among her teenage ped with Rev. W. C. Rogers
gers and be revealed
•
_ . ,
:
Blythville, Ark., recently. Under themselves
tending
a youth career conference
7:00 Story Book Princess.
A3 it was related that friends.
members of Hullum's Temple .
in
its
direction
of
capable
the
very
of the National Association for the
7:15 Living Classroom: Art.
this year's Freshman Class is one She is also state secretary of the Rutherford Sunday.
I
Advancement of Colored People .n
7:30 Living Classroom: general directress, Mrs. B. B. Jones, the to remember.
NHA, and will attend the state
When you meet you eat,
ms
wonderful
conpresented
a
choir
science.
meeting to be held in Nashville.' to be the theme of these weekly Newport, R. I. on March 7.
SPOTLIGHT
cert. Those attending received an
7:45 Living Classroom: biology.
Today's spotlight turns to "Mr. Accompanying her will he Miss-, meetings. Mrs. Virginia O'Dan- Under joint sponsorship of the
I viting girls into the club and those , 8-00 Streamlined Reading.
ANNUAL CLASSIC
evening of cultural enjoyment.
Hunt, es Jerdine Montgomery
and lel served Stewardess Board No., Newport NAACP youth council and
"Time Out!" was the cry of the I interested in becoming members I 8:30
. Streamlined Reading II.
Selections included pieces of sac- Artist" himself, Mr. John
parents, Mamie Dell Eisom, who are also 2 a delightful coffee and Cherry the youth and college division of
with
his
resides
John
jr,
seniors last week as the "golden"! are asked to contact George Eliz- 9:00 Physics.
red music, classics and semiHunt, sr.. at students at the Lauderdale Com- tart plate on Sunday last. Mrs.' the Association's national office,
juniors rumpled them in the Sen- abeth Rogers.
classics, popular and Negro spirit. Mr. and Mrs. John
10:00 Sew Easy.
L. Overall served home made Tea the conference will develop the
ladies 289 D-Dixie mall in the Dixie ty High school.
ior-Junior basketball classic. The
The Sputonettes Social club pre-, ss_
young
group
of
nal!.
A
Mrs. Waldine Hutson is a patient cakes to the Missionary Society theme, "Preparation, Key to
A
March 5
upperclassmen were defeated in a' sents dances each Friday night at i Thursday.
performed a dance number to the Homes section of the city. He is 'n the
JacksonnGeneral hospital at Monday night and others are fol. Youth Future."
class and I .
9:00 thru 100 p. en. Pherics
Club Handy
most unusual game.
•
tune of "Do Nothing Till You Hear a member of the senior
Announcement of speakers was
(lowing suit. When you miss a
is a member of Mrs. 0, J. Hodge's this writing.
Juniors and seniors on t h e Every Wednesday night is! 5:00 Music for Young People. from Me."
"Seven
made by Mrs. Aria Carson, adKeys to the Kingdom" meet, you might miss a treat,
.
..
homeroom class.
basketball team were matched Frankie I.ymon Fan club night' 5:30 Living Classroom, health and
Single
were:
participants
Helen
Was
the
th
y
e
visor
to the Newport youth counarb
s
u
n
b
r
,
j
ec
n
t
f
IN
AND
e OUT
-Pe
Y
His activities include being vice Nt
i physical
. •
against each other with J. W. ,1 at Club Handy.
Tolliver• Thurman Hughes, John
Mrs.
oCfovaingctonechwhben
ha Johnson has return- cil. They include Mrs. Justine
club, mem-I
Art
the
,
president
of
Powell, junior class advisor coach- Roland Porter is the sweetheart 540 Living Classroom: social rtu- Ray Buntyn
Earlice Taylor Ear- .
the Birthday Calendar rally was ed from Los Angeles, Calif., where Smadbeck, executive director of
• her of the Top Gentleman club
tog the 11th graders and J. N!of the Sputonettes and advisor for dies.
nes 'tie Harris Alberta Clark Bilheld recently at the Morning Star she had and extended stay with the Jessie Smith Noyes Founda, and member of the Operators
Cunningham coaching the sen-, the Frankie Lymon Fan club. 5:50 Living Classroom, American lie Mack and Faye Coburn. '
her netce, Mrs. Joel Collins, for- tion; Herbert L. Wright, NAACP
history.
ITHANKS
iors. The juniors won 51-45.
The trip was enjoyed by each I club.
'
youth secretary; and Fdward L.
AfterwardriclM
hie.r. and Mrs Yarbor mer teacher at Rosenwald.
prize in the 1958
Alive from the start, the juniors' I take this opportunity to thank 6:00 High School Chatter,
B
aanrpItis
attrsc
choir member and it is reported' He won first
.hu
W
Mrs. Leotha Newhouse, now of Cooper, executive secretary at
Mitchell Were dinCam•
contnbutT.
Wade,
Paint
jr.,
Up
for
Fix
Up
Up
Serenade.
6:05
jumped to a 14 to 0 lead in the! Booker
•
'
the Boston branch of the NAACP.
ner guests in the home of Mrs.
that they wanted to go b a c k 1
i paign in the art department. He,,A. B. Clay.
7:00 Mother Goose Rhymes.
first six minutes of the game, andling to the column each week,
again.
Special advisors for the conferBaptist church and gave a very
artist.
an
an
gifted
is
very
7:15 Compass Rose.
at half time were leading 25 to 11.1COU
. OF
Tom Halliburton met recently inspiring talk. Mr.
TIGERS RECEIVE AWARD
1. Annie Person and Charlie Cob- 7:30 Dental Digest.
Halliburton is ence include the Revs. W. M.
social life he is a member with the
In
Twelve football stars on the Ti.
laymen of Morning Star district president of laymen.
Cooper, Percy L. Carter, Edward
than offensive, because the sen-fbertt. 2. Juanita Johnson a n d 8:00 Ten For Survival.
ger team of 1956-59 received of the Providence AME church.
Johnson and Alvin Simmons.
Junior Stewhe
serves
as
where
a
Mrs were closely guarded a n d Roosevelt Greene. 3. Edith Cox 8:30 PTA Study Series.
I
awards from the school in a remost of their shots were blind, and Benearl Edwards, 4 Lucille 9:00 The Balance
member of the junior
sent chapel assembly. The Coach,lard and a
serves very faithfully in
Through all of the game, they,Williams and Otis Gibson. 5. Ann 9:30 College Trigonometry
Mr. John Johnson, jr., presented choir. He
came- no (-Mier than nine points Kirk and James Lott. 6 Martha 10:00 Physics.
by the Rev.
his
jackets to nine players and sweatLittle and Albert Yates. 7. Bar. Friday,March 6
to the winners.
C. Miller.
ers
to
three.
Carroll Holman hit 19 points for bare King and Elms Currie. 8. 9 00 thro 1:00 p. rn, Physics.
Miss Jeraldine Kelly, Mrs. Norpresident of the Per- SCHOOL DEDICATION
Receiving these awards were: He is vice
Dedication ceremonies for the man Kelly, and Leroy
the juniors and Ralph McKinner George E. Rogers and Sylvester
Manska of'New
Living Classroom: language Billy Phillips. captain of the team, sian Social club and business man. new Lincoln senior high
school
dropped in 14 for the losers.
New
Port, Ark., Mr. and M r s.
Tallarico Social club.
Farmer. 9. Geraldine Bernard and arts.
a jacket: Willie Tuggle,co-captain, seer of the
was held Sunday afternoon.
ADULT PRIVILEGES
Herbert
Anderson,
and John I.
'Fate Mosley. 10. Marva Thomas s 45 Living Classroom: high school
has quite a full schedule and
William P. Rock of Little Rock, Patrick of Madison,
a jacket: Harold Evans, a lock- He
We, who are growing up fast and"
Ark., andl _
successfully completes it.
speech
_
et: Willie Hunt, a jacket: John
executive director of the Arkans- Mrs. Frenchie Gordon
and think that we should have. POETRY OF TIIE WEEK
assisted in
year
old
personality as Industrial
This 17 6:00
Serenade.
Simpson,
a
jacket
Willie
Harris,
Development
Com- entertaining. Afterwards the famimore recognition in the household, I had a friend. I loaned him ten.
further
his
to
plans
education
at
SALISBURY, Rhodesia—(UPI)
mission, delivered the address. He ly group visited the New
a jacket Jerry Miller, a iacket
should stop a minute and consid- I haven't seen my friend since 7:00 Story Book Princess.
Lincoln
Institute, a special school was introducted
7:15 The Friendv Giant.
by W. W. Camp- school and other points of interest — Police and white volunteers
and Carroll Bledsoe, a jacket V,4. Carver
er who we are, that is. what sort
then,
graduation.
majors,
after
art
for
armed with rifles patroled t h e
bell of Forrest City, banker 'and
of person we are. We hear our- 1 Another friend, he borrowed 7:30 Living Classroom: world his- ward Todd, a sweater; Berry Caraspires to become a com- vice-president of the commission. with Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt streets of Blantyre in Nyassaland
tory.
ter, a sweater and Steve Sanders, He
selves complaining about having
five.
Edmonds.
mercial
artist.
The
8:00
Streamlined
Reading,
school
is one of the finest
2 sweater. Steve Sanders was the
to go to school, about parents who I doubt if he is still
Rev. Herbert Scott, pastor of St. today because of a new outbreak
Congratulations to today's per. in the Mid-South. It contains 16
alive.
9:00 Press and the People.
only junior on this roster of outwon't allow us to stay out late For one more
Luke AME church attended the of violence.
.
friend I signed a 9-30 Drama for Discussion.
ity. John Hunt, • ay you classrooms, a completely equipsew
standing
players.
e
Bishop's Council which was held The city, the commercial cen1111
y allowUS
note.
MOO United Nations Reiew
ter of the territory, was quiet,
I Congratulations, fellows' You have success in all your endeav- ped laboratory, a large library and In Oklahoma city.
to go out at all.
He disappeared with my best
ors.
reading room, visual education
Mrs. W. S. Smith had as her but workmen ringed the main jail
"We are oppressed and we feel
cost.
WINS
LESTER
room, teacher's lounge, office and house guest over the week
put upon, and our attitudes arel I am now convinced that In
-end rel- and security posts with barbed
the
Plenty of excitement filled the two sick rooms.
summed up in a few words: "So. end,
atives E. Henderson, Miss Mae wire in anticipation of possible
as
gym
the
last
Manassas
week
In
addition,
a
spacious
hallway Otis Washington, Miss Ethel Wash- new riots by the native populawhat?" and "I don't care."
A fellow can't trust his own beat
final eame for the Tigers com- similar to others now being con; ington
For our own private considerstion.
and Joseph Washington.
friend,
menced, between the Manassas Ti- structed in other schools, is a' Mr.
lion, there is no one in the world,
and Mrs. J. B. Clark had The patrols, the first to carry
gers and the Lester Lions. This feature. It has a capacity of as their house
no parent, no teacher — no one at
guest over the week arms in the city, were ordered
came was the deciding one for around 2,400. C. T. Cobb, princi- end Mrs.
all — who can prevent us from
Clark's parents, Mr. and out Friday when jeering Africans
Lester in that it gave them either pal of the school, served as mast Mrs. James,
being the important person we
tier sister, Mrs. Cur- stoned riot police in Mirket
first niece or not.
ter of ceremonies.
want to be. Remember we, and
tis Lewis and children from Little square.
Messages of apprsciation from Rock, Ark.
At the end of the half, the Tionly we, can do something for Brother
A mob tried to storm the court
gers were leading the Lions 20-13. the students, was given by Miss
ourselves.
Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Livingston house at Metope, on the road to
Coming from way behind the VeEster Adams; for the faculty. have as their house guest Mr.
How are our marks in school'
Liv- Ncheir, but were driven off by
Lions picked lip speed and took Mrs. E. P. Shannon;
and for ingston's mother, Mrs. Livingston
Realizing that only 12 students
troops of the King's African
over the score hoard by beating the patrons, Rev. R. B. Bland.
made the high honor roll for the KINGSTON, Tenn. — (UPI) —.I
of Little Rock.
Rifles, who killed one African and
Music was rendered by t h e AGENT GIVES TALK
first semester, we must admit that' Two brothers fell to quarreling
the Tigers 50-49, only one point
wounded three others.
school chorus. Others appearing. The Madison Home
something is wrong. Are we stu- I while playing basketball Saturday
'more
By BARBARA ATKINS
Demonstre-4 The Africans had been trying to
pid? Let's get busy and pull up , and one cut the other to death
gym was hushed as the on program were Grady Brooks, tion club met at the home of Mrs.
.....
our grades.
eds went by and everyone Rev. Sherman .1. Jones. Robert Catherine Pitts Friday Feb 20 free two officials of the African
Miss Helen Bolden, the daughter
with a borrowed knife.
In religious life ahe is a mem
Let's stop worrying about when Police said Steve Brackett. 16, of Mr. and Mrs. Quince Bolden her of the
tensed. i Wise, Supt. M. S. Smith, a n d at 10 a. m. Mrs. Mary Lane is National Congress on trial in the
Morris Chapel Method seemed to he extremely sounded
Williim Irving.
the next dance or party will be I died en route to the Oak Ridge has been selected as the "stu- ist church
president of the club, and the court house. The troops used
where she serves faith But when the final gong.
held. Let's leave those intoxicat- hospital Ile was slashed twice on dent of the week."
everyone leaped for joy at the ex- STEWART ELEMENTARY
group got off to a very inspiring their rifles after police failed to
fully.
'
drive the mob back with tear gas.
ing beverages along.
sc oo o start.
A sophomore and a member of
the abdomen and back.
The 13-year-old personality plans eltement.
If we can leave these alone, and
Joeept• (11111am was 010 hl,rh served their Annual Founder's
Mrs. C. F. Banks, home demon- Another incident occurred at
James Brackett, 19. was to be the 10-A homeroom, she is a mem- to further her education at the
eliminate our unnecessary foolish- charged with murder.
ber
point man for Lester with y8 Day program. The following ap- stration seen!, gave a demonstra- Zomba, where 300 natives shout.
, belongs
peared on the feature: Mrs. Clar- tion on "Home
ness. other people, including our Officers said they got this ac- to the Pep Squad, Mu Alpha Tau Mississippi Vocational college in points and Major Wilson
Improvement." ing "freedom" gathered when twe
was the
parents, will sit up and notice us! count of the knifing from a group Eta and the History Study club. lite Bens, Miss., and major in high
noint 'man for Manasaas with ence Chambers, devotional; Mrs. She also lectured on the necessity African women were acquitted of
business education after complet.
Vera
Bailey,
history
However, we should be gen- of youths playing hail with the
of
the
PTA;
Helen, who lives with her parof spending money wisely and get- charges of unlawful assembly.
14 noints.
ing her high school work.
erously provided with such creas brothers in Kingswood Park:
ents in Somerville, has been electThis was Lester'. Ilth victory Mrs. Hensie Roberts, solo; Mii Wil- ting food returns for money spent.
verlin
McNeil,address, "T h
ive outlets as might safeguard The brothers who arrived in a ed secretary of the West Tennes- Congratulations to Miss Helen ser0, one
After some discussion the hostess
and Manassas even Need
Bolden.
for a Better PTA in a Chang- served a very delicious
our best potentials, stabilize our car with three other youths, be- see district of the NBA.
their record 64.
dinner.
ing
Society,"
Odle Jordan, re- The members were
LONDON — (UPI) — A squad of
growth and grant us the assurance gan quarreling
when James —
enthusiastic
Points made
the players are: marks; Mrs. A. P. Suggs,
to which we are entitled.
princi- about the wholesome instruction policemen arrived too late at I
Brackett hit his younger brother a few minutes before the boys
.15
er •
.
1
of
th
d
M
M.
SOCIAL NEWS
pa•
M.
•
•
in the lase with a basketball,
given y Meg. Bands.
decided to take him to a doctor.' SANTA CRUZ. Calif. — (UPI) — 8: Owens 4: Wilson-14• Philios-5.
London store to nab some afterCrutcher, PTA president.
A matinee is given every Satur• The elder brother later borrowed
James Weldon Johnson Spent the hours
Roane county Sheriff R M De. Burglars with a talent for Impros Substitutes-Malone-6 and Sandersintruders, but there were
Mrs. Magdalen Isom and so n, week end with his
day by the 7.etus Social club from.' knife with 2 four and one-half laney said the
parents. Mr. definite
younger norther visation, came upon an acetylene O. rot' Lester: BoYleno-4 lullockg• John Isom,
I
clues In their age group
held a family reunion and Mrs. Pete Johnson.
3:30 to 4 p. m. at the Club Tropi- 'Inc',
blade and slashed his tarn- was first taken to a Kingston torch left by workmen in a super"• Worahln.P• `fast-lin-e• '',1"sve• at their home on Scott ave Fami- T Mrsw
sena Honey boy spins e records, ther
is Mooreltesul. we empty ice cream containers, egg.
•
Clins and died while being trans- market. They promptly burned
Substitolea-Mill.r4; Exum-1; ly
members attending were: would like to wish a happy
The Antoinette' Social club is ill-I The victim lay on the court for ,(erred to the hospital.
birth-1 ty ginger pop bottles and Akar
open the safe and took $2,000.
.Stroiher and Robinson-O.
Robert Patrick, Mrs. Ruby Kelly, day.
late handprinta everywhere.
talt
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' Berirand Grad Named College Class Official
WeddIngton.
Xasier president. Jacqueline Sharett, vice er. and
Donald
university freshman. native 'Mein- presidsnt; Gloria Llorens, treasur- lary.
phian and graduate of Father Fier.
trend high school, has been named
, by his classmates for freshman:
representative to the University
Student Council for the year 1959 '
Melvin Conrad of New Orleans,
La., was named to serve
with
Weddington
Other class officers named by I
the Xa% ler freshmen students:
were Armand Bertrand as class
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DUBLIN, Ga. — Forty-nine He'gro Extension Service supervisors from 14 States met in a re
(tonal workshop recently here
at the 4-H center to take a freab
look at their job in view of the
changine agricultural economy of
the South.
Principal speakers at the WWk
shop were. Dr. E. B. Evans, pre,
!dent of Prairie View, Tex., A 81
M. coffee,: L. 1. Jones, field representative of the Federal Extension Service: Directer M. 0.
Watkins of the Florida EsteroService: Miss Earle Gaddis, State
home demonstration agent of Mt..
sissinpi: Dr. Grady W. Taylor. district agent of Alabama; Director
W. A. Sutton of the Georgia ExThe Stigall high school chapter
tension Service; and P. H. Stone
of the New Homemakers of Amer.
of the Federal Extension office
Irawas hostess to the West Tendirected the workshop.
nessee District meeting Saturday
The speakers described the vast
More than 800 girls registered for
changes which are taking place in
the meeting besides the mothers
and supervisors.
ariculture and rural life; Farms
Mrs. N. F. Williams, home eco
coming larger and fewer, maIllirchinized and specialized with
mimics teacher and supervisor of
IDEA BECOMES CASH — Lt.
of
Alphonzo
Dandridge,
lates
M.
Pool
Chief
IL
McBrooln•
the
local chapter, left no stone un•
Increased emphasis on livestock.
Col. Howard W. Wickey, mis503 Hampton pl., as he preof 2808 Glanhaven at., who was turned to make the program a sio•
Other changes include higher educellaneous service office, Me
sents him with a awl( and cialso rewarded for his sussescess. The entire faculty of Stigall,
cational level of far mpeople, a
phis General Depot. congratu
lion of the month.
tation for recent suggestion
I joined her in serving as hostesses
decline of home production of food
award. Looking on is Motor
1 to the group and help make all
and clothing, and a tendency more
- the visitors feel at home.
and more to purchase such items.
It was certainly inspiring
to
It was pointed out also that the
see the young ladies carry on the
schools are being consolidated,
professor of social sciences
Cook's brother, John, left, who
TRIO OF TEACHERS — Hoyt_
business
of
the
organization.
They
the number of rural non-farm fa.
at leglovne college, Is dwarfIs associate professor of social
will certainly make good home- ard E. Sims, center, assistant
lips is increasing, and the concert.
college's
at LeMoyne. Mr. Sims
Negro
ed
His
by
the
sciences
makers, of that we have no doubt
tration of farm people by age
was chairman of Negro History Week speaker, Dr. SamThe talent-program in the after- Ethel Seeta is president, has paid
groups is tending to fall among
uel DuBois Cook, right, of
tory Week at the school. Withnoon was very, very good.
the installation fee and 0 n a
the young and the old.
Atlanta university and Dr.
ers Photo.
CLUBS MEET
month's fee for a telephone conFollowing the addresses, the su.
The Book Lovers chill met In nection it the Kindergarten. It is
pervisors, who direct the work of
the home of Mrs. D. M. McKin- a fine contribution for this was a
more than 800 farm and home deney. Friday night. Feb. 20 Mrs. pressing need at the school, with
monstration agents, met for three
Mattie Davis presided over t h • so many little one, who probably
days in small workshop groups to
The 1956 Amendments to the So- business session. Avery tasty could suffer some accident or Illanalyze their Extension programs
cial Security Act brought lawyers, menu was enjoyed by all. Prizes ness that would require immedand make adjustments to help
went to Mrs. Esther Johnson, Mn. iate attention. Hats off to the Outosteopaths, veterinarians.
dentists,
meet the changing needs of rural SOCIETY PRESENTS PROGRAM
Other members of the chapter
Carrie B. Seat and Mrs. Drucilla look chili for this help.
naturopaths,
chiropractors,
a
n
d
people.
The Manassas Chapter of the Na- are Arms Jean Holmes, James
Tuggle. Mrs. Louis Moore received
Mrs. Corrine Cook has had chiltional Honor Society presented a Holmes, Patricia Bowles, Dorothy optometrist under social security. the guest prize.
dren to graduate from the Kinvery unique assembly program Holliday, Evalena Jacob, Clarice They are now, for the third The Literary, Music, Art and dergarten
and had two robes and
last Thursday in the Cora P. Tay- Parker, Countess Johnson, Edna'i year, required to pay their
social Social club h eld its February caps that were to be of no use
lor auditorium using the theme: Madison, Mattlyn McKinney, Sur-1
.meeting in the home of Mrs. 0. E. to her, so she sent them as
etha Toy, Freddie M. Williamsl security tax along with their Stigall. A very interesting busi-,
"Can Dreams Come True?"
for the coming
Federal income tax returns. This ness session was presided over by gift to be used
Participants on the program and Hattie Smith.
and other graduation exercises. We
The officers of the chapter are: announcement was
made
by the President, Mrs. A. T. Pulliam. bone there are others who have
were: Maggie Hankins. Beverly
At the close of the business re- one or more at home, and will
The home of Mrs. Jannie Price Williams, Countess Johnson, Louis Louis Holmes, president; Albert James M. Rountree, District Difreshments were served by t h e get them to us in time. It will MEN OR WOMEN PART TIME OR FULL TIME IN OUTSIDE
Thompson.
vice
president;
Maggie
was destroyed by fire recently.
rector of Internal Revenue for the
hostess assisted by her daughter, help so much.
Hawkins, secretary; A r v ester
Mrs. Brown's granddaughter sharORDER DEPARTMENT — EASY AND INTERESTING WORK
Mrs. F. M. Givens and little grandHughes, treasurer; Jeff Brown, Nashville district.
,
ed one part of the house. Mr. and
Vances were host to a sort WITH GOOD PAY — MUST BE OF GOOD CHARACTER AND
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conjunction
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u
with
Mr.
nchaplain; Goldie Parks, parliadaughter, Francine. Francine also
Mrs. James Burgess and their
wl)efl f_ !:0
mentarian; Marilyn Polk, report- tree's Announcement, Joe W. Fan- entertained the members with a of friendaluip reunion.
ABLE TO FURNISH REFERENCES — HOUSEWIVES WITH
four children lost all their posses.'
came some of Mrs.
er, and Lucy Barber, business es, district manager of the Mem- vocal solo accompanied by heri Memphis
lions in the fire.
friends Mr. and Mrs. ONLY A FEW SPARE HOURS A WEEK WILL BE CONSIDERED
dear
Vance's
in,
manager.
mother.
, Mrs. Thelma Steel of Chicago,
phis office of the Social Security
Leonard Peyton, their daughters,
Weal TO
The club will meet March HI,
Mrs. E. J. Perkins, Mrs. J. R.
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Lois, who teaches in MisAdministration pointed out that, the home of the W. F. Lacey*.
Turner,
PERSONNEL MANAGER
Mrs.
G.
M.
Greene
and
teaches at Dunn
who
Fairy,
souri,
Haze Comb; grandmother, M r s.
The American Legion AllanMr. E. W. Weed serve as advisors since the extension of coverage to
school in Memphis and Lola PeyJannie Brown, and Mrs. Gloria
POST OFFICE BOX 546
held its February meeting
these professional self-employed
of the organization.
in ton Richmond, who teaches in Los
Burgess.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
C.
The purposes of the organization persons, they are now building the
, Mrs. Ave Malone Greer. attend- ;
Angeles.
Moody, sr. The business was pre-I
are Leadership, Scholarship, Char- same kind of insurance protection sided
ed on Feb. 22 and n, the eighth
and
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over by President, htrs., Along with them came
. Mr.
.
for themselves and their families
annual meeting of the Southern
acter and Service.
Repossessed — New Tranunlasioti
en-( Mrs. Burt-el Clark, Miss
Louise
Cooper.
The
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that the Federally-operated syn.
Central Region of the National
Brooks
and
Marie
Miss
Radio
and Heater — 35,000 miles
joyed games and refreshments.
tern has afforded most other selfBeauty Culturists League. The
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Mr. James Harris. It was a fine
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meet was held at Little R o c k.
employed
individuals since 1951. is a recently
Today's spotlight turns to "Mr.
club,; reunion of a friendship that has
organied
Ark., with Mrs. Carrie, supervisor
use
LAXATIVE
the
through
"GASICK"
cotton?
•
cemented
Barg museum mew
Genius" himself, Mr. Napoleon B.
doing helpful and constructive become
ga
r tural suthiriva&
rragrettl
ro.
ftror
,n
of the Southern Region, presiding.
Williams jr., who resides with scriptions. The subscriptions a r e community service. The officers years. They met the Vances at 1:11ro•Nriov
HERB TABLETS!
Members came from the areas of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hanoi- $1.20 and one can purchase his are President, Mrs. Zella Landers; First Baptist in Brownsville WILLIAM VANKINX LA:101:0MM Compounded from rare Chinese
Itonmhla
S.
Teat.
Ark., La., Miss. and Tex.
and
worshipped
they
eon B. Williams, Sr., at 2240 Clay-, subscription from any senior. Your vice, Mrs. Emma Beard; scene- where
formula, depended on for centuries
The 4H club is carrying on a
solo.
CASH FOR PROPERTY
ton tie., in the Hyde Park section' admittance will be your subserip- tan,
in the Orient. Natural remedy to
. Mrs. Ola Mae Higgins;"Miss Fairy sang a request
onderful part in keeping up their
lion, therefore, plan now to get it Blatant secretary, Mrs. Lawrence; It was a happy afternoon for the Will buy any type house or lot relieve stomach trouble, constipaof the city.
activities with Miss Bettye A n 11
group who sat around the fire. for all cash, try us today.
NAPOLEON B. WILLIAMS
and treasurer, Mr. Gaines.
tion and digestive upsets. 100 TabHis activities include member-I in advance,
Caney, assistant secretary of the
Jeff Brown is president of the , Just recently they held a pantry side, relating happy memories of
ABSOLUTELY NO DELAY
lets, $1.00 postpaid.
shipin
the,
Ole
Timers
club.
Mu
Holmes, Jeff Brown, Patricia
State, running the show.
yesteryears,
Senior
Class.
Mr.
N.
If.
Owens,
shower for the Kindergarten, conC. V. DODD REALTY CO.
Silas Walker is doing a wonder- Bowles, Goldie Parks, Marilyn Alpha Theta, a national honor- i jr., is chairman. Mrs. A. D. Jones, slating of'
at
passed
Mrs.
Vee
Barnett
food.
many nice cans of
432 Hickman Bldg.
JA 5-0505
ful job with the St. Luke Baptist Polk, Lucy Barber, Arma Jean ary organization of math stu- Mrs. 0. J. Hodge, Mrs. K. P. The hoard
is grateful for this ex-her home Feb. 23. Funeral archurch choir through regular re- Holmes, Arvester Hughes, Louis dents Science club-Chem Mem Thomas, Mrs. E. Amos and Mrs. pression from the club.
rangements are incomplete. Mims QUICK CASR for your KOMI, or
15772, Del Valle Station.
Chem
Fem,
and
the
National
HonSW note. -- Day IX. 7-2561,
hearsals. Mr. Walker is the di- Holmes, Albert Thompson and
The outlook club of which Miss funeral home is in charge.
Los Angeles, Calif.
•
I or Society where he was recently H. C. Smith are the senior adNita EX 7-1477.
rector and pianist.
the Manassas Senior Glee club.
visors.
- - —
e has maintasne
Inductees into the organization
•
•
•
"A" average since his freshman
were: Beverly Williams, Earlene
CONCERT
year.
Houston, Joyce Gatlin, Delores
Mr. Williams is a member of The Intermediate Department of
Peterson, Nellie Criglar, Shirley
For Attractive Young Woman With Car,
Manassas presented their annual
Harrison, Doris 'Renton, Stir-, the 11-4 homeroom class with Mn,. concert
Service
Stations.
in
the
Cora
P.
Taylor
auE.
J.
Perkins,
homeroom teach'ley Hunt, Jean Williams, Addie
ditorium, entitled, "Calendar CapIA
Holmes, Maggie Gibbs, Annette! er. He takes an active part in ers." Music Was given by Mrs.
6-8987
C.
Ivory, Jereline Ross, Napoleon Wil- his homeroom class and serves In E. Branham, Mrs. E. B. Jones and
liams, Bertha Newman, Rubestine whatever capacity chosen.
Mrs.
E.
Able
and
the
orchestra.
Clark, Bobbie Gray, Velma Wei-, In social life Napoleon is a member of the Pleasant View Baptist For Jonuary, 4-4 A Class did
lace and Roosevelt Richardson,
church
where
the
Reverend
Walker
"Sleigh
Ride." For February. 5-1A
The Honor Society presented'
is minister. He is a member of Class did "Birthday Greetings:"
Mr. Maceo Walker in a very dy-,
and
the
Crown
Social
club
serves
March
—
5-2A Class — "Easter
namic speech. He pointed o u t
very faithfully In thsi organize- Parade"; April 4-31 Class —
that we. as students, should have
"April Showers"; May — "The
five main phases of life, namely,
He has won lit place in the Ne- Maypole" — 5-3A Class; J u n e—
(1) Preparation, (2) Patience, (3) gro Division
Mathematics
Contest
Courage, (4) Hard Work and (5) in Algebra I and fourth place in "Shotgun Wedding" — 4-1A Class;
July — "Fireworks" — 6-4A Class;
Code of Ethics.
!the integrated division of West August — "Dog Days" — 6-3A
He mentioned that we should go
considerTennessee
in
1958.
He
is
•
Class; September — "Back to
other
the
just a bit further than
Manassas' superior Btu- School" — 4-2A Class; October —
students and that hard work will ed one of
underhe
field
that
'
dents
in
any
"Witchcraft" — 6-1A Class; Noonly be accepted in the world totakes. His ideal is Dr. Albert Ein- vember — "Shine on Harvest
day. "Give your best, also have
I
stien.
Moon" 5-4A Class and December.
faith ond confidence in yourself
His teacher of math is Mrs. .1. "A Visit from Santa Claus" 6-2A
that you can do the job well.
given
him
Turner
who
has
R.
Class.
the
challenge
to
extended
a
He
honor society members and t h e much inspiration in the field of The school band played a selecstudent body at large on the fore.- mathematics.
tion and William Charles Hurd
After graduation, this 16-year-old played an instrumental solo.
going points and asked that we
phypersonality
in
plans
to
major
The teachers in this department'
take them and make them a part
sics. He aspires to become a theo- are: Mrs. M. H. Pride, Mrs. E.
of our everyday lives.
retical physicist.
Brownlee, Mrs. C. Shackleford,
Congratulatons to this personaliMrs. R. W. Spaulding, Mrs. A. B.
ty, Napoleon Williams. May you Saunders, Mr. R. B. Jones, Mrs
have complete success in your
L. D. Scott, Miss T. E. Tharpe,
chosen field.
Mtn V. B. Doggett, Miss Kathryn
(English Lady)
•• •
ty time. Frost the rakes with
Fra7ier and Miss E. B. Lewis. CIRCUS FUDGE CAKE — InPRE SPRING BALL
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
a creamy fudge frosting made
Mrs. J. C. Bryant served as dividnal fudge cakes are ideal
The Senior Class of Manassas is
A GYPSY
parwith
evaporated milk.
presenting their Pre-Spring Ball at General Chairman of the concert, fare for the youngsters at
Mississippi
the
at
office
new
her
is
This
This concert, as well as the one
Curries Thursday night. March
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
Music will be rendered by Ben given by the Primary Department,
12.
long time of being away and at last she Is
Branch and his orchestra, along showed great talent in the eleback to stay in her new home.
mentary department of Manassas.
with the Largoes.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
This (lance is somewhat differ- This was backed up by the prinMr. L. B. Hobson in his
you
dance
cipal
school
sweetheart?
Are
the
average
from
ent
yen lost faith In your husband, wife or
Last Coll for,
in that it will be given using sub- remarks on both programs.
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are Your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
Adcrifional LisIlawat
Chomped Listings
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Pages
Yellow
the
in
Ads
Tell you why your }oh or business is not a success It you have
Don't Wait! Callowr Rusinens Office right anew
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
In notify os of changed listings in the Telephone
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Directory. Remember, additional listings fcr memLine. on the way to Hernando. flier home is 2 blocks below
bers of your family or firm may be included for
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION

Defender Classifieds Reach More of The I
People You Want to Sell for the Cheapest i
Price in Town. Telephone The Defender =
your Classified Ad today — JA 6-8397.
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HELP WANTED MALE OR FEMALE

1

CHING WAH

REAL MONEY

IZZY ROSEN'S

MADAM BELL

By Businnimmiol

to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. IShe
had an office to West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitthaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a m. to 8 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays

I don't mak. any home calls or answer soy letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

'• Safer

1
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM 3

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPIHS STREET RAILWAY CO.
Fill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111h

Your Cash
TALKS
LOUDER
HERE!
Sess Us For Your
Favorite Brand

HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
194 East Calhoun

only a sing extra coed

Mr. Flusineennwm: Yellow Pare le the beet way
to tell people bow to find you. Call the Telephone
Rustiness Office without delay an that your products
cr services may be reçw-erued It Fast
▪
in the nation's most
In The
weed buying guide— Yel,flow Pages
low Pages

Rev. McDaniel
Speaks For Club

16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Rev. J. A. McDaniel, pastor of
the Bethel Presbyterian church
lo, and executive secretary of the
cal branch of the Urban League.
was the guest speaker during
program presented at the Ores
er Mt. Pleasant Baptist churc
last Sunday afternoon by members
of the West Side Pacific club.
Refreshments were served later in the club room located at 70
'str. Williams,
year:
six
and
bitter
nearly
is
is—owner
comings,
Williams,
short
have
logs,
John
MUSING: You can be beautiful.,
W. Illinois at. James Ballard is
Hearst ave., serHow? If you are mentally satis- to a bride 01 12 weeks. Try to ap- oresident of the club.
manager of the Nu-way Garage, who lives at 1839
last
second vice president
fied, you'll be at peace with the preciate the fact that you have
was elected president of the Hem., ved as
and has been a member of
world. When you are at peace withi the nian while the other woman
phis Business League when mem- year,
past
the
for
directors
board of
yourself, you will sleep well. 11
bers met recently. The organize its
has the memory.
years.
you sleep well, you will feel and,
MADRID — (UPI) — Spain again
tion has its headquarters at 234 three
Even if her love was sincere, has fought off an encroachment
Mr. Williams succeeded J. S
look fresh.
Hernando st.
home
Funeral
happiness
the
Victory
have
of
wil
not
Edwards,
she
eat
i
will
of the modern world.
If you feel fresh, you
A member of the league for as president. Other officers of the
better, and if you eat better your that you will enjoy and keep — I A city official announced Tuesexleague are Rev. C. J. Gaston,
complexion will be improved.
unless you throw it away through day "there will be no parking meecutive secretary; J. S. Edwards,'
Thus you will have poise, and constant nagging about his past. ters in Madrid."
Jones,i
L.
S.
first vice president;
such a person gives the impres
second vice president; Lester
sion of being beautiful. You will
John
president
vice
third
Snell,
then radiate beauty to the extent
A. Olive, treasurer; and Other L.
that you will cast almost a hypBrandon, chairman of the board.
notic spell and make people think
63,000 BUDGET
YOU are beautiful. Try it.
league
At the same meeting the
Dear Carlotta:
the
for
budget
adopted a $3,000
I have been married for three
year, and one of its projects will
months to a man who is all that
be to encourage men with experany
girl could want — kind, conience as apprentices to take exsiderate, loving and devoted in
aminations for electricians and
0. Burnett, left, of 3069 Jean every way. But I am not happy.
lye Contest, which ran from
PRIZES FOR s si- LTA, — Inplumbers.
Decern•
through
October
pendrive, were awarded the safe- Before we were married my husThe league also voted to increase specting a mechanical
band admitted that while he was
to
ty inscribed cigarette lighters
1958, is Col. Harry F. Hanpresented
he
the efficiency of small businesses cil which
overseas he met a girl who was
oilicommanding
acting
being
top
sen,
emleft,
for
from
Safti-Centive
second
Early,
John
and
clinics
by promoting sales
very nice to him.
ployee and supervisor of the
er of the Memphis General Deof 1484 Oriole st., for being
business training institutes and
Since then he has sworn that he
pot. Robert F. Williams, of 199
depot.
Safti-Dentgiving help in such areas as book- runner-up in the
did not love the girl, but that she
Davant st., right, and Frank
keeping and advertising.
was just the one to keep him from
The ogranization launched a
being so lonely. Since discovering
drive for 500 members on last Sunthis I have not had a moment
day. Present membership is 100.
JOHN WILLIAMS
free of worry. I keep trying to
imagine what his life with her
must have been like, and I question him. How can I get this subject out of my mind? A. B.
Dear A. B.
Mr. Parker is the son of Mr.
The 1958 edition of the "VicCAMPUS CONTEST —
•
Your problem is common among IN
and Mrs. Edward Parker, sr.,
tor," the yearbook for the Father Two members of the Memphis Mrs. Clark is a member of Metro- young women today, and will con- Among the 42 students at Tenof Memphis, and a graduate
Bertrand High school, has been district of the Golden Circle Life politan Baptist church, where she tinue as long as armies go abroad. nessee A and I State univerof Booker T. Washington High
given a merit scoreV of "B" a rat- Insurance company were honored serves as departmental superin- Many young men just don't have sity seeking the titles of Mr.
school. Miss Waller, a freshEsquire and Miss Charm of
ing between "good to very good." recently for outstanding perform- tendent and as a member of the the stability to adjust to the drasNASHVILLE — Nine new local EIGHT COUNTIES
Sanctuary committee. She is secof eight by the National School Yearbook ance during the past year.
man English major, is the
tic change that foreign service' 1959, the sixth annual race tor
organizations were affiliated with CORE now has groups
They were Mrs. Arnita Clark, retary of the Deborrah circle.
daughter ofMr. and Mrs. Wilcounties which are Association of Columbia, Mo.
the honors, are West Tennespresents.
the Congress of Racial Equality South Carolina
lie Waller and a graduate of
primarily on voter regis- "This rating puts the book gen- of 2562 Supreme st., who was
Mrs. Street is a member of Pro- Time will help you to put your, seans Edward Parker, right,
(CORE) at the National Council working
these erally in the upper half of year- named "staff supervisor of t h e gressive Baptist church, where husband's past in its proper place.1 of Memphis; and Miss GwenBrownsville's Carver High
meeting in Nashville on Feb. 21 tration. Delegates from
B.
Street,
servPearlie
year," and Mrs.
school.
Nashville Council books judged by this national
she serves as a member of the Having to face the fact that hug-, dolyn Waller, of Brownsville.
and 22. Along with this growth of groups to the
with
Camnts
her
yearfor
for
cited
accomplishme
major,
registration
bands, like all other human be-' A senior mathematics
Usher hoard
ice offered exclusively
affiliated CORE groups Execu- reported that
past
year.
the
for
well
company
director,
the
the
very
Patterson,
books," N.
tive Secretary James R. Robin- paigns were progressing
where stated.
Mrs. Clark, who is staff managson announced that the National and that the eight counties
seen
have
organized
The Victor earned special comis
membership has increased by over CORE
number of mendations under the judging rate_
80 per cent in the past eight marked increases in the
gories, which included appearance,
registered Negro voters.
months.
was orderliness and layout, complete"This phenomenal growth," Rob. The CORE National Council
national meet- ness, editorial and pictorial qualiinaon said, ''has been primarily the best attended
since its for- ty.
due to the increased local activi- ing held by CORE
ty of our affiliated groups across mation 16 years ago. Delegates
half the
the nation. CORE's program of di- were present from over
es Alligator Sheep-Thief
rect action and non-violent protest affiliated locals. Representativ
PORT GIBSON, Miss. — (UPI)
section
every
from
present
were
eshas gained increasing interest
—Farmer Ed Gritman thinks he's
pecially in the Upper South. T h e of the country. The newl affiliated
solved the mystery of his missing
Pilgrimage of Prayer for Public groups are: Norfolk, Va.; Charles.
sheep.
C.;
D.
Washington,
Va.;
W.
unton,
Va.,
Richmond,
in
held
Schools
He found and killed an apparder the leadership of National East St. Louis, Ill., and the five ently well-fed alligator in the bayField Secretary Gordon R. Carey, from South Carolina. Charleston, ou adjacent to his pasture.
and Virginia CORE Director, Rev, Columbia, Greenville, Marion and
Wyatt Tee Walker, was especial- Spartanburg counties.
Henry Hodge, National Vice end Council meeting the Nashville
ly significant."
Equality
National Chairman Charles R. chairman, announced that plans Committee of Racial
on Non
Oldham, St. Louis attorney, re- for the National Conference-C o n- (CORE) held a workshop
which began
marked that five of the new CORE vention to be held in California violent Direct Action
Sun
ended
and
groups are in the state of South this summer from June 14 through on Friday evening
workshop was
Carolina where Field Secretary 19 were nearing completion. It day afternoon. The
he
James T. McCain has been con• will be held in Pacific Palisades, well attended and many of t
in
MRS. ARNITE CLARK
trating his efforts during the past a resort suburb of Los Angeles. Council delegates participated
In conjunction with the week the workshop activities.
year.
Sat., March 7, 1959
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For Business League
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T ender, fluffy Riceland
Rice is the perfect companion for all seafoods—
shrimp, crahmeat, fish,
canned salmon or fresh
baked salmon as shown,
right. Riceland Rice is
easy to prepare, delightful to serve, delicious to
cab And Riceland
MRS. PEARLIE B. STREET
er, had an increase of $154.60 at
the end of the fourth quarter, and
Mrs. Street topped other agents
with an increase of $57.79 during
the same period.
With Golden Circle, for the past
three years, Mrs. Clark has trained agents in leadership, teamwork and how to achieve success.
Mrs. Street joined the force in
1956, and has been elected president of the agency staff for 1959.
In congratulating the staff members, S. A. Owen, jr., the minac•
er, said, "Such records are challenges to other members of the
agency staff."
Active in church and civic affair

(/1/14A5ic CArrets

Klondyke PTA
Hears Students
In Panel Talk

aren't reserved for Rajahs
You have
a magic carpet, you
know. Right in your own
borne or office. With it you can
travel to the ends of the earth, visit
friends, speed to the side of loved ones,
You can do all these things, and more,
with the wonderful magic that is your
telephone_ And this magic
carpet in ready to go
right now. How
about it?

Etau-th rn Belt Ar?
"Theo/es tor Caffing"

•

•

A program in observance o
Founder's Day Was presented by
the Parent-Teachers association in
the cafeteria of Klondyke Elementary school, with Mrs. WillieTennison, a teacher, serving as chairman.
Several students served in a panel discussion and music was provided by the Klendyke Glee club
under the direction of Mrs. Sadie
Anderson. Mrs. Lucille Price. presHem, of the Bluff Cite Connell
of PTAs' Was present and gave interesting remark,.
The prorram was followed with
a fellowship period between parents and teachers and Rev. M.
aconn gave the benediction.
Miss Anna F. Jones le the
principal of the school and Mrs
Katie Sexton president of the l'TA. I

is

Rice

naturally better.

BAKED SALMON
with

CELERIED RICE
INGREDIENTS
3 cups hot cooked Riceland
Rice
2 cups hot cooked diced
celery
2 pounds fresh Chinook
Salmon
Flour, salt and pepper

5 tablespoons butter or
margarine
1 large onion, minced
1 clove garlic, if desired
2 tablespoons Worcester.
/
11
shire sauce
2 cups tomato Mc,
/
11

METHOD: Be sure salmon is perfectly scaled,
cleaned, washed and wiped dry. Rub with salt
and pepper. Dredge with flour. Bake 15 minutes
in a greased shallow pan at 400° F. Add all other
ingredients. Cook 10 minutes at 350° F. basting

RICELAND
RICE

frequently. Put on a. hot platter. Thin sauce in
pan with water or cream, thicken with a little
flour mixed with cold water. Stir, cook until
thick; pour around the salmon. Serve with hot
celeriea rice. Serves 5 or 6.
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